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Colonel of the Regiment’s Foreword
As always, it is a great pleasure to be
able to introduce the latest edition of the
Regimental Journal, which is the record
of another exceptionally busy year for the
Regiment. With Op HERRICK 15 well
and truly in the past, and Op HERRICK
20 now looming, the Regiment has still
managed to keep everyone as busy as
ever. The change of role under Army
2020, news of the move to Swanton
Morley, various Collective Training
exercises and, of course, the start of
our preparations for the UK’s final tour of
Afghanistan in the combat role, have all
ensured there is never a dull moment!
In terms of the detail of the Regiment’s
operational deployment, there remains
considerable uncertainty as the Afghan
Presidential Elections approach, and
the long term status of NATO and
US troops in the country remains
undecided.
However, the CO now
knows the Regiment will deploy with
an ORBAT of nearly 200, up from 90.
Although the news that increased the
Regiment’s commitment to Op HERRICK 20 was unexpected,
it demonstrates the excellent reputation that the Regiment
currently has in the Army, and we should all be proud that QDG
were the first choice when additional manning for operations
was required.
The Dempsey Barracks tank park is now no longer home to
CVR(T) and, while we prepare for Op HERRICK, work is also
under way to convert to the Light Cavalry role, which will be
conducted from a wheeled platform, probably Jackal, with
which we are already familiar. A Sqn and RHQ have already
enjoyed a particularly damp exercise in Bavaria experimenting
as Light Cavalry with Land Rovers, and other major, and
exciting, exercises have taken place in Brunei, Kenya, and
Canada. It is also pleasing to see that Adventurous Training
and sport continue to play a central role in “the offer”, and even
I still managed to take advantage of this as I visited the downhill
ski team in Verbier in January.
In October I was fortunate enough to visit the Regiment, along
with a number of the Trustees and other key people in the QDG
“wider family”, and we were delighted to find the needle of the
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Commanding Officer’s “morale-ometer”
sitting very firmly in the ‘green’. We
were hosted by each of the Messes,
and found that the great high spirits and
traditions that I remember so fondly are
still firmly embedded. Certainly many of
the Trustees found it all too easy to slip
back into the mindset of a subaltern, and
could be found singing around the piano
in the Officers’ Mess until the small hours
of the morning! Overall, it was a great
visit, and readers of this Journal should
feel confident that the Regiment is in a
very good place.
Outside of the serving Regiment,
Home Headquarters continues to work
extremely hard for QDG. Basher has now
successfully raised the £21,000 needed
to create a memorial for the Regiment in
Llandaff Cathedral. This will be a very
timely and appropriate contribution to
our ‘spiritual home’. My thanks go out to
those companies and individuals who so
generously donated to this worthy cause.
It was also excellent to see so many at
the Regimental Reunion in Cardiff this year. The date for the
2014 Reunion will be moved to the Saturday of Remembrance
weekend, which I believe is a better time to hold such an event,
and which I hope will ensure a more substantial QDG turnout for
the Remembrance Sunday Parade in Cardiff City Centre.
Looking to the future, while the Regiment prepares for
Afghanistan, and the subsequent move to Swanton Morley
in 2015, planning for Waterloo 200 is well under way and,
without prejudging any detailed arrangements, I am keenly
looking forward to what I know will be a spectacular event, both
from a national and a Regimental perspective. QDG branding
across Wales is also on the up, and Commander 160 Brigade
organised for QDG, along with the Welsh Guards and Royal
Welsh, to attend a briefing for all Welsh MPs and Lords on the
Welsh Regiments that they should be so proud of.
My best wishes go to all those in the Queen’s Dragoon Guards,
be they past, present, serving at ERE, or family, and I hope that
you enjoy the excellent and thoroughly entertaining articles in
the following pages.
SVM

25/04/2014 11:39
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QDG Honours and Awards
Order of the British Empire:
Col JJ de Quincey Adams
Commander’s Commendation for Op Olympics:
SSgt CA Worsley
Meritorious Service Medal:
Capt PD Jones
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal:
SSgt Davies 962 & Sgt Docherty (AGC(SPS))
Mann Trophy:
Tpr M Breeze, C Sqn
Leathersellers Trophy:
Cpl KP Taylor, HQ Sqn

General Mayall presents Sgt Riley with his birthday cake

Queen Elizabeth Trophy:
Sgt MD Riley, B Sqn
Mullens Cup:
LCpl ER Lardner, B Sqn
Top Student JCC 1:
Cpl AJ Doolan, C Sqn
Top Student on BR Crew Commander’s Course:
Cpl Bennett, C Sqn
SSgt Worsley receives his commendation from the Colonel of the Regiment

General Mayall’s left hook
was slowing down
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Commanding Officer’s Foreword
In my foreword last year I highlighted the
healthy state of the Regiment but pointed
to areas of uncertainty such as when
we will move to Swanton Morley, how
many people would be made redundant,
whether we would deploy to Afghanistan
or not, and when and how we would
convert to Light Cavalry. QDG had its fair
share of unanswered questions which
weighed on the mind.
I am glad to say that we now have
answers to most of these questions; in
fact I believe we have reached a plateau
of certainty, at least for now. The move
to Swanton Morley will take place in
July/August 2015 and delay is unlikely
because of the higher costs of basing
us in Germany. Tranche 3 of the Army’s
redundancy programme selected 19
of our soldiers of whom thankfully only
two were non-volunteers. Tranche 4, the
Army’s final redundancy round, looms on the horizon but we
have recently discovered that no QDG soldier will be affected
although a handful of attached soldiers may be.
After lots of twists and turns QDG has been given a prominent
place on the final combat deployment to Helmand this summer.
We have two principal tasks – assisting the Afghan National
Army and the Brigade Reconnaissance Force (BRF). This
is now a full Regimental deployment and I believe these two
roles play very well to our strengths, experience and character.
The length of our deployment is still unknown and is in part
dependent on ongoing talks between Presidents Obama and
Karzai. This is our only significant area of uncertainty. In light of
our deployment the conversion to Light Cavalry and the various
aspects of Army 2020 such as pairing with the Royal Yeomanry
have been delayed until our return.
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One of the great strengths of a
reconnaissance force such as QDG is its
wide employability and versatility. Recce
troops have the training, character
and equipment to turn their hands
successfully to a range of tasks beyond
their primary role. This has meant QDG
has been very employable on operations
over the last decade and I am glad our
new Light Cavalry role will also have this
characteristic. This was also in evidence
during the Foundation Training season in
2013 when QDG was lucky to exercise
on both of the major field exercises for
20th Armoured Brigade. In Bavaria A
Sqn conducted a trial of the new Light
Cavalry capability equipped with opentopped wheeled recce vehicles; a great
success even in non-stop torrential rain.
In Canada B Sqn exercised on CVR(T) for
a final glorious time and C Sqn rolled out
with great confidence as the embryonic
Herrick 20 BRF in wheeled vehicles. Low levels of armoured
protection limit the tasks we can perform on the battlefield but
on balance we have great versatility and utility, and I believe we
will remain a capability of first choice as Light Cavalry.
Of course Regimental life is more than just exercises and
operations. So much else has been going on that is captured
colourfully in the following pages. Highlights for me have been
the battlefield tours to Little Bighorn in Montana and Arnhem,
nordic and alpine skiing, rugby and football successes galore,
some memorable parties in all Messes, and lots of leave in
advance of our deployment to Afghanistan.
Thank you for your continued support and I hope you enjoy this
2013 edition of the Regimental Journal.

25/04/2014 11:39
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Diary Of Regimental Events 2013
January
8 Jan – 1 Feb
13 Jan

14 Jan – 2 Mar

February
3 – 10 Feb
16 Feb
18 – 22 Feb
27 Feb

March

9 Mar
12 Mar
15 Mar
18 – 28 Mar
22 – 25 Mar
29 Mar – 15 Apr

April
19 Apr
20 Apr

22 Apr – 3 May
24 Apr
25 Apr
27 – 28 Apr

May
3 May
3 May
4 May
12 May – 9 Jun
28 May

Exercise Rukh Eagle, Brunei
WO1 RC Mansel takes over from WO1
(RSM) PD Jones
Exercise Askari Thunder, Kenya
AT – Exercise Carron Eagle, Scotland
WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess Valentines Ball
Regiment on Half Term Leave
Regiment celebrates St David’s Day
WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess Ladies’ Dinner Night
WOs attend Officers’ Mess Dinner Night
Wives’ Cheese, Wine & Quiz Night
Exercise Eagles Charge 1 (MCC Ranges)
Leathersellers visit Dempsey Barracks
Regiment on Easter Leave
WOs’ Dinner Night in WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess
Inaugural Lucknow Dinner Night in the Cpls’
Mess
Exercise Eagles Charge 2 (DCC Ranges)
CRAC visits Dempsey Barracks
GOC 1(UK) Armd Div visits Dempsey
Barracks
PEC Spring Show

15 Jun
18 Jun
19 Jun
25 Jun
26 Jun
27 Jun

28 Jun – 6 Jul
30 Jun

July

6 Jul – 11 Aug
12 Jul
20 – 21 Jul
22 – 26 Jul

August
1 Aug

5 – 8 Aug
12 Aug – 9 Sep

Dempsey Fit Squad complete Spin for Life
Tranche Three Redundancies announced
Officers’, WOs’ & Sgts’ Messes celebrate
the Battle of Waterloo
Maj Lloyd assumes command of C Sqn
Minister for Defence, Personnel, Welfare
& Veterans, The Right Honourable Mark
Francois MP, visits Dempsey Barracks.
Armed Forces Federation Conference
– Germany
CO visits Afghanistan
C Sqn & BGHQ deploy to BATUS
Exercise Prairie Thunder 2, BATUS
Schutzenfest Paderborn
PEC Summer Show
Royal Welsh Shows
Maj Hanlon departs and Maj O’Brien Scots
DG assumes command of A Sqn
Exercise Sioux Eagle; Battlefield study to
Little Bighorn – Montana, USA
Regiment on Summer Leave

Cpls’ Mess inaugural Ladies’
Dinner Night
Capt Pilcher hands
over Adjutant to Capt
Ruggles-Brise
Officers’ Mess Ladies’
Dinner Night
Exercise Bavarian
Charger, Bavaria (A
Sqn & BGHQ)
B Sqn deploy to
BATUS

“Nobody puts baby
in the corner.”
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The Minister for Defence, Personnel, Welfare & Veterans was unimpressed;
he had been told the girls at the Arms Fair were much better looking
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“I swear we parked the
Jackal around here.”

September
12 Sep

13 – 14 Sep
20 Sep
21 Sep
23 Sep – 1 Oct
26 Sep – 2 Oct
28 Sep
30 Sep
30 Sep – 4 Oct

October
3 – 5 Oct
5 Oct
7 – 11 Oct

10 Oct
13 – 15 Oct
18 Oct
19 Oct
21 – 25 Oct
23 – 24 Oct
28 Oct – 4 Nov

Comd 20 Armd Bde Rugby 7s – QDG
Winners of Plate competition
BRITFEST
WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess Summer Ball
– Mohnesee
Cpls’ Mess Summer Ball
Exercise Jebel Storm recce, Oman
QDG support the Welsh Transport Regiment
on exercise – Sennelager
Officers’ Mess Summer Ball
SSAFA ‘Buy A Day Off Work’
Exercise Hohenfels Eagle; Cambrian Patrol
training

December
2 – 4 Dec
5 Dec
4 Dec – 21 Jan
6 Dec
7 Dec
7 Dec
8 Dec
11 Dec
13 Dec – 6 Jan

Mullens Cup
Maj IGT Clegg Dine Out, Bovington
Exercise White Knight 30 – Alpine Skiing in
Verbier
Cpls’ Mess Christmas Ball
WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess Christmas Ball
PEC Christmas Show
Children’s Christmas Party
QDG Christmas Day
Regiment on Christmas Leave

Regimental Trustees visit Dempsey Barracks
PEC Hunter Trials
Exercise Pashtun Hawk, Dismounted
Ranges, Sennelager.
Fiji Day
Exercise Cambrian Patrol 2013
RCA Rugby Match in Cardiff
RCA Reunion in Cardiff
Operation HERRICK 20 All Ranks Briefings
WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess Battlefield Study to
Arnhem
Regiment on Half Term Leave

November
4 Nov
7 – 8 Nov
8 Nov
10 Nov
15 – 23 Nov

ISTAR Gp Dinner in the Officers’ Mess
24hr PFA Challenge
Garrison Bonfire Night
20 Armd Bde Remembrance Parade
Command Group Operation HERRICK 20
Immersion visit to Afghanistan
21 Nov – 21 Jan Exercise Whitefist – Nordic Skiing
23 Nov
Wives’ Christmas Party
30 Nov
Officers’ Mess Ladies’ Christmas Dinner
Night

Hiding behind the ‘obvious’ white post had been a bad idea
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LCpl Mokuoana and LCpl Mwamulima celebrate Commonwealth Day
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A Squadron

A Sqn has gone through a succession
of major changes since the last journal
was published and, as ever, the year has
been busy and challenging. During the
period we have seen the Sqn grow to
over a hundred personnel for Exercise
Bavarian Charger, before shrinking
to around ten while the remainder of
the Regiment exercised in BATUS. In
September the Sqn was warned off for a
training exercise in Oman, although this
has now fallen away in favour of a place
on the Op HERRICK 20 order of battle.
Op HERRICK 20 will be the Regiment’s
(and indeed the British Army’s) final
deployment to Helmand Province in
2014, although given that the current
campaign is the fourth time the British
Army has ventured into Afghanistan, it
may not be truly the final deployment to
that country that Britain ever conducts!
In April Maj Johnny Hanlon SCOTS DG,
moved back from C Sqn to A Sqn in order
to command the Sqn on Exercise Bavarian
Charger. With him he brought hand-picked

soldiers from C Sqn to bring A Sqn up to
the required strength. The exercise was
a major experimental Collective Training
3 (CT3) exercise that took place across
Bavaria and has formed the main event
for A Sqn this year. The exercise was in
part conducted as an army experiment to
look at potential alternatives to training at
BATUS in Canada. For the QDG and wider
RAC, it also formed part of the work to
understand and develop the Light Cavalry
(Lt Cav) concept as part of the move to the
wider Army 2020 structures.
Exercise Bavarian Charger was conducted
in the US Army training areas and ranges
at Hohenfels and Grafenwoehr in two main
phases; an initial 12-day live firing package,
followed by a 5-day transition and then a
10-day Tactical Effect Simulation Exercise
(TESEX). The Sqn started the exercise with
a real mixture of experience. For many,
the exercise was the first since arriving
in Germany from training, while for most
others it presented the first opportunity
to exercise on the RWMIK(+) platform

The boys gathered around to hear
Capt Arthur’s war stories

It wasn’t the biggest hill they had
climbed, but they were still proud

Winter tyres, German lights, BFG’d…yours for £1200
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The day A Sqn went hungry on Exercise Bavarian Charger

and also in the mountainous south of the
country. The weather was horrendous
throughout the exercise, with many news
outlets reporting the period as the wettest
on record with considerable flooding
across Central Europe. Units across
Germany deployed to the south to assist
the German authorities in coping with the
widespread flooding; all the while A Sqn
exercised in open-topped RWMIK Land
Rovers.
The Tactical Effect Simulation (TES)
phase of the exercise included
simultaneous CT3 level training for both
the QDG and 5 RIFLES Battle Groups;
adding another challenging dimension to
the exercise. This dynamic also added
very real battlespace management
and resource allocation issues and
forced a steep, but extremely valuable,
learning curve on both Sqn and BGHQs

9

He was more use when he shut his eyes and said nothing

alike. At the Sqn level this meant that
troops had to understand not just where
the enemy were, but also where the
friendly flanking forces were operating,
to a much greater degree than on most
other equivalent exercises.
The QDG CT3 exercise saw two infantry
companies cut across to join the QDG
BG, from 5 RIFLES, for deliberate strike
operations onto enemy locations. The
move to the Forming Up Point (FUP)
included a road move along the German
autobahn in driving rain. So, with gortex
and goggles on, clothing layered up to
keep as warm as possible, the Sqn
deployed on what was an unusual and
particularly uncomfortable tactical move.
Visibility was appalling and without a
windscreen to protect the drivers and
commanders from the elements, they
were unable to see more than 10 feet

in front of them. It being Germany,
much of the autobahn was two lanes
only, with no speed limit, resulting in
frustrated German drivers stuck behind
the convoy of RWMIKs. Few had it quite
as bad as the Sqn Sergeant Major, WO2
‘Bongo’ Davies, who had been deprived
of his warm and dry Panther early in the
exercise to enable the Sqn 2IC, Capt
Roly Jackson, to cross-deck. His mood
was not improved by the permanently
wet state of his cigarettes.
The Sqn was tasked to insert observation
posts (OPs) to identify the enemy
defences prior to desant operations
going in. SSgt ‘Des’ O’Connor, standing
in as 3rd Tp Ldr after Lt ‘Hans’ Martel’s
Champagne-bottle-related injury the
week before we deployed, drew the
short straw. His mission was to move to
the furthest objective and insert on foot

Maybe, just maybe, the enemy would
not expect an attack in file…
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A Sqn on Exercise Bavarian Charger

to get ‘eyes on’. He was to remain there
for over 24 hours, tracking the enemy
and reporting, prior and then during the
assault. The weather did not ease up
in the slightest; if anything it got worse.
Luckily 3rd Tp revelled in the opportunity
for some semi-aquatic soldiering and
with wetsuits and goggles duly packed,
inserted on foot. The information and
assessments that the troop was able to
send up, once we had resolved the everpresent issues with communications,
were invaluable. The 3rd Tp ‘frogmen’
were able to use the cover of night and
the appalling visibility to insert directly
onto the enemy position, recording the
GPS coordinates, while the American
opposing forces (OPFOR) were taking

what shelter they could.
Mission
accomplished, 3rd Tp withdrew into the
woods and prepared for a long wait in
the rain, in close proximity to the enemy,
and thus unable to light their jet boilers or
hexi stoves to heat food.
The information provided by A Sqn
through its patrol and OP matrix
proved decisive in enabling the BG to
successfully strike its objectives, and the
5 RIFLES and 1 PWRR companies were
delighted to have been attached to the
QDG BG, having worked with us briefly
during the live fire period. While the main
attraction to working with QDG might
have been the inherent professionalism
of the BGHQ, one can’t help but wonder

whether the ready supply of ‘stickies’
and other assorted culinary treats by
SSgt (SQMS) ‘Butch’ Davies and his
team might also have been a factor.
Throughout the exercise, SSgt (SQMS)
Davies and his small team of determined
men provided outstanding support
to both A Sqn and to BGHQ. He was
pulled from pillar to post, but, being the
consummate businessman, he saw this
as opportunity, and turned a very healthy
profit for the Sqn fund; profit that was
subsequently drunk in the post-exercise
euphoria that surrounded the end of
exercise Sqn party. Thus, with morale
maintained through the medium of
sweets, burgers and cigarettes, the Sqn

HMS Monmouth
sets sail
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moved onto the final phase, this time
under command of the 5 RIFLES BG.
This took place on the Hohenfels
training area which is composed of
extremely close terrain consisting of large
wooded areas and steep hills, which the
American OPFOR knew well and used to
devastating effect. A Sqn’s mission was
to scout forward to locate and neutralize
the tank threat. Armed with two Javelin
anti-tank missiles per troop and the
RWMIKs, the Sqn scouted forward.
Constrained by dirt tracks, the Sqn
quickly became canalised and ended in
a cat and mouse game, realizing only too
late, that we were the mice. This taught
the Sqn invaluable lessons that will be

put to good effect when the Regiment
converts to the new Lt Cav role. In
particular, the limitations of the vehicle
and the inability to generate sufficient
dismounts to clear ground or fight
through a position, became particular
areas of concern.
However, the benefits of the RWMIK
soon became apparent when the end
of the exercise (ENDEX) was called.
The sun made an appearance, almost
as soon as ENDEX was called and the
doves were launched in search of dry
land. Moving back into camp, it became
obvious that post-mission maintenance
on an RWMIK is much quicker and
easier than on any tracked vehicle,

11

enabling the soldiers to quickly move
on to personal administration and to
enjoy the extensive US welfare facilities.
During Exercise Bavarian Charger, A Sqn
had endured the worst weather Bavaria
could throw at them and despite that
had not only successfully trialled Lt Cav
tactics but also been graded ‘Green’ for
its performance throughout.
The return to Dempsey Barracks was
welcome, but did not last long. Days
after the return, the first elements of
the Sqn deployed to BATUS in support
of both the other QDG Sqns and also
the BATUS training team, leaving a
very small team behind. It was during
this period that Maj Ed O’Brien (also,

Enjoying Bavaria in the summer
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delivered by the Georgian Army, although
this will transition to the USMC by the
time we arrive.
The RCBS delivers a variety of training
to soldiers and officers from the ANA
Kandaks based in the south-west of
Afghanistan. This ranges from basic
soldier (‘warrior’) training, through
support weapons cadres, NCO battle
courses and in the future some officer
training. In addition, the team mentors
the RCBS itself, helping its staff to plan
and resource training and to manage
the ANA soldiers who are sent to it. The
aim is to make the school self sufficient
by the time A Sqn completes its tour,
toward the end of 2014, with its own
instructors and a capable headquarters
able to effectively run what is quite a large
organisation with a relatively complex
mandate by ANA standards.
Uniformdating.com

but entirely coincidentally, SCOTS DG)
arrived to take over from Maj Hanlon.
Having just arrived from a two year
posting in the USA he had just a few
days to settle in, before flying out to join
the rest of the Regiment (including the
SSM) as they came off the prairie. On
return from BATUS, the Regiment went
on well-deserved summer leave, this
time undisrupted by Op Olympics.
In September, the Regiment and A Sqn
with it, were reorganised, bringing A Sqn
up to full strength in preparation for an
overseas exercise, to be conducted in
northern Oman in early 2014; Exercise
Jebel Storm. Exercise Jebel Storm
would have seen the Sqn deploy to the
Omani desert, conduct an extensive
and challenging dismounted field firing
package followed by a period of joint
training with the Omani Jebel Regiment,
based near Jebel Akhdar (of 1950s SAS
operation fame).
The initial exercise recce was conducted
by OCs A and HQ Sqns and an officer
from HQ 20 Armd Bde and the outline
exercise plan produced when the carpet
was ripped from beneath our feet. With
a change in planning for the drawdown
in Afghanistan came a change to the 20
Armd Bde operational lay-down. Thus
the QRH’s significant commitment to
Operation HERRICK 20 was dramatically
reduced, while RHQ and A and B Sqns
QDG were each given so-called ‘Afghanfacing’ roles on the operation. Exercise
Jebel Storm was handed over in short
order to D Sqn QRH, who will doubtless
make the most of what will be an excellent
training opportunity. Meanwhile A Sqn
changed tack to focus on the new plan
that sees it training the Afghan National
Army (ANA) for an indeterminate period
in the latter half of 2014.
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At the time of writing, the initial Operation
HERRICK 20 recces have been
conducted and the Sqn continues to
learn more about its role and the training
requirement for it. What is reasonably
certain at this stage is that A Sqn will
form the core of the UK component
of a joint British Army and US Marine
Corps training and mentoring team that
supports the Afghan National Army’s
(ANA) Regional Corps Battle School
(RCBS). The Sqn will be based in camp
Shorabak, adjacent to camps Bastion
and Leatherneck, in Helmand Province.
The role is an interesting and challenging
one for a variety of reasons. The training
team is entirely integrated British and
American, therefore it is common to see
lessons being taught in Dari or Pashtu
(through an interpreter) by a USMC
officer, being supported by a British
NCO assistant instructor (or vice versa).
Currently force protection in Shorabak is

Due to the instructional and mentoring
nature of the roles, of the thirty or so A
Sqn officers and soldiers who will deploy,
many members of the Sqn (particularly
at the Tpr level) will be forced to remain
behind in Germany while the hierarchy
are in Afghanistan. This is unfortunate, as
the majority of those who will deploy will
have been to Afghanistan before, leaving
behind many of those who have not, and
who are the most keen to deploy.
For those who remain in Germany, there
will be the opportunity to catch up on
career courses, sport and adventure
training as well as the wider preparation
for the move back to Swanton Morely
and the transition to the Lt Cav role in
2015.
EDO’B

God it’s a barren, featureless desert out there…
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EDWARD FRASER
Manufacturing Jeweller and Regimental Silversmiths

All engagement
rings, earrings,
pendant and
wedding bands
made to your
specification

Silver commissions, repairs and valuations

Seal engraved
signet rings

Brooches hand made
to your design

Traditionally made cufflinks
tailored to your cap badge or cypher

Here at Edward Fraser we have our own craftsmen, silversmiths and
gemstone specialists. Dealing directly with the manufacturer ensures
the most competitive pricing.
Based in the historic jewellery quarter in Birmingham, our skill,
knowledge and experience allows us to create totally unique pieces
for all our customers.
:

Contact: Warwick Fraser Guck (ex QDG)
Email: warwick@edwardfraser.com
Tel: +44(0)1789 488395 Mobile: +44(0)7905040035
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I’ve got to stop drinking on exercise

If you pledge just £1 a week…

The Dentist orders a light snack

SSgt O’Connor primes the flask-bomb

SSgt O’Connor dozed fitfully as the Gruffalo
chased him through his troubled dreams

Seconds later Butch would be woken by the
searing agony as he dozed off onto the BBQ

He didn’t remember eating any of it,
but the relief was sheer bliss

Exercise Bavarian Charger
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One day, all of this will be mine

It wasn’t the best OP…

When target indication fails

Blue Steel

Having driven into the Killing Zone,
nobody quite knew what to do

Merthyr Tydfil KAPE tour

Boyz in the Hood

Only they would ever know where
Capt Jackson was buried

Exercise Bavarian Charger was like the
Somme, except with umbrellas, tarpaulins,
vehicles and gravel hard standings

The sand people scare easily, but they
will return and in greater numbers
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B Squadron

Reading through B Sqn’s notes for the
year, the more eagle-eyed amongst
you will undoubtedly notice that there
is no mention of the Sqn’s activities in
January 2013. Suffice to say those who
are interested in that period of the year
to should refer to the previous year’s
Journal. I have been banned from
mentioning or using the ‘J’ word but
you will find plenty of ‘Broccoli’ chat and
photos to cover this missing month.
People often talk of a ‘Year of Firsts’ but
for B Sqn it was more a ‘Year of Lasts’.
As the last QDG Sqn to be mounted on
CVR(T) the Sqn had to complete all the
build up training for the last ever CVR(T)
BATUS exercise for the Regiment.
The training started with the joys of
Combined Arms Tactical Training (CATT)
and Combined Arms Staff Training
(CAST), a baptism of fire for the new 2IC,
Capt Bryn Williams, who had replaced
Capt Richard Chambers alongside a
complete change of Troop Leaders over
the Christmas period. At one point B
Sqn contained more officers (ten in total)
than RHQ, a fact deliberately hidden from
Puzzle Palace, but not from the men of B
Sqn who, as usual, had no idea who was
in charge.
Once we had proved we could beat
a computer-generated army of T-90s
and Toyota Hilux ‘Technicals’ in the
CATT simulators, training on the actual
vehicles could begin. The two-week
range package took place in Sennelager,
building up to the Annual Crew Test
under the ever-caring eye of ARMTAT.
Thankfully we had a B Sqn ex-SSM
onside in the form of Capt Stuart John,

YMCA

Finally, the Troop found a use for Lt McBride

AKA ‘The Screaming Skull’. Through
freezing weather and late nights the
Sqn finished with a first time pass rate
well over 90%. LCpl Petre was the best
gunner, despite the best efforts of Lt
Rory Findlay sat next to him.
During the middle weekend of ranges the
Sqn was able to practice some low-level
troop tactics in the danger area. The
Squadron Leader and 2IC advanced up
a central track in their ‘AMX-10’ (Land

Rover), causing chaos amongst the
withdrawing troops. During one such
serial 2nd Troop Leader popped up on
the net stating he had lost his side bin.
A quick ‘roger out’ and rolling of eyes
followed from SHQ and the exercise
continued. Less than a minute later c/s
20 was back on the net “er… the side
bin had my rifle in it….” STOP!!! Three
hours later, and with some gratefully
received help from C Sqn, the side bin
was recovered, just before sunset.

B Sqn – Farewell to CVR(T)
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Soon, they would be lovers

Lt Paine prepares to test his theory of obturation
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It was like rugby, apart from the complete lack
of a ball and the annoyingly massive model

Whilst the rest of the Regiment were
enjoying the rain in Bavaria, B Sqn
was volunteered to deploy a month
early to BATUS and ‘activate’ the fleet
of CVR(T) for the exercise season.
Activation parties enable the BATUS
permanent staff to enjoy many months
of leave in Las Vegas and the Winter
Maintenance team plenty of time to Ski
in the Rockies. B Sqn formed part of a
100-strong activation team responsible
for checking over and starting up just
under 1000 vehicles. During a month of
spannering and fascinating paperwork,
the Troop Sergeants really earned their
pay, working late nights and weekends
to make an appalling fleet workable for
the exercise.
Huge storms in Canada meant that
much of the promised Adventure Training
package had to be cancelled due to the
biggest floods in 60 years. Much of
Calgary was underwater and over 1000
homes in Medicine Hat were lost down
river. The only trips to survive were
Skydiving and Horseback Riding. The
silver lining was some stand down for
everyone else and the Sqn quickly spread
to the 4 corners of North America. Trips
were quickly organised to Las Vegas,
Vancouver, and various college towns in

Trials of the new amphibious CVR(T) were not going well

the USA where the subalterns felt they
might be ‘most successful’ – they were.
Whilst the remainder of the Regiment
celebrated Waterloo in Dempsey
Barracks, B Sqn had to work out how
to celebrate in Canada. Led by the SSM,
B Sqn Officers and Seniors enjoyed an

WO2 Gallagher was very impressed with Lt McBride’s drill
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with as many BATUS permanent staff as
we could extract from the clutches of their
wives in Ralston. As is now traditional at
Waterloo, WO2 Gallacher managed to
organise a suitably fixed quiz to show up
the Officers. The fine for getting a question
wrong was a ‘delicious’ shot of Prairie

No amount of hair dye would help
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Fire. Thankfully, a very knowledgeable
Lt Mossop managed to upset the form
by getting one of the impossibly difficult
questions correct. This ensured that
Sgt Chant had to endure the punishing
shot. The Officer baiting went even
further, when WO2 Gallacher encouraged
the Squadron Leader to celebrate his
recent Sports Lottery win by purchasing
Sambuca for all the attendees.
Exercise Prairie Thunder 2 brought
many new challenges for the Sqn who
were passed around like a hot potato
between the Battlegroups. After starting
live firing in the QDG BG, we moved to
the QRH and enjoyed the full experience
of an Armoured Battlegroup’s fighting
withdrawal, trying not to get run over by
the Challengers, whilst simultaneously
recovering breakdowns and bog-ins.
At the end of the exercise we were fully
trained, steely-eyed dealers of 30mm
death, ready to put the entire CVR(T) fleet
into perpetuity, for good.

Stop! Hammer time

B Sqn Waterloo in Canada

After a very welcome summer leave we
said goodbye to the temporary Sqn 2IC,
Capt Bryn Williams, as he went off to

Have you seen my baseball?

Sgt Riley takes cover
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“And that was the first time I failed selection.”

No-one dared tell Sgt Thurston that he was incorrectly dressed

mould his baseball cap, buy some £200
trousers and sew some patches onto
his non-issue smock whilst spraying his
helmet accoutrements (he moved to the
BRF). In his place we field-promoted Lt
Wiggins on his return from JOTAC. Capt
Wiggins settled in, with the rest of the
Sqn, to the post-Afghanistan army. After
10 years of campaigning there are many
career courses and qualifications to
catch up on, an excellent planning task
for a new 2IC. On completion of his first
shiny spreadsheet we were promptly told
to rip it up by the Commanding Officer,

re-don our Osprey body armour and get
ready for Operation HERRICK 20!
At the end of the year we are back to
the frantic pace of Mission Specific
Training (MST), one month behind
the curve. B Sqn will provide the
men and vehicle commanders of the
Commanding Officer’s ‘Rover Group’
within the Brigade Advisory Team (BAT)
as well as the Afghan National Security
Force (ANSF) Liaison Team, a small team
formed around the Squadron Leader,
with the SSM as patrol Commander.

And later this morning on Radio Brecon we will hear
from the son of the man who invented cat’s eyes

The ANSF Liaison Team will be the only
ISAF personnel in Helmand liaising with
the five Afghan Kandak Commanders,
District Governor, Chief of Police and
Provincial Council.
2014 promises to be a fascinating year with
many challenges. There is much to learn
but we have all the right men to ensure
it will be a success. The role suits our
mounted expertise, the interpersonal skills
of the Welsh soldier and will lead us nicely
into our future role in the Light Cavalry.
STBF

As everybody concentrated on their best blue steel, nobody realised the obvious ground sign they were gathered around
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The new Figure 11 targets were very realistic

“Yeah, so basically I turned the SAS down.”

If you look really hard, you can just
make out a scrimmed up CVR(T)

2 RIFLES sight a potential enemy

A quick left traverse would wipe the smile off his face

30 and 5A would never meet again, but they remained pen pals

Sgt Brisco and Princess Leia

Redbull gives you midgets!

Lt Paine liked to dress his operator
in a hessian burqa

OC HQ Sqn braving daylight

At D+1, the ECCP was
reaching capacity
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The QDG Battlegroup

The Wild, Wild, Welsh

The tiny man on the 2IC’s shoulder
went everywhere with him

It’s not the size of your flag; it’s how you wave it

The FragO would write itself

The queue was long but the Big Mac was worth it

Exercise Prairie Thunder 2
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C Squadron

It is traditional to start a Sqn article
with the rather trite, albeit apt, phrase;
‘it has been another busy year’. So,
not wishing to renege on tradition, and
with no semblance of irony, it certainly
has been another busy year. C Sqn
has continued to be well manned to
meet its overseas training exercises,
and the vast majority of the Sqn
has completed exercises in Kenya
(Exercise Askari Thunder) and Canada
(Exercise Prairie Thunder). Some lucky
few – about 20 soldiers from C Sqn
– also completed a third exercise in
Germany; Exercise Bavarian Charger.
The Sqn has operated as dismounted
reconnaissance soldiers and mounted
reconnaissance soldiers. It has also
selected soldiers to form the Brigade
Reconnaissance Force (BRF) for
Operation HERRICK 20, as well as
send three teams (from the Sqn alone)
to compete in Exercise Cambrian
Patrol 2013. Currently the Sqn is

The most interesting lesson ever…

Exercise Hohenfels Eagle

conducting Mission Specific Training
for its operational deployment to
Afghanistan in 2014. So, busy indeed,
but of course, we wouldn’t have it any
other way.
In January, C Sqn (complete with an
embedded reconnaissance platoon
from 1PWRR) and under Major Johnny
Hanlon, left the snow and dark mornings
of Germany behind and deployed to
the glorious sunshine of Kenya. The
Sqn was to act as the Contemporary
Operating Environment Force (COEFOR

– what would be familiar to more
seasoned readers as OPFOR) for
1 YORKS Battlegroup. The Sqn arrived
and was quickly transferred to the British
Army Training Unit Kenya (BATUK) rear,
where mosquito nets were issued;
RSOI commenced almost immediately.
This mainly consisted of being told that
anything we touched was poisonous
and would result in a gruesome death or
something laying eggs in us. A particular
favorite amongst the troops was the
dreaded ‘Nairobi Fly’; a small insect, no
bigger than a fingernail. It did not bite or

Mr Findlay stalks one of his Troopers

Next time, it will be a submarine hatch…

“Okay, I am officially lost…”
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sting, but if squashed on purpose, or by
accident, it would turn acidic and result in
a rather nasty burn. Cpl Grills discovered
this the hard way when one landed on
his eye three days into the exercise.
Despite the bugs and the beasts, C Sqn
was still able to crack on with some great
training on a truly amazing exercise area.
The Sqn started by providing enemy at
section level so the YORKS were able to
begin their own training at platoon level.
This quickly gathered momentum and
after two weeks in Kenya we were fending
off company level attacks and conducting
raids onto enemy positions in the dead
of night. While doing so we tried our
best to avoid packs of lions and herds of
elephant. Sgt Ruddy, in particular, had a
close encounter with a pride of lions; he
has never fallen so silent, nor moved so
stealthily!
Although we were in Kenya to provide
enemy for the YORKS, this did not stop
the Sqn from conducting some very good
training at troop level. 1st Troop had five
days up north in Forward Operating Base
Simba where they were able to practice
section level attacks moving up to troop
level ambushes. 2nd and 3rd Troops
tuned their dismounted skills by pitting
themselves against each other in forceon-force attacks.
For the final phase of the exercise, C Sqn
was tasked to delay and disrupt the
YORKS battlegroup and then to defend
a main defensive area (MDA). The Sqn
duly established an observation post (OP)
matrix to screen across a 10km frontage
whilst simultaneously launching raids
to harass and effect the delay/disrupt.
On one occasion, the Sqn managed
to reach a company HQ and destroy it
without being detected. As the YORKS
Battlegroup launched onto the sovietstyle trench system at the MDA, they
were subjected to withering fire. The
Battlegroup attack stalled several times,

“If anything should go wrong, place your kit behind the weapon and wait for direction.”

with entire platoons and companies
having to be regenerated to continue
the fight. They eventually completed the
battlegroup attack, but only after ‘god
guns’ had removed the well-sited heavy
machine guns.
Exercise Askari Thunder was a brilliant
training opportunity. C Sqn was able
to challenge the exercising battlegroup
and provide a free-thinking and dynamic
COEFOR. The Sqn also conducted its
own training in a stunning environment,
whilst also conducting post-exercise
R&R (safaris through to rock-climbing).
C Sqn recovered to Germany and set
about conducting further dismounted
and mounted training. This consisted of
a number of range periods and driver and
commander training as the start states for
training in Canada demanded that the Sqn
have a larger pool of qualified individuals.
In April and May, twenty soldiers from
C Sqn bolstered A Sqn (again under
Major Johnny Hanlon) to enable them
to complete Exercise Bavarian Charger
with a full complement. The detached
soldiers benefited from some excellent
dismounted and mounted training on
RWMIKs, despite the atrocious weather.
As the Sqn recovered and prepared to
deploy again, this time to Canada, Major
Hugo Lloyd returned to Regimental Duty

and assumed command of the Sqn. At
about the same time Capt Dan Reed
SCOTS joined as Operations Officer
as the Sqn bade farewell to Capt Will
Harries.
And so it was, that in July, the Sqn
found itself on a hot, blustery, stormy
and mosquito-ridden prairie on the first
night of a 3 and a half week exercise .
A storm was gathering. A third thunder
bolt of lightning speared its way through
the thick clouds and came crashing
down to the hillside where members of
the Sqn were huddled in their leaguer.
The response was a shudder from
every WMIK fighting vehicle, and a small
hope and prayer that the next blistering
bolt landed further away.
The sky
was packed. The depressing deluge
lasted for hours, the ground growing
increasingly saturated with the heavy
Alberta rain. The next morning, soldiers
recovered items that had floated away
and set about preparing themselves
for the day’s ranges. The SSM, WO2
‘Jugs’ Jones, set about wringing out his
clothing whilst simultaneously cursing
the SAS-style one-man bivvie tent that
had so ingloriously let him down (whilst
letting a stream in). The Sqn mounted,
set off, and almost immediately bogged
in several vehicles. This was to become a
feature of the next few weeks as ‘invisible

LCpl Petre

Wait for me!
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lakes’ claimed many victims; 33A and 0C
have never towed out so many vehicles.

around like a man-possessed, became
the common sounds of the prairie.

The ‘Big Sky Country’ as many local
Canadians affectionately know the
Alberta Prairie, is a brilliant training area,
and is well suited to manoeuvre training.
It may not yet be congested enough or
cluttered, but it still allows drills to be
rehearsed and for the threat to originate
from any direction. The Sqn conducted
14 days of ranges; the format will be
familiar to many. The environment still
allows for lots of freedom of manoeuvre,
and arcs still remain, for the most part,
generous. The great advantage is the
ability to conduct a day’s scout across
the area, to reconnoiter an objective
and then to transition, via a zulu muster,
to a Sqn dismounted attack onto the
objective – usually a small village or
series of compounds. This skill set will
be a core component of the Light Cavalry
concept and C Sqn found itself testing
and adjusting its execution of this action.
At times, the Sqn found some aspects of
mounted skills to be a little unfamiliar, and
additional emphasis had to be placed on
re-learning some drills. Throughout, the
mosquitoes gave us little respite. Huge
swarms would assault us all, finding that
one chink in the uniform to feast on the
host. The sounds of soldiers slapping
themselves, or spraying neat deet onto
their faces, or occasionally running

After the live firing phase of the exercise,
C Sqn returned to the QDG Battlegroup
and fitted the Tactical Effect Simulation
kit. We enjoyed a few days acting as
COEFOR for 2 RIFLES and making their
lives especially difficult, before reverting
to being exercising troops once more.
The Sqn enjoyed an exciting advance,
scouting for the follow-on-force (QRH),
complete with a ‘silent kill’ by Lt
Machale, Cpl Letts and some other 1st
Troop assassins, on two sleeping T90
crews, as well as some excellent fighting
withdrawals by Sgt Ruddy and some
2nd Troop diehards. Meanwhile, CSjt
Exley and his small band of determined
men from 4th Troop were reporting on
enemy locations in detail having been
inserted to an offset HLS to patrol in
on foot to establish an OP behind the
Forward Line of Enemy Troops (FLET).
Whilst the follow-on-force didn’t fair too
well (too many Javelins in the hands of
the COEFOR on quad bikes as usual),
C Sqn was able to remain in the fight
and to establish, with B Sqn, an OP
matrix along the battlegroup frontage.
As ever, the withdrawal in contact with
the advancing enemy proved complex,
but the Sqn came off the prairie having
secured a GREEN, but more importantly,
consolidated skills that will now form the
foundation of our training for Afghanistan.

After the hard work was over there was
time to take part in some of the fantastic
adventurous training (AT) opportunities
available in Canada. Despite some
shortage of spaces, every soldier had the
opportunity to attend some form of AT;
their exploits are shown later on in this
Journal. At the end of the exercise we
said a fond farewell to the 2ic (Capt Tim
Sambrook) and SSM (WO2 ‘Jugs’ Jones)
– both C Sqn stalwarts for many years
– whilst welcoming Capt Bryn Williams
from B Sqn, and WO2 Brown, who was
promoted from his appointment as C
Sqn SQMS.
After summer leave, the Sqn began its
selection process to form the BRF for
Operation HERRICK 20. RHQ had kindly
put in a bid for the Hohenfels Training
Area where they had enjoyed a soaking
on Exercise Bavarian Charger, and the
Sqn gladly took up the chance to run a
patrols exercise in the hilly and wooded
terrain of southern Germany.
The exercise was designed to mirror the
challenges of the Cambrian Patrol; a long
distance reconnaissance patrol covering
around 50kms to be completed in under
48hrs, interspersed with military skills
stands, all the while carrying between
25-35kgs. The military skills tested were
varied; from casualty evacuation and
detainee handling to foreign weapon
recognition and media skills. Above all

NYREX page turning lesson 1 of 4
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else, basic soldiering skills and physical
and mental robustness were to be
assessed so that judgments could be
made about the suitability of individuals
to attempt the Cambrian Patrol and to be
part of the BRF.
The exercise was demanding for all those
involved, every member of the team from
the commander to the newest trooper
was individually tested. It proved to be
excellent preparation for the Cambrian
Patrol; the freezing weather and steep
terrain mimicked the conditions the
patrols would encounter in the Elan
Valley very well. Due, mostly to the
demanding terrain, there were numerous
injuries from across the teams. Of nine
teams to start, five composite teams of
those still finished. Some outstanding
instances of junior soldiers stepping up
to replace JNCOs who had withdrawn
were the highlight of the exercise; LCpl
Petre and LCpl Mwamulima’s patrol
deserve a special mention in this vein.
Based on this exercise, the Sqn selected
three teams to enter into the Cambrian
Patrol. The Regiment has sent many
teams over the years, but teams have
usually been drawn from across the
Regiment and have undergone a period
of specific training. But the training
opportunity afforded was simply too
good and C Sqn was delighted to be
able to send 24 soldiers to benefit from
the exercise. Cambrian Patrol remains
an outstanding vehicle for inculcating a
culture of excellence, imbuing individuals

The firing squad had left their posts again

with robustness and developing junior
leadership. The patrol is covered later in
the Journal but I would be remiss if I did
not highlight again the excellent work
done by all the teams who competed,
ably supported by a dedicated support
crew under Sgts Brisco, Davies 106 and
Hamilton. Sgt Ruddy’s patrol earned a
silver medal; Sgt Beal’s patrol earned a
bronze; and Lt Findlay’s patrol earned
a certificate, having been on for a gold
medal, but regrettably losing two patrol
members due to injury.
C Sqn ended the year in fine fettle; a
good Sqn party with some excellent
skits followed by some ‘touch’ rugby

buoyed morale as we entered leave.
We said farewell to Capt Charlesworth
and WO2 Martin, who both returned
to 1PWRR; we wish them well for the
future. The Sqn is looking forward
immensely to its role in Afghanistan
next year, considering it a privilege to
still be on the ORBAT and to have the
opportunity to be involved in the end
of a 12 year campaign. We have many
more MST hoops to jump through, but I
am utterly confident in the ability of the
C Sqn soldier to deliver and to achieve
more, collectively, than each individual
thought possible.
HTL

Tpr Hicks
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Exercise Bavarian Charger…

The young Kenyans were delighted if not
uncertain about finally meeting One Direction

As the Brecon chop was unleashed, Mr Woodhart became rigid

Does my head look big in this?

The ‘Snow White and the 13 Dwarfs’
tour was a box office hit

Without the roof, the nose could fit in

Exercise Askari Thunder
A defensive
position
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Jugs, Sheep, whatever…

Sgt Lewis 399

2Lt Wilks

CSjt Exley

C Sqn COEFOR

“Right lads – the
correct way to
wear a baseball
cap is……”
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HQ Squadron

Here we go again!! Having been away
from the Regiment for a considerable
amount of time I was pleased to find out
that nothing had really changed in HQ Sqn
since my departure; there is as always still a
finite amount of time available to get things
done, information when received from
external sources is still lacking in detail,
and there are still a plethora of fastballs
that can unhinge any well-planned activity
or even stop it in its tracks.
I arrived back in April 13 having just
completed Operation HERRICK 17 as
the SO2 Log Sp in Task Force Helmand,
and after a couple of weeks leave started
a handover with Maj Paul Corfield. During
the handover he informed me that
elements of the Sqn, including myself,
were due to deploy on Exercise Bavarian
Charger in the next two weeks. Having
seen the weather forecast I ‘took a tumble’
down the stairs whilst unpacking boxes at
home and broke my arm. The QM(T), Capt
Jerome Tyson stood up ably as BGLO;
he was delighted. The purpose of the
exercise was to train soldiers to CT3 and
to determine if the training area in Southern

Germany could be used as a substitute for
BATUS (the answer is no, not really). The
weather forecast I had seen proved to be
correct; the rain was the worst for decades
with many flooded homes and burst rivers.
Fellow 20 Armd Bde units were dispatched
to assist in the relief effort. The area was
more suitable for amphibious training than
wheeled reconnaissance.
The exercise wash-up occurred in midJune and there followed a very quick turnaround to prepare for our deployment to
Exercise Prairie Thunder 2 in Canada.
Expectations were high for BATUS, not
only from an exercise perspective, but
also from past memories of what Medicine
Hat had on offer from a social angle. The
old and bold of you will remember the ‘Sin
Bin’, ‘Cheaters’ and the ‘Power Station’
and will all be devastated to find out that
they no longer exist. Medicine Hat has
now become a much less tolerant and
wild city. As was in the past, the first task
was to locate vehicles, conduct takeovers
and prepare vehicles to deploy onto the
prairie. BGHQ, A1 and even A2 eventually
rolled out of the gates on a hot summer’s
day keen to get on with the task in hand,
only to be stopped in their tracks by a wall
of mosquitoes, hungry for human blood
at every opportunity; it was enough to
eventually drive any sane man stir-crazy.

Oh Mummy! They are so mean to me

Sheep, Jugs, whatever…

Starting with a live firing package, HQ Sqn
was able to use the first few weeks to
shakeout and prepare itself for supporting
the battle group during the TES phase of
the exercise. A1 and A2 were collocated
within the Brigade Support Group (BSG)
and they were put through their paces
by 3 Bn REME, who seemed very
keen to rehearse ‘actions on’ for every
conceivable tactical scenario; Capts
Jerome Tyson and John Dunne perfected
their impersonations of prairie gophers,
desperately seeking a means of escape.
Having spent a considerable amount
of time in BGHQ in a previous lifetime I
was amazed at how big its footprint had
become on the ground. This observation
was exemplified well by Capt David Hoey
and LCpl Isherwood who woke the HQ
shouting for assistance one evening as
they attempted to stop the HQ being
carried away by a freak storm. All that was
missing was Lt Sophie Dawes, the Det
Comd sporting some sparkling red shoes
and we would have successfully recreated
a scene from ‘The Wizard of Oz’. In storms
like that there really is “no place like home.”

“Situation Enemy Forces – I’m going to be brutally honest….”

RHQ Staff Officers
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The BATUS fleet, despite the best
efforts of the winter maintenance team
and activation party from B Sqn, was
struggling. The vehicle I commanded
had a particular streak of evilness
attached to it. First it decided to make
itself invisible in Camp Crowfoot and was
only located 48hrs prior to deploying
with a considerable amount of work still
left outstanding before it could be used.
Then, on the initial road move out, it
lasted 2.3kms before having to limp back
into camp with transmission issues. A
number of days later, having left the best
part of an entire Fitter Section to repair the
vehicle, we eventually rolled out of camp
again to join BGHQ. But this was only
the start of it as the Sultan broke down
on almost every road-move, the radio
batteries cooked off and it took every
opportunity to empty its coolant; I’ve had
Main Battle Tanks that were less trouble.
If when reading this article it brings
back memories of past Med Mans, in
which you worked non stop, spent days
without sleep and just when you thought
you could recharge your batteries on a
maintenance day the BATUS workshops
turned up with an endless list of work
to complete, it’s not like that anymore.
Driver’s hours are strictly enforced and
the exercises are planned in detail to
ensure the maximum can be gained from
every training opportunity as opposed

to just taking part in a sleep deprivation
exercise.
This results in exercising
troops gaining in experience and the
knowledge of how best to optimise
the ways in which they operate and
function in the field. With the exercise
over BGHQ, C Sqn and A1/2 returned
back into Camp Crowfoot where they
prepared the vehicles for handover and
then went on well-deserved Adventure
Training packages. They were shortly
followed a week later by B Sqn who were
attached to the QRH BG for the last part
of the exercise. Exercise Prairie Thunder
2 was a great success; the Regiment
was able to train again in a challenging
contemporary warfare environment that
included some of the complexity of recent
counter-insurgency campaigns, without
being slaved to them. The Regiment left
BATUS in mid-August just in time to pass
BGHQ’s freight being flown in through
Calgary Airport, courtesy of RAF who
had had been using it to stack boxes on
top of; some things never change.
On returning back to Germany the
Regiment went on a late summer vacation.
The Rear Operations Group commendably
still held the fort having already been
worked to the maximum organising and
delivering tasks which were delegated
by 20 Armd Bde prior to our departure.
The QM(A) Capt Neil Greaney, and the
UWO, Capt Paul Jones, were tasked

“PowerPoint saves lives, PowerPoint saves lives…”

The coroner would conclude
‘death by misadventure,’ whilst
noting that pranks during
hunting season are ‘unwise’
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It was better than eating CARC

with sorting out the BRITFEST Cocktail
Party and QDG Cultural Stand. Following
a deep dive in their collective think tanks
and a visit to the LE officer dream yurt, the
Cocktail Party was held on the grounds of
the Castle within Schloss Neuhaus and
culminated with a firework display at the
end of the evening and a sigh of relief from
the QM as everything went as planned.
The Cultural Day included a fifty strong male
voice choir from Wales who, after drinking
the Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’
Mess dry on the first evening of arrival, still
managed to produce an almighty sound
on the day, albeit two octaves lower than
the composers originally envisaged.
An interesting opportunity arose in
September for a G4 wallah to attend a
recce of Oman for an A Sqn exercise in
2014. After initially being approached by
both the QM(A) and QM(T) who wanted to
know which one I was going to select to
attend, I resolved the matter by booking a
ticket in my name. I departed with A Sqn
Leader and representatives from 20 Armd
Bde. We were hosted by the Loan Service
Team who gave us our in-briefs and, more
importantly, our beach towels and the keys
to our Land Rovers. As well as the
extensive range recces and endless
discussions about the exercise
construct, we also visited adventure
training locations, scoped cultural visits to
Muscat, found the nudist beach, and tasted
a selection of culinary delights at various
local restaurants and imbibed local brew
at out-of-season bars. The recce was a
huge success, so much so that we handed
it over immediately upon return to the QRH.
Time spent on recce is seldom…No wait.
The Sqn is now fast approaching the
Christmas Season having conducted an
Operational Staff Visit Inspection Regime.
We have handed over the mammoth task
of providing real life support to brigade
units through Mission Specific Training
to another unit in the Brigade; the Sqn
is now more focussed on supporting the
Regiment as it prepares for Operation
HERRICK 20. The New Year will see
both Capts Jerome Tyson and Neil
Greaney spreading their wings to take
on SO3 appointments in the wider Army;
in their stead we welcome back Capt
Andrew Sudlow who has just returned
from BATUS to take up the QM(A) post.
PLM

25/04/2014 14:38
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QDG TACP/FACs
QDG TACP as ever has had a busy year,
with simply too many trips to the USA
to mention. The focus at the start of
2013 was supporting and training FACs
from 7 Armoured Brigade in preparation
for their forthcoming tour on Operation
HERRICK 19.
The TACP started the year with SSgt
‘Sub’ Thomas and Sgt Patchett,
however we were shortly joined by Lt
‘Hans’ Martell who went into the OC
TACP role. SSgt Thomas ended up back
in the 20 Armoured Brigade fold again as
the Brigade started to screen and train
potential FACs. Lt Martell passed his
FAC course with flying colours as top
student. His first proper exercise as
a troop leader and FAC was due to be
Exercise Bavarian Charger. Regrettably,
following an injury to his hand caused
by a champagne bottle, he was unable
to attend. Regardless, the exercise
proved extremely useful for the TACP.
Sgt Patchett acted as QDG TACP and
SSgt Thomas acted as a Troop Sergeant

Between them, they could tell a plane what to do

and FAC for A Sqn. A Sqn was quickly
joined by Lt “Postal” Hedrick from the
US Navy; Lt Hendrick had previously
supported 20 Armoured Brigade and
QDG on Operation HERRICK 15, albeit
from the relative comfort of the cockpit
of an FA-18 strike fighter. He spent
a month with QDG both enjoying the
Officers’ Mess hospitality as well as
deploying with A Sqn as a WMIK driver/
gunner/ commander or whatever other
appointment he could get away with.
Lt Hendrick returned to Virginia Beach
and his strike Sqn with some great
memories and reaffirmed respect for
reconnaissance soldiering.

hand of welcome to numerous guests,
all of whom have been well hosted in
the Regiment’s messes. This hospitality
has paid dividends; when a fast jet or
helicopter is required, QDG can invariably
source the asset more quickly through a
quick phone call and the offer of another
mess invitation, than the entire Division
can by submitting reams of staff work
a month in advance. On one occasion,
this did include a 4 ship A-10 attack
on HQ 20 Armoured Brigade and the
Commanding Officer’s office at low level;
this did result in a fairly stern talking to.
Apparently the ‘pattern was full’.

As the year progressed the TACP started
to focus more on training 20 Armoured
Brigade FACs for the final British Army
tour of Helmand under the Op HERRICK
campaign. The Regiment has been at
the forefront of not only Brigade FAC
training but also it has run or been deeply
involved with all FAC training in Germany.
A key part of this has been extending the

As we approach tour, the TACP is wellplaced to support the Brigade and
Regiment. The Brigade FACs are fully
certified and qualified 7 months before
the planned deployment date and the
key positions in the FAC ORBAT for
HERRICK 20 are held by QDG soldiers
and officers. So if you want bombs on
target on time, you know who to ask.
GNT

A-10

Beauty is a fickle mistress

Quartermaster’s Department
Much has changed in the Quartermaster
(Administration)’s and Quartermaster
(Technical)’s departments, which I will
allude to later in this article. During
the hectic period of getting rid of the
“Christmas blues” the QM (A) also had
the handover and takeover of both
RQMSs, with WO2 Rob Mansel moving
on to pastures new in RHQ as RSM; the
soldiers hope he remembers who his
friends are! This made way for HQ SSM,
WO2 ‘Lanky’ Williams to forget all about
discipline and now learn the dark arts of
logistics.
The New Year arrived and we all returned
to work full of enthusiasm. The first main
task was to ensure that B Sqn deployed
to Brunei on Exercise Rukh Eagle in
good order. Jungle clothing and kit
requests were submitted and refused!
Expectations of what they could get to
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deploy with were diluted by the QM and
after a lot of sighing and scratching of
heads, the new requests were accepted
and processed; although typical Army
stores ensured that some deployed
without jungle boots and had to buy
them en route! Not ideal. Next it was
C Sqn’s turn as they prepared to deploy
to Kenya on Exercise Askari Thunder. I
would like to say that the process had
changed for them to deploy…but it
didn’t much; however they did deploy
with 95% of what they needed. The old
cry of “Stores are for storing” does not
ring true these days.
The practice of having two separate QM
departments stopped in April this year
and the 1st Line Optimisation “ARGOS”
concept was given to QDG to trial for
the remainder of the Army to possibly
take on. The thought behind it is that

A2 Echelon in Canada
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MJDI could wait

“We were soldiers once…And young”

the minimum amount is held on shelves
and the new improved demanding
process looks for items that we require
around the Garrison before requesting
it elsewhere. We have also inherited an
RLC detachment commanded by the
son of an ex-QDG (Sgt Dai Thomas, a
pilot in the Recce Sqn 1960 to 1979) to
look after (cook the books) four of the
main accounts, thereby reducing QDG
soldiers in both departments to 10.

one of the most frantic weeks in recent
memory. Trying to find our vehicles
proved to be one of the most difficult
tasks, with soldiers hunting high and
low for them. In one instance the QM(T)
was seen having a heated one-way
conversation with a young Gunner who
thought that he would use one of the
BG Land Rovers as his personal Camp
Crowfoot run around. We also took
a large amount of stores via air freight
from Germany, which unsurprisingly
were ‘misplaced’ by the RAF; lighting,
generators, mission boards and tentage
were all still missing as the BG moved
onto the prairie. Once A2 was set up,
we went about supporting the BG in the
field, which mainly consisted of keeping
our tired BATUS vehicle fleet on the
road. However, with vehicles breaking
down and no available spares to fix
them, we used the time to take care
of more important business, booking

Two major exercise deployments in
Southern Germany and Canada then
tested the department’s deployable
element; Capt “Trigger Time” Tyson
deployed as the BGLO and then as A2
Commander for the BATUS recce BG.
The deployment included the first proper
run out for the department along with
Cpls Taylor, Peers and Watson. The G4
team only arrived in BATUS a week prior
to deployment, which has to go down as
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portaloos, mobile showers and BBQs
for maintenance days. During the duller
days, one of the team would always do
something that raised an eyebrow or
made you laugh. On one occasion it was
reported that Cpl Peers, while cleaning
his rifle with a towel, got part of it stuck
in the barrel, which he duly tried to burn
out. When that failed, reports circulated
that Cpl Peers had attempted to drive
over the weapon to try to cover his
tracks; entirely fictional I’m sure!
On return from summer leave a change
of RQMS(T) was in order; WO2 Russ
Kimsey was posted to ARMCEN as the
Garrison RQMS (where we wish him well)
and was replaced by WO2 ‘Jugs’ Jones
who bounced through the door like a
frantic puppy, fresh from C Sqn SSM, to
realise that JAMES was not the laugh that
people had told him. However, as I write
this WO2 Jones has just been informed
that he was successful on the WO1
board and will takeover as RSM of the
Royal Yeomanry in the New Year; a short
stopover as RQMS(T). Congratulations
are also in order for WO2 Williams who
will be moving to the BMATT RQMS role
in Prague, Czechoslovakia. As he is
quick to inform people, it is his first ever
posting away from Regimental Duty;
quite how he has ended up in the Hen
party capital of Europe is uncertain. The
QM department have booked tickets to
visit him next year already.
NG/JDJT

Motor Transport Troop
As the Regiment returned to work after
the festive season with our batteries
well and truly recharged, the focus
moved in earnest to the Regiment’s
CT1 training to prepare the Regiment
for our forthcoming CT3 opportunities.
This would see the Regiment exercise
on three separate continents in 2013.
Motor Transport (MT) support to these
training events started within two weeks
of our return from leave with both LCpl
Hannah and Tpr Millard deploying on
Exercise Askari Thunder in Kenya, as
the MT representatives to C Sqn. The
exercise offered LCpl Hannah and Tpr
Millard the opportunity to completely
immerse themselves in their role and to
make the most of the exercise and of their
experiences. They both returned with
many fond memories of their dealings
with antiquated vehicles that randomly
discarded parts of the body and chassis
without a moment’s notice. LCpl Hannah
would frequently have to dismount from
his vehicle to scurry to the rear to collect
a vehicle wing mirror, mudguard, door or
even the occasional fuel tank. Of course,
all of this activity was being scrutinised
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by the watchful eye of the nearby pride
of lions or pack of Hyenas. Luckily for
LCpl Hannah he was armed with his
trusty SA80 Rifle and a few magazines
full of “blank” ammunition, which he used
to ward off any approaching wildlife.
During the course of the exercise LCpl
Hannah and Tpr Millard became not
only accomplished tree climbers; they
also dramatically improved their 100m
sprinting capability.

for the HQ Sqn CT1 level training or
conducting the CAST and CATT training
in the simulators in Sennelager Training
Centre. The Troop’s individual training on
Sennelager Training Area saw the Motor
Transport Officer (MTO) and Cpl Dodd
develop the Troop’s ‘actions on’ to
enemy contact. Unfortunately, whilst
dealing with the new ‘larger’ SV vehicle
fleet, it soon became apparent that it is
totally impossible to climb into the back
of a 6 ton SV whilst under fire, unless you
are capable of doing the ‘Fosbury Flop’
from a standing start; the MTO can flop,
but no longer in a manner that Fosbury
would put his name to. Thankfully the
weather held out during this exercise
and the temperature only dropped over
night to minus twenty degrees Celsius on
the odd occasion. Some of the Troop
packed a little too light and failed to
appreciate that the Jungle sleeping bag
is designed for a particular environment
typified by temperatures the other side of
zero degrees Celsius.

During this period, the remainder of MT
were either preparing the vehicle fleet

Exercise Bavarian Charger was soon
upon us. The Regiment deployed to

“Thumbs up if you love MT”
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Grafenwoehr to conduct the Regiment’s
annual range period prior to a further
move south to Hohenfels Training Area,
for the main exercise phase. For both
Command Troop and MT the move
down to Grafenwoehr would not be by
coach or by rail, but by convoy, in our
own vehicles. The journey took 24 hrs,
including a mandated stopover en route
to comply with European Drivers’ Hours.
This was a welcome break after a steady
eight hours sat in a Land Rover travelling
at a maximum of 70 kph. The journey
for some members of Command Troop
was even longer, especially for those
who failed to identify that a wheel was
beginning to come loose on one of the
Land Rovers. Cpl Defaweux was as
surprised as anybody else when one of
his wheels overtook him and bounced
over the hedge. At this time he was quite
busy gripping the wheel as he watched
a shower of sparks engulf the vehicle as
the wheel station and calliper ground into
the asphalt of the Autobahn. Overall,
the exercise was a great success; every
member of the Troop was tested or
learned a valuable lesson. For the MTO,

the lesson was not to site the Troop next
to a pond full of frogs whose croaking
throughout the night registered on the
Richter scale.

away from the Prairie. The Troop went
their separate ways for a bit of R&R;
some travelled as far as Toronto, others
to Las Vegas, where nothing happened.

On return from Hohenfels, the Troop had
a swift 10-day turn around to put the
vehicle fleet through the servicing bay
and into storage prior to the deployment
to BATUS for Exercise Prairie Thunder
2. The exercise in BATUS saw the Troop
conduct a variety of tasks, none of which
were as enjoyable as escorting the PortaLoo cleaner around the Prairie on a daily
basis. As ever in Canada, the one thing
that is enduring is the ever-changing
climate. This would see the elements
change from soaring temperatures to
torrential rain and mini cyclones. On
one particular evening, the MTO and the
recently promoted Sgt Dodd were found
hanging from the cam net whilst wearing
nothing but their pants; apparently
they were trying to stop the cam net
flying away. It wasn’t even that windy.
With the exercise over and the Troop
recovered to Crowfoot members of the
Troop were able to experience Canada

After a safe return to Dempsey
Barracks, the Regiment took summer
leave to recover from the mosquito
bites sustained in Canada. With leave
over the focus soon turned back
towards our normal role and function
supporting the Regiment in preparation
for operations. A special ‘thank you’
must go to the individuals in the Troop
who remained back in camp to cover the
rear operations whilst the Regiment was
deployed on exercise. In particular Cpl
Treherne did sterling work and ensured
that the JAMES system was kept up to
date and the vehicles remained in good
order. Sadly we bid a fond farewell to
him as well as to another stalwart, Cpl
Haggerty; both depart under Tranche 3
redundancy. We wish them well; they will
be sorely missed.
JD

Regimental Training Wing
The Regimental Training Wing has been
kept busy this year with several foci;
three foundation training exercises (two
of them overseas) and a requirement to
start to shape the training that will be
required as we convert to a Light Cavalry
Regiment.
The key activity early this year was
to ensure that sufficient emphasis
was placed on career courses and to
maximise the throughput on all RAC
courses. The team of Sgt Cartwright
and Sgt Lewis took on a number of
ranges and assisted with delivering the

Army’s annual skills test (MATTs) during
April in preparation for troops who were
deploying on Exercise Bavarian Charger.
Alongside this we ran courses to qualify
soldiers on vehicles that would be used
on exercise. This included a Panther
Remote Weapons Station course and
an All Arms Track Commanders’ course
to qualify soldiers from HQ and B Sqn
who would be the last QDG soldiers to
operate CVR(T).
A number of career courses have been
completed this year as well to enable
soldiers to progress in the future; three

Phase 2 Signals courses have been
run under the watchful eye of SSgt
Worsley along with pre-course training
for the Advanced Signals course and
Regimental Signals Instructor course.
This has been key in restoring the
strength of a Command Troop depleted
by redundancies. The effort has begun
to pay off with 2 soldiers gaining an ‘A’
Schools qualification down at the CIS
School. The Training Wing has also run
Pre-NCO courses; one predominantly for
B Sqn, and 2 for C Sqn. From this course
young soldiers progress to a Junior
Commanders’ Cadre (JCC) at Bovington.

The Valon would definitely fit in his day sack;
he just needed to work out which way
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A Jones

There have been some personality
changes over the year.
Sgt Lewis
was posted out to Bovington and Sgt
Hopkins and Cpl Veasey have both
joined the wing. They both came with
invaluable experience and some muchcoveted qualifications. Straight away Sgt
Hopkins was tasked to run Op HERRICK
cascade training; he drew extensively
on the knowledge that he gained on
the Platoon Sergeants’ Battle Course.
Sgt Cartwright has also completed
the Unit Custodian Course and CBRN
Instructors’ Course, making him even
more of a geek.
Mullens Cup was a great success with
LCpl Lardner leading B20 to victory.
There were a number of stands including:
captured personnel handling; setting up
a Helicopter Landing Site; administering
first aid to a large number of casualties;
recognition of foreign weapons and a
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Mullens Cup

section attack. WO2 Lockyer carried out
the usual kit inspection before section
commanders were given a set of orders
and asked to deliver them to the troops.
Once completed the sections were
sent off to various locations on Haltern
training area to conduct patrols. This
was completed in 2 phases; a day patrol,
and a night patrol. The exercise identified
some differing standards and a lack of
standardisation in the execution of some
tactics, techniques and procedures; both
are easily rectifiable as we approach our
deployment to Afghanistan. The section
commanders and soldiers all relished
the opportunity to ‘stretch their legs’
away from their usual Troop chains of
command.
The Training Wing will be busy next year
as part of the Rear Operations Group. We
will focus on developing soldiers for the
Light Cavalry role. This includes Jackal

conversion for all drivers, commanders
and D&M instructors, Heavy Machine
Gun and Grenade Machine Gun cadres
for all gunners and gunnery instructors
and the continued development of
our Dismounted Close Combat (DCC)
training. Moreover we will be sending
soldiers on the new Light Cavalry JCC
courses that will see our soldiers get
some excellent qualifications including
Skill At Arms (SAA) and Live Firing
Tactical Training (LFTT). This will address
a perennial problem that RAC Regiments
have faced – a dearth of range-qualified
soldiers to run dismounted ranges.
Further courses are also in development,
including the Javelin Regimental Gunnery
Instructor course.
The next year
promises to be challenging as we seek
to prepare the ground for conversion to a
new and exciting role.
RAJ

Light Aid Detachment (LAD)
In the same way that the Regiment has
had a fast and frenetic period, there
has also been little relaxation time for
the LAD this calendar year. Two new
Warrant Officers (WO1 (ASM) Lawrence
and WO2 (AQMS) Kelleghan) have been
posted in, along with the ever-present
churn in the more junior ranks. There
have been notable successes, such as

an impressive ‘Green’ in the Technical
Evaluation
(TECHEVAL)
external
assessment, a significant number of
promotions and a high level of support
for all QDG training activities.

to almost the entire detachment living
the BATUS dream three weeks later.
Range packages, CT1 and a liberal
dose of MATTs have provided multiple
opportunities to develop military skills.

A large percentage of the year has
been spent on exercise, with a third
of the LAD deploying to Bavaria prior

Exercise Bavarian Charger was an
interesting conundrum for the LAD; no A2
echelon and a much reduced A1. This led
REME constantly adding value (24A,
pulling 24B, pulling A24A)
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The LAD

to a short notice deployment of a HQ Ftr
Sect (-) due to the ever-changing nature
of the G4 chain. It was an extremely
worthwhile challenge and one that SSgt
Browning and his team really rose to,
ensuring equipment availability of around
95% throughout. Cpl Hassan’s skills in
ensuring the EME was fed and watered
were also greatly appreciated.
Exercise Prairie Thunder 2 was more of
a known quantity, however it presented
its own unique issues and difficulties, not
least that none of the vehicles actually
worked when B Sqn Ftr Sect tried to
activate the fleet. Due to some good
work from SSgt Robinson et al, followed
by a huge amount of effort by the ASM
and the rest of the LAD on their arrival,
all vehicles were on the road as the
Regiment left the tank park. This lasted
for around 5 minutes, but it was nice to
have 100% availability however briefly!
The exercise itself was often frustrating,
with a frankly ridiculous spares policy
dictated by BATUS procedures and
a lack of basic parts, but the LAD
overcame where possible and enabled
the Regiment to succeed.

The LAD prepare for the Equipment Care Inspection
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At the back end of the year the focus
has switched to Operation HERRICK
20 including manning, military training
and trade skills. This is bringing a new
and interesting set of opportunities and
threats as the situation changes on an
almost daily basis.
Away from trade there has been some
time to engage with various retentionpositive activities including celebrating

the Corps birthday, an ongoing intra-LAD
sports competition and a healthy amount
of leave.
Looking ahead there is much uncertainty
about the future with regards to Operation
HERRICK 20 but the LAD will strive to
support the Regiment in everything it
does, as ever. Arte et Marte.
JHGD

Oh the irony…
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AGC (SPS) Detachment
The AGC (SPS) Detachment has
supported the Regiment in a busy
training year. During the year we have
seen a number of personalities leave
and join us, the most recent departure
being the RAO, Capt Joe Petty who has
been promoted and moved on to be the
SO2 PACC up in APC, Glasgow. He has
been replaced by Capt Steve Plant who
is full of energy and looking forward to
leading the Detachment over the coming
years. We have also said goodbye to
Capt Hinton, SSgt Niles, Cpl (now Sgt)
Lakoisolomone, Cpl Tupou, Pte Thomas
and Pte Gurung. On the flip side, we
have welcomed 2Lt Sophie Dawes, SSgt
Sacco, Cpl Burgess, Pte Brock and Pte
Gondwe.
The Detachment has provided personnel
to assist on all the exercises the Regiment
has deployed on this year. LCpl Lane
and LCpl Baptiste-Isles deployed with
C Sqn to Kenya. 2Lt Dawes, LCpl Lane
and Cpl Wright helped out on a very wet
Exercise Bavarian Charger and then
a mosquito-infested Exercise Prairie
Thunder 2 in BATUS. The personnel have
furthered their knowledge in Information
Management, a growing interest in the
SPS, and provided an invaluable service
to the Regiment on exercise.
Below is a short summary of Pte Lane’s
and Pte Baptiste-Isles’ experience with
C Sqn on Exercise Askari Thunder in
Kenya:
The main exercise began just days
after we were settled into location. As
COEFOR we had to wear Swiss-pattern
camouflage clothing, which was thick
and horrendous in the heat, however
the morale and banter in the Sqn was

Because admin can be fun

high. Part of our task was to dig the
huge trenches and bunkers required
for defending our position, which was
intense and difficult. We then slept and
administered ourselves in the trenches
we had created.
There was also time for the Sqn to do
Troop training. This allowed us to brush
up on some of our low-level skills such
as patrolling, section attacks and map
reading. We went out on navigation
exercises that allowed us to see the
environment and wildlife around us; it
was like a free safari trip. In addition
we also experienced Close Target
Reconnaissance (CTRs) which were
a great experience but a little scary
in the night. As a whole the exercise
phase was strenuous but an amazing
experience and it really gave us a chance

to bond with our Sqn and demonstrate
our ‘soldier first’ mentality.
Whilst the exercise phase was going on
we took it in turns to stay back in LAB
and go out with the hearts and minds
team. This team goes around the local
areas that we use on exercise and helps
the community. We travelled to an area
called Archers Post to help with the
refurbishment of a local school. The
school had children between 5 and 10
years old but was in no condition to
house them properly but there was little
choice for them. The walls were dirty
and unpainted, with broken windows or
in places no windows at all. Two middleage women prepared the children’s meals
in a very large black pot; the dining area
was under a tree that was just outside
the school. The children sat together

G1 support to
Exercise Askari
Thunder

Pte Gondwe completes the 24 hr PFA
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“I’ll be honest, I have no idea
where I buried the keys…”
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“Which idiot super-glued my chest to the mat.”

and ate there with bare hands. For the
five days we visited that school the menu
did not change; it was a maize-based
meal everyday for lunch. We fenced the
school, made a play ground, painted the
classrooms and created an improved
dining area where the children could sit
and eat. In addition, we bought plates,
spoons, and lot of other items that will
make the children’s lives easier.
We travelled to Lake Naivasha for our
two-day adventure-training package.
Lake Naivasha is a freshwater lake in
Kenya outside the town of Naivashain
Nakuru County, which lies North West
of Nairobi. On the evening of our arrival,
we were given a cruise on the lake to
watch the hippopotami in their natural
environment. It was a wonderful but
scary experience considering these wild
animals were just metres away from us.
The next day we completed three events;
cycling for about 20 km, a beautiful

gorge walk at the Hell’s Gate National
Park as well as a chance to do some
rock climbing. All of these events were
enhanced by the spectacular views. On
the second day we took a tour to Mount
Olongonot Volcano, which was the first
look at a volcano for us all.
Overall the exercise in Kenya was an
exciting experience and a huge privilege
for us both. It gave us the opportunity
to learn more about the traditions and
culture of the country and its people. We
fully enjoyed every part of the experience
and benefited from the intense training if
not being woken by hyenas “laughing”.
We both have made some great
friends on this exercise and have some
unforgettable memories.
Meanwhile, back in camp, the QDG
SPS Detachment hosted a Regimental
Dinner Night in the Warrant Officers’
and Sergeants’ Mess. The function was

aimed at SPS personnel from within
HQ 20 Bde as well as a few welcome
guests from SPS Branch HQ 1(UK) Armd
Div. The use of the Mess was by kind
permission of the Regimental Sergeant
Major, WO1 (RSM) Mansel, and a number
of Regimental personalities attended
including the Adjt, Capt Ruggles-Brise,
who was representing the Commanding
Officer, the RCMO, Capt Jones, and
WO2 (SSM) Gallagher who represented
the RSM. The function was a roaring
success, not only getting SPS staff within
the Bde together under one roof, but
also providing the perfect opportunity to
bid a fond farewell to WO1 (SSM) Rob
Lavers, on his forthcoming assignment as
Branch RSM. The usual port fines were
given for bad behaviour and lack of mess
etiquette. Further port fines included ‘The
most annoying laugh’, take a bow WO2
(SQMS) Kate Bowler, as well as an award
for the worst ‘Movember’ moustache; the
recipient of which shall remain nameless.
After the formalities, a great night in the
bar followed with a well-deserved ‘Thank
You’ from all guests to the members of
the QDG SPS Detachment for their hard
work in making the event happen. A
brilliant night was had by all, with a lot
of catching up with old friends as well as
new friendships formed.
In
November,
the
Detachment
successfully passed the Operational
Staff Visit and hosted Comd SPS, Lt
Col Watkinson. Earlier in the month, 2Lt
Dawes, Sgt Driver and Pte Gondwe all
took part in the 24 hour PFA challenge – a
really impressive effort. The Detachment
continues to go from strength to strength
and a number of the team will be
deploying on Operation HERRICK 20
whilst the remainder continue to provide
key administrative support in the Rear
Operations Group.
JP/SP

Catering Department
We began the new training with a full
deployment in support of Exercise Eagles
Charge onto Sennelager Training Area
where we were able to conduct CT1
training as well as centrally feeding the
Regiment for the first time. The department
used this exercise period to really focus
on the junior members of the department
and their skills and catering development
whilst using the Operational Field Catering
Systems. The Regiment may well find
itself centrally feeding on exercise more
often in its new role, so testing the ability of
the department to meet that requirement
was entirely useful and relevant.
The Masterchef, Sgt Keen and two juniors
also deployed in support of Exercise
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Bavarian Charger to Grafenwoehr and
Hohenfels training areas respectively.
This was a busy deployment enjoyed by
all 26 chefs who took part. Sgt Hart and
Cpl Winsper also deployed to Nijmegen
in support of the marches and produced
a cocktail party for a multinational
crowd of high-ranking officers with great
success.
Next on our calendar was BritFest 2013.
We deployed to Schloss Neuhaus and
delivered hot and cold canapés for a
select group of invited guests including
local dignitaries and the Brigade
Commander. All the food produced was
greatly received and commended. We
also set up and ran a stall in conjunction

Cool Runnings
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with the QDG Welfare team and the
Wives’ club at the Cultural Day in the
centre of Paderborn. We sold over 275
Roast Lamb and Mint Sauce Baguettes
raising over 1000 Euros.

The Officers’ Mess in Swanton Morley

The department has also played its
role in supporting wider Regimental
activity, in particular on the sports
field, with representation in both the
Regimental Rugby and Football teams.
Three quarters of the department also
managed to get away with HQ Sqn and
participate in some recreational skiing on
several occasions.
The next push for the department was
the Brigade and Divisional Christmas
cake competitions where we did very
well last year with the Masterchef
winning both the Brigade and best
SNCO Chef in BFG titles. This year the
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troop entered 5 cakes from Pte to SNCO
categories; it was another good showing
with the Masterchef receiving a special
commendation for his Cathedral cake.
The auction of the cakes also helped to
raise more funds for Regimental charities.
The department now finds itself
immersed in training and the steady
build up to operations whilst dealing
with the demands of Christmas – a
traditionally busy time supporting all the
mess functions and Christmas Dinners.
We are looking forward to a well-earned
Christmas leave.

Regimental Aid Post (RAP)
The Regimental Aid Post (RAP) has
supported a diverse range of activities:
exercises both at home as well as in
Kenya, Bavaria and Canada; clinical
duties in barracks; medical cover for
Regimental and BA(G) sports; and the
usual governance inspections.
The
relentless pace of events were carefully
choreographed and ably executed
by Capt Lou Robiati and our team of
Combat Medical Technicians (CMTs).
Over the past 12 months, there was a
significant change in personalities in the
RAP, with Cpl Moulden being the last
woman standing from 2012! Early in
2013, the RAP welcomed LCpls Pettinger,
Hollands and Quantock, all Class 1 CMTs
on their first postings as substantive
JNCOs. It was also their first assignment
to a teeth arm unit. All have taken to the
new environment in their stride. Shortly
after joining the QDG, LCpls Pettinger and
Hollands deployed on exercise in Kenya
and Canada while LCpl Quantock held
the fort with daily sick parades back at
the medical centre. LCpls Pettinger and
Hollands have also been kept busy in their
capacity as Team Medic Instructors. Team
Medic Courses have begun in earnest as
the Regiment aims to qualify well over
half of the QDG soldiers deploying on
Operation HERRICK 20. This continues
to be a hugely important qualification that
saves lives on operations. LCpl Quantock
completed his Medical Stores course
in the autumn and will take over the G4
aspects of the RAP in 2014.
Late summer saw the arrival of a new
RMO, Maj Kevin Lee, tasked with leading
the Medical Force Preparation for QDG
elements deploying on Operation HERRICK
20, in addition to delivering primary care
to QDG soldiers and their families. In the
autumn, the RAP welcomed Cpl Stephen
Owen, a member of Queen Alexandra’s
Royal Army Nursing Corps (QARANC),
our very first RAP nurse. Cpl Owen will
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Seconds later, the results would wipe the smile off his face

manage the delivery of immunisations and
audiometry for the QDG. Having arrived
from sunny Cyprus, he soon volunteered to
return to the sun and sand; his wish will be
granted quickly as Afghanistan beckons!
The RAP bade farewell to Cpl Purcell,
who was assigned to the Parachute
Regiment. Cpl Huxley also departed
to join a Field Hospital, deep within the
folds of the Royal Army Medical Corps
(RAMC). Capt Robiati gained herself a
specialist training position in Edinburgh,
which comes with Mess membership at
the Officers’ Mess, Edinburgh Castle.
She will be fondly remembered by the
Regiment, for Auld Lang Syne! As
Christmas holidays approached, Capt
Harper, Dental Officer with clinical
responsibility for the QDG, departed
for the less green pastures of Barker
Barracks. We will sorely miss the sight of
his red Jaguar. We wish all of them well
in their future endeavours.
Members of the RAP were active in
sports during the year. LCpl Pettinger
gained a gold (poomse) and silver
(sparring) during the Army Taekwondo
Championships in April 2013. She also

gained a silver in sparring at the Army
Winter Championships in September.
A keen footballer, LCpl Hollands
was selected for the Army Medical
Services Women’s Team for 2013. She
participated in training and all matches
against other Corps and Regiments
throughout the football season. LCpl
Pettinger also gained herself a place on
Nordic Skiing with the QDG team, the
only female member of the team.
The RAP also supported the Regiment’s
annual patrols competition, The Mullens
Cup. This saw the RAP contribute to
real life support for the exercise as well
as Directing Staff for one of the stands.
Immediately prior to Christmas leave,
the RAP delivered a significant number
of vaccination and audiometry parades,
conducted medical risk assessments for
forthcoming training and conducted Unit
Health Committee meetings. The new
year will see RAP personnel embedded
within the Sqns that they will be deploying
with to Afghanistan. In addition to MST
in their Sqns, each member will also
be required to validate their clinical
competencies prior to deploying.
KL
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Gymnasium
The Gymnasium continues to ensure
that the Regiment’s fitness and combat
robustness is maintained and furthered.
In 2013 this was led by SSgt Hughes,
then by SSgt Pulham, who took over
the role of Royal Army Physical Training
Corps Instructor in February.
The
Regiment undertakes physical training
at least 4 times a week. This includes
endurance runs, hill training, interval
training, circuit training, battle PT and
loaded marches. It aims to increase the
all round fitness and robustness of the
soldiers that in turn will allow them to
adapt rapidly to and subsequently cope
with extreme environmental conditions,
at short notice anywhere in the world.
The high level of fitness was reflected
in the very high pass rate of the twiceyearly Personal Fitness Assessment
(PFA) and the Annual Fitness Test (AFT);
QDG is one of the top units in 20 Brigade
for fitness. There is never room for
complacency though and always more
that can be done!
As a gym staff
to provide the
and equipment
for organised

we are always striving
best possible facilities
for the soldiers to use
PT, personal fitness

“What direction is Mecca?”

To this day no-one knows why they
all went into the minefield

training and sport. This year 1 (UK)
Armd Div and the Regiment have
provided funds to purchase a whole
host of equipment to provide the type
of gymnasium soldiers want to train in.
We are currently replacing all our cardiovascular (CV) equipment, some of which
was purchased over 13 years ago, and
although it will take time, within a year we
should have a completely new CV suite
including running machines, exercise
bikes, step machines, cross trainers and
rowing machines. Part of this project will
also see the arrival of 2 strength training
platforms and racks that will provide the
much needed ability for those deploying

on operations next year. This will help
to improve strength and conditioning,
which directly links to the ability to carry
heavy loads under immense stress whilst
still being able to carry out specific tasks
with a reduced chance of injury.
Looking ahead to next year, the gym
staff will have an operational focus as
we progressively increase the level of PT
to ensure that all soldiers deploying do
so at their physical peak, ready for the
demands of Afghanistan.
LP

The 24hr PFA Challenge
The 7th of November should have been
a normal day at work much like any
other. But rather than the prospect of an
ordinary day I arrived for work knowing
that along with ten other volunteers,
I would be embarking on an extreme
challenge. This challenge would see
us each completing one thousand and
fifty six press-ups, one thousand two
hundred sit-ups and running nearly forty
kilometres over the next twenty-four
hours.

The 24hr PFA challenge
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The challenge consisted of completing a
PFA every hour on the hour for twenty
four hours with the first PFA starting at
1100 hrs, which was much the same
time as the cake stall was being set
up. We started the first PFA and the
promise of cakes clearly had the desired
effect on the participants as everyone
was in high spirits and passed the test
with ease. Cakes duly consumed we
easily managed the next eight PFAs,
but for some reason as we reached

Nobody knew where the clown had come from
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double figures it started to become a lot
harder. My legs were stiffening up more
and more at the end of each PFA and
after cooling down and doing a bit of
stretching each time it became apparent
that we would be starting the next PFA
with only thirty minutes of rest, which
was manageable at the start but as the
night drew on and tiredness kicked in it
became more of a problem. Relief came
in different forms throughout the night.
The first boost was Sgt Hart bringing a
big pot of pasta (which he repeated at
0200hrs) and copious amounts of energy
drinks. The RAO, Capt Petty, helped by
feeding us all with his homemade soup
accompanied with a bread roll. Finally
Sgt Docherty appeared with one of those
well known isotonic sports drinks that
most people call beer, but it was much

appreciated and lifted spirits, among all
the participants.
The night came and went but the
tiredness remained; some people tried
to alleviate this by getting twenty minutes
sleep between each PFA, which I tried,
but found just made me feel worse.
Soon enough it was daylight again and
the Regiment flooded the gym as part of
their normal PT routine; this signalled that
the challenge was nearly over. In fact I
only had three more to push but three felt
more like thirty at this stage.
Although the penultimate PFA should
have been the hardest, it was bizarrely one
of the easiest, though I am not that sure
if it was because the energy drinks were
finally kicking in or the fact that adrenalin
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was pumping around my body at Mach
10 due to the entire Regiment cheering
us on. In the end we all successfully
completed the challenge and although it
felt like my legs were about to drop off
I felt a sense of pride and achievement,
particularly as it was all done for charity.
The challenge finally raised €2140.00,
which was split between the Noah’s Ark
Children’s charity and the Poppy Appeal.
The 24hr PFA Charity event team
comprised: SSgt Pulham RAPTC, Lt
Findlay QDG, 2Lt Dawes AGC (SPS),
Sgt Driver AGC (SPS), Sgt Davies AGC
(SPS), Sgt Ananins QDG, LCpl Maunder
QDG, LCpl Chater QDG, Tpr Mole QDG,
Tpr Cole QDG and Pte Gondwe AGC
(SPS).
SD

The Guard Room
The start of 2013 began with a little
shake up and a change of staff but,
lo and behold, the jobs remained the
same. The weather was bleak, the
snow continued to fall and as the roads
around camp iced over, no one in the
Guard Room could escape the wrath of
the Quartermaster’s Health and Safety
fervour. The unlucky few were quickly
tasked to grit around key areas to ensure
a safe working environment.
As the first few months passed and
routine settled in, the weather eased off
only to show hidden litter and cigarette
ends; somehow smoking areas had
grown in considerable size. The areas
soon got back to normal allowing
the Provost staff to hunt for any new
offenders of the BFG system and carry
out their day-to-day security checks
around camp. This year soon quietened
down when each Sqn began to conduct
training. The lack of naughty boys meant
the provost troopers had more work than
just manning the gate and as the warmer
days approached so did the need to fulfil
the Quartermaster’s whims – this time
weeding outside of camp.
With CATT and CAST completed the
Regiment deployed to Bavaria; camp
quickly became a ghost town, allowing
time to enhance the profile of the Guard
Room.
Sgt Ananins asked for an
outdoor display screen, like the one in
Normandy barracks, to allow essential
information to be displayed for all to see,
removing the need for the antiquated
chalkboard. He returned from summer
leave to find that a display screen had
been approved and subsequently fitted.
However, it was a 42" TV, mounted inside
by the front desk showing pictures of the
Regiment’s current activities and music
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selected by the editor. After a week on a
loop the speakers were quickly removed.
As Canada quickly approached, the
Dragons’ Den style of application for
funding was submitted to give the Guard
Room a much-required face-lift. This
was approved and enhanced the welfare
facilities for the lucky few that are stuck
in here over the weekends and leave
periods. The approval of €1200 provided
a 42" TV, an Xbox 360 and controllers,
plus a 50" TV to play DVDs or catch up

on the Jeremy Kyle Show. During this
period the Guard Room said goodbye to
Cpl Rhodes and LCpl (Scouse) Roberts,
both moving on to Civvie Street just after
summer leave. This left LCpl Jacobson
to assume the duty of Provost Cpl, a
challenge he really sank his teeth into.
As days go on, the time has come, yet
again, to fill the grit bins and clean off
the snow covered brass just in time for
Christmas duties and the New Year.
GMA

0898 505050
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The Welfare Office
The Welfare Office started the year with
a change of personalities and welcomed
newly commissioned Capt Paul Jones
(Pecs) to the team. SSgt Mike Watson held
the fort for 7 months before being trawled
for a temporary attachment to BATUS.
Sgt Dwayne Rouse was the continuity
and totally brainwashed the new boy
before moving back to Command Troop;
we wish them all the very best for their
future roles. It did not take long before
the stalwart of the welfare office was to
return, Sgt Minty Kendall; two showings
in the Officers’ Mess was enough. Later
in the year Cpl John Hinton and LCpl Sam
Gould both joined the team.
Newly commissioned and in my new
role it was important that I had a suitable
plan to support the soldiers and families
of the Regiment. The first challenge was
to run the first Regimental Families’ day.
SSgt Pulham set up an indoor assault
course and the chefs supplied a BBQ for
all to enjoy. The Rear Operations Group
stepped up a number of times during
the year as the Regiment deployed on
exercises. The welfare team organised
and ran two camp adventures in Dempsey
Barracks. This was a great opportunity

The wall came down but still they
would not be friends

for families to come along and pitch a
tent with their children and enjoy 24hrs
of adventure. With team games over a
well-executed assault course this was
followed with a family BBQ and children’s
cinema in the evening.
St David’s Day soon arrived and as is
traditional, the wives baked Welsh Cakes
for this special day. This year we held the
cake sale in the Dragons’ Den; as always
it was a fun day with the wives marching in
front of the Regiment dressed in different
army uniforms; the drill was as impressive
as ever. A Wives’ cheese and wine night
was held in the Warrant Officers’ and
Sergeants’ Mess with a quiz and a raffle.
During the year The Blue Dragoon was
given a much needed face-lift. The Unit
Welfare Offier (UWO) and Sgt Kendall
decided to rip everything out and repaint
the room red. The kitchen was not up to
the required standard and also required
improving. After some deliberating we
decided that the play area was substandard. We knocked down some walls,
threw up some netting and renamed the
room the Dragons’ Den. A colossal cake
sale was held to mark its opening. A

Exercise Bavarian Charger…

number of wives baked fantastic cakes
and we even got a pony along from the
Paderborn Equestrian Centre for the
children to ride. Along with a pampered
chef fundraiser we managed to raise
€500. The room looks fantastic and
offers a great facility. It was decided to
open the Dragons’ Den every morning;
Mrs Sarah Fisher kindly volunteered to
run it. Shortly afterwards the UWO put
forward a business case to 20 Armoured
Brigade for a new soft play area. It was
accepted and is really popular; the only
drama is that we seem to be unable to
prevent young subalterns using it during
the weekly coffee morning.

The CRB check was thorough,
but not that thorough

The Subaltern’s play pen was ready

As the oestrogen levels reached fever
pitch, the Take That tribute band
began to frantically look for the exits
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The Sambuca Queen meets her match

“No; I want to unwrap it!”

Making models of the RCMO’s head

This year’s BRITFEST saw the Regiment
putting on one of the best stands to
date. It was packed with activities for all
to enjoy. The Welsh beer went down a
treat as did the Welsh lamb baguettes;
the wives ran a fantastic Welsh stand
selling lots of Welsh memorabilia. This
year’s SSAFA Big Brew was a ‘pay for
a day off’ affair allowing soldiers a long
weekend. This was followed up with
another cake sale; the two events raised
€2839.19 for SSAFA.

Greaney had a “Take That” tribute band
up her sleeve. The band was booked and
the venue was to be the Corporals’ Mess.
The wives raced to get their tickets and
a total of 150 were sold. The night was
fantastic and certainly one to remember.

film ‘The Goonies’, but from the valleys
far far away, where they also have plenty
of snow. Anyway Santa Chunk took on
the enormous task of delivering presents
to the children. They sat with Santa
Chunk and told him what they would like
for Christmas; Santa Chunk then gave
them a present and a chocolate Santa,
because Santa Chunk likes chocolate.
The children had a fantastic time running
around and enjoying the entertainment.
As for the parents, well it might not have
been a good idea holding the event so
early in the morning, especially having a
mess function the night before.

We have also celebrated Easter, Halloween
and Christmas. This year’s Easter Egg
Hunt was held in the Warrant Officers’
and Sergeants’ Mess garden for the
toddlers; the older children hunted down
the eggs around Dempsey Barracks.
Later in the year, we held a pumpkin
carving competition in JBs and held a
Halloween Party in HQ Sqn bar; over 70
children attended. With Christmas fast
approaching it was time to organise the
wives’ Christmas function; this was made
slightly easier this year as Mrs Bridgett

A number of Sunday lunches were held
in JBs over the year; the Sunday lunches
are great value for money at only €5 for
three courses. Activities for the children
have included canvas painting and, since
the Regiment invested in a new bouncy
castle, we can now fit it in to JBs.
This year’s children’s Christmas party
was held in the Heroes’ Bar. A total of fifty
children and parents came to see Santa
Claus arrive on his one horse open trailer.
The welfare team were struggling to find
the perfect replacement Santa, due to the
real Santa resting for the big day. It did
not take long until we received an official
‘North Pole’ email informing us that they
had found the perfect person; he was
known as Santa CHUNK! Not from the

Finally, I would like to thank our clerk
Mrs Tara Brown, and everyone who has
supported the welfare team this year; the
help and support is greatly appreciated
by all of us. We also wish Sgt Minty
Kendall and family all the very best for
the future.
PDJ

The Officers’ Mess
The New Year saw the beginning of a
significantly different looking Officers’
Mess to the one which had returned
from Op HERRICK 15. As the likes of
Capt Chambers, Hoenich and Garland
began postings in the UK, the mess
welcomed the latest cohort of subalterns,
including 2Lts Dumont, Paine, Woolland,
McKechnie, Wilks, McKellor, Carter and
Findlay. The newly commissioned 2Lt
Sophie Dawes of the AGC (SPS) also
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joined us in the New Year, much to the
excitement of the single mess members.
It was with great excitement that the mess
found out that the first potential officers’
visit of the year would take place over a
weekend. Therefore, it was decided on
the Friday night with typical spontaneity
that we should take the three potential
officers to Amsterdam. Upon arrival we
were soon to realise that it was the annual

Dutch celebration for their Royal family
and therefore the city was a sea of orange
banners and a festival type atmosphere.
This went towards explaining why the
only accommodation which the latest
arrival, 2Lt Freddie Woolland could find,
was a replica of a crack den/prison at
the top a very steep flight of stairs. As
we scaled the monumentally steep stairs
to the 16-man dorm we realised that we
would not receive the luxurious treatment
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that the extortionate price tag suggested.
It was, however, with great pleasure that
we found out that one of the potential
officers knew a few members of the
Dutch Ladies’ Hockey team who, as luck
would have it, were out in Amsterdam at
the same time. Therefore, with euphoric
giggles, phone calls were made to ensure
that a rendezvous with the team was
made. Thoughts of a 15-strong blondehaired, blue-eyed team were dashed

when only two turned up. It was clear that
the others had seen sense and decided
to avoid the torrent of male testosterone.
The evening progressed as could be
expected and reached a pinnacle when
Lt Woodhart, trying to impress a girl,
crashed the said girl’s pushbike into the
side of a parked vehicle.
The first significant mess event of the
year was a Ladies’ Dinner Night. With

the latest influx of new officers the aim
of the dinner night was to introduce the
new WAGs to the mess. Inevitably as the
evening progressed the Senior Subaltern
called ‘Five-Minute Fancy Dress’. As is
tradition, the mess galloped upstairs with
partners in tow to quickly replace black
tie with the rehearsed and in some cases
pre-positioned fancy dress. The results
were staggering with a wide range of
fancy dress – from the elaborate to the

Mensa Club

The shandy was taking effect

The 2IC keeps the RSM hydrated

0803hrs. Second breakfast

The Army. An equal opportunities employer

Apparently, it’s a Japanese custom…

Two gooseberries

Reservoir Dogs
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Geek chic
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For a brief moment she thought she was
the luckiest girl at the whole ball
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And the evening had started in such a civil manner…

disturbing. The evening ended when
the Orderly Officer, Lt ‘Hans’ Martel
continued the most profligate mess
game of ‘bounce’. On this occasion,
Lt Martel used excessive force and the
bottle shattered; he promptly swooned
afterwards. Despite the now familiar sight
of ambulance and fire service personnel
at the Mess, the evening was a success.
For the start of the year the Mess had
the fortune of having Capt Will Harries
living in for a few months whilst he was
attached to C Sqn. The Guards Officer
had no trouble fitting in with the traditions
of the mess. Not only did Capt Harries
bring a Guards’ perspective on matters,
he also brought with him his Airedale
Terrier called ‘Johnny,’ who provided
the subalterns with a constant supply
of amusement. Not only did Johnny
not quite grasp the mess dog etiquette
and therefore ensure that livers-in were
kept in champagne, but he also took
an understandable and considerable
disliking to Lt Wiggins.

Ocean’s 5 rejects

Every two years the Dutch Cavalry
Association holds a Waterloo Memorial
Ride. This year the QDG sent four officers
to take part. This involved a fantastic
weekend being hosted in Belgium by

the Dutch and Belgian Cavalry and His
Excellency the Dutch Ambassador. We
met our hosts and fellow guests from
the cavalry regiments of Europe on a
Friday, including, remarkably, the French,

Sweaty
and Fuzzy
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who this year were joining us (perhaps
the history books in France read slightly
differently to their British counterparts).
Following a good spread for breakfast
we assembled and went for drinks at
the residence of the Dutch Ambassador.
Following the reception we were whisked
away for a hearty lunch at a very pleasant
local restaurant before we moved onto
the Waterloo museum. This is located
in the actual building that Wellington set
up as his headquarters and makes for a
fantastically interesting visit, containing
original pieces used by the Duke of
Wellington and his staff. After a guided
tour our hosts decided it was time to
relax and, the sun suitably past the yard
arm, we joined them in a sharpener.
That night the party was hosted at the
Belgian Cavalry Association for dinner.
This is the Belgian equivalent to the
Cavalry and Guards’ Club, although it
does not have accommodation. Originally
a private house, this was bought by the
Belgian Cavalry when their barracks were
moved and has since developed into a
clubhouse. Therefore, the artwork and
silverware is not loaned from across the
regiments, but is privately owned by the
club and is more than a little grand. Dinner
was a hugely interesting affair whereby we
spent the evening discussing the world’s
woes with our European Counterparts
and came to the realisation that they
aren’t really too different from us, less the
funny uniforms. Post dinner we moved
en masse to a local club, where the first
sight to greet our eyes was a naked man
sat propping up the bar. Everyone in
the club seemed to treat this as entirely
normal, so we took it in our stride and
cracked on. For those readers that don’t
know Brussels it turns out, despite being
in Belgium, it is actually
a rather good night
out.

The punkhawallah was whipped for failing to provide sufficient airflow

The following morning was the Waterloo
Ride. The ride was not the death-defying
charge across the fields of Waterloo that
we had all anticipated, but was a steady
hack across the countryside. The ride
ended in the finest of cavalry tradition at
a small bar where we were treated to a
gourmet lunch and drinks before heading
back to the hotel. The Waterloo Ride
thus completed we returned to Regiment
the following day with many new friends
made across the European cavalry and a
firm determination to attend in 2015, the
bicentenary.
This year the Mess has been getting
more involved with German life. It has
taken far too long, but, now that we
know we have a finite amount of time
left in Germany, we have finally pulled
the proverbial finger out. Colonel Gavin
Peebles (Retd) very kindly invited the
officers of the QDG to attend reeling
practice that he organises every month
at Schloss Gut Holzhausen. Armed
with their very best German and their
dashing good looks Capts Roly Jackson,
Christoph Harper and Lt Charlie Carter

went along in June. Since then we
have tried to attend regularly and have
finally started meeting real live Germans.
Sadly, however, we have been unable to
join in with the Weservale Hunt for want
of hirelings. However, we remain hopeful
that we’ll get one or two officers riding
with the hounds in the coming year.
The highlight of the Officers’ Mess
calendar was the Summer Ball. Back
in April it was decided that, due to the
deployment to Canada of B and C
Sqns, that A Sqn under the leadership
of Capt Jackson would coordinate this
year’s ball. After a champagne-tasting,
it was decided that the theme would be
‘Frontier.’ As usual, there were many
late nights in the immediate run up to
the ball. This year we had approximately
170 guests and entertainment was
provided by the Parachute Regiment
Band. Importantly this meant that the
music, less the disco, was provided
free of charge and so we had a lot more
money to spend on the important things.
As usual, the decorations and costumes
were only limited by the imaginations

The village people refused
to grow old gracefully

Japanese tourism:
Thriving in Sennelager
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Why buy the shoulder boards and then leave?

of their designers and the guests were
treated to the most fantastic themed
rooms. Lts ‘Macca’ McHale and ‘has
anybody seen my insulin’ Woodhart
excelled in their construction of a fullblown bar, complete with infrared lighting
for the space room. Not to be outdone
the anteroom was converted into a
scene from the trenches of the Great
War by the artful use of MFO boxes and
copious military supplies. Capt Dave
Hoey even found the time to contribute
two homemade replica machine guns.
Lt Martel provided the Roman tent with a
wine fountain; sadly, the naked lady with
an amphora was sold when we went to
collect the fountain, so we had to make
do with a cherub fountain instead. You
always know it’s a good party when
the police are called to shut you down.
This year we had several visits from the
German Civil Police who requested that
we turn the noise down. Undaunted,
however, the band and then the DJ
continued until 6 am.
The following weekend was set to be the
Regimental Trustees’ visit and so the tidy
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The dye showed up some plaque

up, which is usually a leisurely affair over
several weeks, was squeezed into a frantic
clean up. With a concerted effort and a
further week’s absenteeism from their
offices, the livers-in managed to make
the Mess presentable just in time. The
visit was hugely enjoyed by all and was an
excellent excuse to open as many vintage
port bottles as the PMC would permit.

will remember is the cheese at the end
of the meal. Not only was the wheel of
cheese enough to feed any country for a
month, but also the smell was so pungent
that certain ladies began to swoon at the
table. Whilst a few well-seasoned cheese
eaters enjoyed the pungent smell and
taste, the majority were all too happy to
pass it on as quickly as possible.

As the end of the year approached, a final
Ladies’ Dinner Night of the year was held.
With mission specific training ramping up
and the officers spread to the four winds,
this was an opportunity for one last party
prior to the departure of the winter sport
skivers. The Trip to Las Vegas by B Sqn
during the activation period in BATUS had
been enjoyable in numerous ways. This
included becoming acquainted with two
sisters from Georgia. In need of a guest
and throwing caution to the wind, Capt
Williams invited one of these girls from
Georgia, USA to Germany for the Ladies’
Dinner night. No-one, least of all him,
actually expected her to show up. She
must have really liked that accent. The
one element of the evening that everyone

Despite the departure from the Mess of
many members, this year has also seen
the return of Major Hugo Lloyd, Capt
Andy Sudlow and Capt Nick Garland.
This year also saw the marriage of
three members of the Mess: Capt Ben
Mathews married Claire, Capt James
Hoenich married Camilla, and Capt Tim
Sambrook married Joanna. We wish all
of them every happiness.
The Mess looks forward to a busy yet
entertaining start to next year as we
organise several events to prepare
everyone for the deployment on Op
HERRICK 20.
BW

The Devil, The Communist
and Auntie Sam
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Officers’ Mess Field Sports
The year’s sporting opportunities have
once again been limited by the demands
of training and numerous overseas
exercises. Despite this pressure, field
sports continue to flourish in the mess: Lt
Findlay remains the resident trout tickler,
making numerous trips to the streams of
his native Dart valley in search of his prey;
stalking continues to prove a popular
choice, with an expedition to Scotland
adding several beasts to the mess
game book; and Captains Williams and
Chambers had a successful expedition
shooting boar among the caravan parks
and motorway slip roads of Kent.
The main event of the year was
undoubtedly the mess pheasantshooting trip to Burghclere in Berkshire,
Captain Garland’s home ground. In
between shocking young cavalry officers
on the only hard bit of their troop leader’s
course, he found the time to organise a
100-bird pheasant and duck day on a
local farm for 8(ish) guns.
And so with a bit more organisation
behind the scenes from Capt Garland,
whose house became the mess armoury,
the rest of the guns arrived. Captains
Chambers and Robinson and Lt
Woodhart arrived from commitments in
the UK, whilst the rest of the guns travelled
over through the usual awful weather
and traffic (thanks a bunch Antwerp). A
combination of Mrs Garland’s hospitality
and a local pub ensured that all of the
guns, plus the usual tail of girlfriends and
SPS detachment commanders, had a
bed for the night and after a pint or two of
cider all retired for a few hours of sleep.

The ‘wedding’ of Lt Dumont and Capt Wiggins had been an unusual affair

Lts Findlay and Wilks had graciously
offered to act as coaches/beater
protectors for the day. After a short
walk to the farm, we had coffee and
sausages, a short brief from the keeper
and met the beating team. Excitedly
we clambered aboard the gun trailer,
which unfortunately was not designed
for the proportions of Captain Williams’
posterior and moved off to the first drive
just as the rain began.

The next morning dawned with ominous
dark clouds on the horizon, but all (except
Lt Dumont) were up early and ready to
start the day’s sport. Lts Dumont and
Woodhart were new to shooting and
after a brief WHT on the shotgun and a
stern briefing on shooting etiquette they
were deemed to be proficient enough.

Having been given numbers on the
trailer, the guns lined out in a marsh
below a game crop and wood. The
day’s sport began on a good note with
Lt Findlay killing the first bird over the line
confidently with his first barrel. The rest
of the drive produced a steady stream of
birds, which doggedly avoided the new
guns and flew instead over the more
experienced half of the team. Capt
Wiggins had a very satisfying three for
three shot with two dead in the air at
once, whilst Capt Williams gave 2Lt
Dawes an excellent demonstration of
accurate shooting. Capt Garland, who
had offered to back gun managed to get
some shooting, sweeping up behind,
landing a bird, as near as damn it, into
his labrador Spencer’s mouth. Everyone
was grinning at the end of the drive – a

The ear defence held the hat on nicely

The birds needed plucking…
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good sign! Satisfied that their eyes were
“in”, the guns once again mounted the
trailer and moved off for the next drive.
On the second drive the guns were
double stacked whilst a game crop
and covert to the front was beaten
through. The line saw a good deal of
shooting, with Lt Martel bringing down a
particularly impressive pigeon. The sun
had finally broken through the clouds
and was used, as ever, as an excuse
for a few missed sitters. When the horn
finally sounded everyone was once again
well satisfied. Convening for elevenses,
with much swapping of stories and hip
flasks, (Lt Findlay’s home brew was a
favourite) the first time shots declared
that not only were they getting the
hang of it, they could also understand
what all the fuss was about. After more
sausages and soup, the guns and guests
were suitably fortified for the next drive.
This was advertised as the ‘duck drive’,
the keeper warning us to take lots of
cartridges (steel of course) saying there
may be one or two flying about.
Again the guns lined out – this time all
in view of one another – a fine sight to
see in the lovely autumnal Berkshire
countryside. A bird or two, a couple of

Owners that look like their pets
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deer and a hare loped out of the wood
as the beaters slowly made their way
round the pond. Then with a crash
the duck came off, and every man
in the line had plentiful shooting. Lts
Dumont and Woodhart had managed
to get themselves in the hot seat for
this drive, claiming 15 between them.
Capt Wiggins and Lt Findlay shared a
couple of the higher birds, whilst Capt
Robinson, doing his best impression of
an anti-aircraft battery, brought down a
good number. Mixed in to the duck were

one or two pheasants and Capt Garland
accounted for several of these as they
headed for a nearby wood; he took great
delight in sending his wife, Katie, and
Spencer off to retrieve them.
On the final drive the guns were lined
out around a game crop. Standing in
the middle of a sunny field, a couple
of girlfriends were handed shotguns;
Jo, Lt Woodhart’s guest, shot her first
pheasant, whilst Min, Capt Wiggins’
girlfriend missed an absolute sitter.
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With our four drives complete, we
walked back to the farm, to count the
bag and thank the keeper. The final bag
was 112 pheasant and duck, 1 pigeon
and a lot of smiling officers. The keeper’s
beating team and pickers-up had done
a wonderful job and amazingly, the
standard of shooting wasn’t half bad.
Plans are afoot for a foreign shooting trip,
so watch this space for a report on the
standard of Bulgarian boar shooting!
DMW

The Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess
The WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess has continued
to maintain a full programme of social
events despite a year in which the
Regiment has deployed to Brunei, Kenya
and Canada. Where some white spaces
in the forecast of events were spotted,
the RSM quickly filled them with a dinner
night, a ball or a Beer Festival.
The WOs’ finally got to treat their wives
to a dinner night in the Mess, and it
proved to be a huge success with the
food being excellent and company as
good. Mrs “Sheep” Jones still to this day
is in shock that her husband took her
out for the evening. She was, however,
brought back down to reality by the end
of the night, when she had to carry him
home and put him to bed. The wives
along with the WOs thoroughly enjoyed
themselves and we are hoping to make
this an annual occasion.
The 198th Waterloo Dinner was held, as
is traditional, in the WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess
and remains the main event of the year.
The day began with our annual cricket
match against the officers in temperatures
nudging 40 degrees Celsius with only
Pimms to slake the thirst. The WOs’ &
Sgts’ Mess left the field victorious again
for the third year running casting a little
doubt over officer recruiting; those tens
of thousands of pounds spent on private
education are clearly not generating
stunning batsmen or bowlers!

The 198th Dinner began in a traditional
manner with drinks flowing and everyone
discussing their careers. The food as
usual was to the highest standard and due
to the Mess footing the bill, it was decided
that we would nip down to the Spar and
grab the cheapest wine off the shelf (I don’t
think anyone noticed). The Regimental
marches were played, speeches were
made and then it was onto the Games!
In true mess tradition it was at this stage
we asked Sgt “Patch” Patchett to leave
followed closely by SSgt “Worz” Worsley,
who if truth be told, had both hit their peak
in the Pimms tent during the cricket. Due
to the Pyrrhic victory in the cricket, we
let the Officers take the rugby this year,
as we did last year, the year before and
I think the year before that as well; our
day will come! The Games however were
competitive, but the outcome inevitable; a
whitewash victory to the WOs’ and Sgts’
Mess. Accusations of cheating were
completed unfounded.
B Sqn unfortunately were away in
BATUS during this year’s Waterloo
Dinner, so WO2 (SSM)
Gallacher set off to recce
the drinking establishments
around Medicine Hat to
find somewhere suitable to
hold a scaled down version
for the officers and SNCOs
working in BATUS over the
period. It turned out to be

difficult to find a venue suitable for the
occasion, which would hold the required
amount of individuals, serve food to
the standard befitting the occasion and
somewhere that would allow us to carry
out readings as well as play a few games.
WO2 Gallacher went with his instincts
and picked the bar with the best looking
barmaids. B Sqn hosted Major Smith
and Capt Sudlow (both on postings in
BATUS) and set about celebrating the
occasion as best they could. The locals
were sat in amusement and wonder as
they watched the assembled crowd read
extracts from the battle of Waterloo, listen
to Regimental Marches, toast the Queen
whilst all the while consuming more beer
in one night then they would consume in
a month…..on a Tuesday! The evening
went very well and everyone thoroughly
enjoyed themselves.
The Summer Ball was next and was
held on a boat in Mohnesee, in October.
WO2 “Dan” Brown took the lead for
this and was seen throughout the night,
stomping around the boat forcing people
to enjoy themselves. The entertainment
for the evening was a little niche and
consisted of a chap called John and his
organ belting out summer classics such
as “McDonalds, McDonalds, Kentucky
Fried Chicken and a Pizza Hut”! The
evening went well, the food was good
and the entertainment was…errrm the
food was good! We then jumped back

The mess in Canada
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Survivors from the 198th Waterloo Dinner

on the coaches and headed back to
the Mess, after pretending to be asleep
for the whole journey in order not to
get dragged into any arguments with
the wives on how the Regiment should
be run. Upon return to the Mess we
continued an after-party. The Mess
Manager found an iPod with some play
list gold – Cliff Richard and Cher!
The year had almost passed in a flash
and it was now time for the Winter Ball,
which was given the Bavarian Theme;
this turned a few heads initially as it was
a strange theme to have for Christmas.
With the Mess decked out festively and
the dining area turned into a Christmas
market scene full of all the smells and
tastes of an authentic German market, it
was starting to get people in the festive
spirit. The PEC WO2 (AQMS) McKellegan
had pulled out all the stops and the
Bavarian night with all its games, dancing
and drinking was a great success. The
disco and Christmas Karaoke then took
over the night with the Jones Twins
hitting the dance floor as usual believing
they still have a few moves in the bag or
as WO2 (RQMS) “Jugs” Jones would say
“in der tache”. The Karaoke turned into

the Craig Worsley Show and if it wasn’t
for the fact that Sgt “Billy” Thurston asked
Worz to step away from the microphone
because he too wanted to murder some
classics, he would have been up there
all night. The party went through to the
early hours before anyone could prise the
microphone out of Billy Thurston’s hand.
When we thought all the drinking had
finished and it was time to hit the
tarmac and get rid of the beer belly, we
received the administrative instruction
for the Regimental Christmas Day from
the RSM. It looked complicated but it
should have just read “Get through the
carol service, feed the lads and then
move on to the main event; drinkypoos
with the officers”. It started in the
traditional manner with a few warm up
drinks in our Mess and rehearsal of the
Carol to be performed to the Officers,
which was co-written by SSgt “Worz”
Worsley and WO2 Gallacher. The song
was a hit and had many rolling around
with laughter before we could even finish
a verse. The only thing funnier that night
was listening to Worz show us the way
with his undiscovered, choir voice.

Pre-fight photo

The officers, before inviting us in to their
mess, decided to sing a carol back,
which had us again in fits of laughter and
set the tone for the rest of the night. The
Champagne and the sabre came out with
demonstrations of sabrage, before every
SSM and Tp Sgt came up and had a turn.
The drinks flowed before we all headed
back to the WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess, where
after a good old fashioned session, we
had a singsong around the piano with
Major Lloyd tinkling those old ivories.
The year has passed and we are now
looking into an (if possible) even busier
2014, with MST and the deployment
to Afghanistan. We will get time to
Dine Out the previous RSM (Capt Paul
Jones) before his commissioning run out
date….probably! This just leaves me to
say that with the Tranche 3 redundancies
taking place in 2013, the mess has
unfortunately lost some characters
and we have had more farewells than
welcomes this year. We wish them the
best of luck and remind them that as
long standing mess member and like
those who have left after 22 year’s colour
service, they are always welcome back.
RMG

The Corporals’ Mess
As I write, preparations are in full swing
for the 2013 Christmas Ball which will
nicely round off a year that has seen
many Mess members deployed on
long exercises in Bavaria and Canada,
redundancies, the beginnings of MST
for Operation HERRICK 20 and a JNCO
focused Mullens Cup. However, no
matter how busy we seem to be, time,
or an excuse, is always found to ensure
social events are organised so that all
can enjoy what the Mess has to offer.
Last year’s Christmas ball was a formal
night that finished with a prize draw and
entertainment in the guise of a hypnotist.
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Cpl Dodd and LCpl Hannah led the willing
band of volunteers ‘to be put under’, but
no matter how many times you have
seen a hypnotist in action, the sight of
two of HQ Sqn’s finest scrabbling around
on the floor collecting pixies is one that
could scar you for life!
Another firm favourite within the mess
social calendar are the weekend openings
during the RBS Six Nations. Opening for
all matches, the usual rivalries ensued;
however it always seemed to be Wales
against the rest of the world, no matter
what game was showing.

One of the highlights of the year was the
introduction of the Lucknow Dinner. It has
long been an aspiration to hold an annual
dinner in the Corporals’ Mess, similar in
format to the Waterloo dinner held by the
Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess.
A suitable battle honour was chosen, the
date set in April and the inaugural (and
now annual) Corporals’ Mess Lucknow
Dinner was held. Mess dress, welcome
drinks, 7 course dinner, buglers and
drums all helped to create an evening
that felt special to all mess members and
guests, which included the CO, RSM and
serving Warrant Officers at Regimental
Duty. Mess games concluded without
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Inaugural Lucknow Dinner Night

serious injury and even Mr Vice, of which
there are normally 4 on standby to step
up to the plate should the man before
them feel ‘unwell’, made it through the
night relatively unscathed.
Another first for the mess was a Ladies’
Dinner Night held in May. It was another
very successful evening that was
appreciated by all; given the time that we
spend away from our ladies it seemed
entirely fitting that we hosted a dinner in
their honour.
With Canada and summer leave
behind us, efforts were now focused
on the summer ‘Caribbean’ night.
The night was awash with beachwear
from Hawaiian style shirts to mankinis.
Games consisted of running around in
inflatable spheres and a bucking-bronco

LCpl Bojang

style surfboard, both of which were quite
hard to master. However, LCpl Bojang
took to the surfboard like a baby to water
although getting him off it was no easy
task, demonstrating that taking turns is
not his strong point, on a surfboard at
least.
In October, the Regimental Trustees
honoured us with a visit to the Corporals’
Mess. They were welcomed by the PMC
and Mess members and shown around
the Mess before signing the guest book
and being swiftly guided away by the
RSM.
The final and most poignant event was in
November. LCpl ‘Shag’ Scanlon’s sister
travelled to Germany to have a drink
with the boys in memory of her brother.
A great attendance and a long evening

ensued with many laughs and memories
of a great character that is still sorely
missed by all Mess members who knew
him.
We have bid a fond farewell to Sgt Dodd
and Sgt Cartwright, both of whom richly
deserved their promotions. We have
also raised glasses with a great many
newly promoted Cpls and welcomed
32 newly promoted LCpls as young
blood courses into the Mess. We have
also said goodbye to the following: Cpl
Fennel, Cpl Harris 816, Cpl Purcell, Cpl
Treherne, Cpl Maddox, Cpl Scott, Cpl
Lacey, Cpl Defaweux, Cpl Wadey, Cpl
Evans 201, Cpl Huxley, LCpl France,
LCpl Taylor, LCpl Rayner, LCpl Armishaw
and LCpl Randall. We wish them all the
best in their future endeavours.
JT

Exercise Cambrian Patrol 2013
The Regiment is no stranger to Exercise
Cambrian Patrol. The Regiment has
entered teams over the years and has
always put in a good performance.
The exercise format remains relatively
unchanged.
It remains the premier
patrols competition in the British Army
and attracts a wide-ranging cohort of
competitors. For those less familiar with
it, the exercise is an arduous 48-hour
dismounted
reconnaissance
patrol
competition. It concentrates on testing
leadership, teamwork, physical fitness
and, above all, the ability to achieve
the mission. The exercise is run over
the course of a week in October with
five identical iterations of the same
exercise taking place back-to-back,
enabling upwards of 100 teams to take
part. The patrol always takes place in
central southern Wales, with the exact
route changing annually. This year the
ground covered stretched from Devil’s
Bridge, 15 miles east of Aberystwyth, to
Sennybridge Training Area. With a total
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distance of around 55kms, the route
took in the delightful terrain of the Elan
Valley and the Brecon Beacons. The
competition is open to all elements of
both British armed forces and overseas
teams.
Competing alongside three

patrols from QDG were teams from the
British, Danish and Ukrainian armies.
C Sqn was chosen to train and then
select three patrols for the exercise.
This was the first time that the Regiment

Sgt Ruddy’s silver-medal-winning team
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had selected teams from only one Sqn,
but it proved to be an ideal vehicle from
which to select-in soldiers to the Brigade
Reconnaissance Force, as well as set
a benchmark for fundamental military
skills. The patrols consisted of a section
from 1st Troop led by Sgt Ruddy, a
section from 4th Troop led by Lt Findlay
and a composite section made up from
2nd and 3rd Troops led by Sgt Beal.
Again, selecting SNCOs to lead two
of the patrols was another departure;
most units only send one or two patrols,
typically led by a senior Lt or junior Capt.
The patrols were ably supported by Sgts
Davies 106, Brisco and Hamilton who
acted as team managers.
The patrol started with the receipt and
delivery of orders at Devil’s Bridge. The
task was to conduct a close target
reconnaissance of a suspected enemy
position some 20kms to our south, before
liaising with a friendly agent and assisting
local security forces with their training. As
expected, this played out as a series of
stands testing all members of the patrol

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

– from the commander to the most junior
trooper – in their basic military skills.
These stands included everything from
foreign weapon recognition to individual
survival skills and a truly bizarre test of our
knowledge of the law of armed conflict.
This particular stand involved the patrol
coming across a local militia unit that had
detained a suspected insurgent, before
witnessing them brutally torture him. The
patrol was then tasked with reacting to
the situation and delivering training to
this militia unit that appeared to consist
entirely of Borat impersonators.
For most teams the traditional ‘highlight’
of the patrol is the water obstacle
crossing; this year was no exception.
Teams were faced with a situation where
the lone crossing point over a reservoir
had been demolished, meaning that
a dip in the brisk Welsh waters was in
order. For almost all teams, the silent,
tactical crossing proved not to be quite
so stealthy as the 6ft steep, slippery clay
banks sent patrol members, complete
with their kit, flying into the water. The

situation was quickly recovered, and the
QDG teams across the board scored
very highly on this stand, which was in
no small part due to the river crossing
rehearsal the Sqn carried out on the local
training area a month prior; our thanks
go to WO2 Martin and Sgt Brown for
facilitating that.
Forty hours and around 55kms later, the
teams completed the patrol and made
it through a strangely hostile debrief
courtesy of the Intelligence Corps. The
team managers played a blinder, meeting
us at the finish with pizza and coke.
QDG put in a very strong performance;
Sgt Ruddy’s team achieved a silver
medal, Sgt Beal’s a bronze medal and Lt
Findlay’s team, hampered by two injuries
but otherwise on for a top finish, did
well to gain a certificate. The exercise
continues to be hugely challenging; it
is an excellent way to test military skills
and to develop robustness and junior
leadership. QDG will be back next time
with eyes focused on a gold medal.
RF

The Mullens Cup
Due to the Intelligence Officer (Capt
Raoul Robinson) hiding from work, the
RSO was volunteered by the 2IC to plan
and run the prestigious Mullens Cup.
Usually the competition is pitched at
Troop level with teams led by subalterns,
or on occasion, SNCOs. This year the
Commanding Officer wanted to use
the exercise as a vehicle to reinvigorate
JNCO leadership development, and
assess the soldiers’ baseline skills prior
to commencing further Mission Specific
Training for Operation HERRICK next
year.

Orders Group. The teams were briefed
on the situation, their missions and the
timings for delivering their own orders.
Concurrently the section 2ics were kept
busy with battle procedure, preparing
ammunition, radios, other equipment
The Easter egg
hunt was always
ruined by a few
people taking it a
bit too seriously

The Mullens Cup winners

The exercise construct was simple;
sections of up to 7 soldiers, commanded
by a Cpl or LCpl would patrol for 24 hrs
and be put through a series of stands
based on an Afghan scenario. The
exercise took place at Haltern Training
Area, specifically the Borkenberg estate;
this is near Munster and so was nicely
removed from the creature comforts of
Dempsey Barracks. The deployment
was staggered over two days with half
the competitors starting on a Monday in
December, with the remainder following
the next day.
Upon arrival at EXCON, HQ SSM
WO2 Lockyer sprung into
life and began the shock of
capture routine to corral and herd
the slumbering soldiers. The teams
immediately underwent a kit check
whilst the Operations Officer (Capt Hoey)
took the section commanders into an
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and building a model; for some this was
the first time that they were acting as a
section 2ic.
The sections delivered their orders and
then deployed to conduct a series of
stands: a section attack, Vulnerable
Point (VP) 360 degree clearance and
Improvised Explosive Device (IED)
confirmation (checking the ground for
the explosives) as well as an Emergency
Helicopter Landing Site (EHLS) clearing
and establishment.
The sections
conducted their activity under the
watchful and critical eyes of directing
staff as well as the CO and RSM.
Once the teams finished two of their
daylight stands they came back to
EXCON to receive new orders and
prepare for a night patrol. The patrols
went through further battle preparation
and orders. During the night, the teams
covered a considerable amount of
ground. They also conducted further
tasks including a weapons cache
rummage, the detention and search
of insurgents and reacting to a mass
casualty situation. Having completed all
those stands, the teams shuffled back to
EXCON whilst doing their final daylight
stand, to be met by HQ SSM and the CO
for a debrief.
The immediate feedback from the
exercise was positive, and the JNCOs

Any questions?

commented on the fact that they really
enjoyed the challenge of leading their
soldiers without directive staff interfering
or anyone following them around. They
also appreciated the chance to solve
problems for themselves. The exercise
also highlighted a number of areas

that require further work prior to the
Regiment’s impending deployment.
There is certainly merit in continuing to
run a section-level patrols competition
in addition to the well-established interTroop Mullens Cup competition.
CAT

Battlefield Study of Little Bighorn
“Big camp, bring packs, be quick, p.s.
bring packs”. So go the last written
words of Lt Col George Armstrong
Custer, perhaps one of the most famous
and controversial soldiers in America’s
(short) history.
Was
this note, carried by
perhaps the luckiest
runner of all

time, the desperate plea for reinforcement
and ammunition of a commander who
had realised that he was overmatched
and facing disaster, or the request for
help in conducting the coup de grace
on perhaps his most successful battle to
date? Custer’s state of mind will remain a
mystery, for no white man ever saw him,
or any of his 220 men, alive again. Within

the hour, atop a barren hillside, half a mile
from the Little Bighorn River, surrounded
by the arrow-pierced and mutilated
bodies of his men and their horses,
Custer’s body lay, with gunshot wounds
to the chest and left temple. This was the
scene of ‘Custer’s Last Stand’, and it has
since passed into American folklore. It
was to this battlefield that 25 officers and

A Nazi Zombie
and a target

Meanwhile, on the sunshine bus, the Adjutant was hungry…
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‘Little Running Chunder,’ tactically places herself towards the edge of the photo

Listening can be difficult

The Billings Mustangs are pleased to
welcome 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards from Wales England
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response was swift; a large group of
warriors quickly mounted and began to
counterattack Reno. Under pressure,
and beginning to take casualties, Reno
fell back to the trees around the river,
before being forced across it in what was
fast becoming a rout. Many of his men
and horses were lost and he retreated
up the bluff to the North and formed a
defensive position, from which he would
not move for the rest of the battle.

Pistol ACMT remedial training

which takes in all of the significant areas.
Morbidly, the spots where U.S bodies
were found are marked with white stone
markers, and clusters of these litter the
battlefield. Jim described to us how
Custer had moved to a piece of high
ground, where he got his first view of the
Indian village. It was much larger than
expected, with an estimated 10,000
Indians of various tribes, grouped along
both sides of the riverbank in a long thin
camp. Custer was undeterred, splitting
his forces, sending Major Reno with
around 100 men down across the river
to act as a cut-off to the East, whilst
he took the remaining forces North
and West to attack from the other end
of the village. Reno’s force formed a
skirmish line and began firing into the
encampment causing panic and chaos
amongst the Indian families. The Indian

The bus continued along the ridge
following Custer’s route, as he attempted
to hook around the top of the village. He
crested the ridge too early, the classic
fault of commanders moving in dead
ground, and was forced on the offensive
by the shear mass of now alert Indians to
his front. It was at this point that he sent
his final message asking for ammunition
and reinforcement from the main
column, which was too far away to be
of any help. The QDG group walked the
ground he had charged down, into the
main grouping of Indian warriors. Quickly
forced back up the ridge by superior
numbers, his men being picked off, he
fell back on the small hillock, now known
as ‘Last Stand Hill’. Here Custer stopped
withdrawing and decided to stand.
Drawing his remaining men around him,
the cavalrymen began shooting their own
horses to use as breastwork defences,
a move so desperate that it shows how
wrong the attack had now gone. Jim
then described to the assembled group
the final, well-known, stage of the battle.
Custer and his men, now surrounded
and harassed by a much larger force,
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fought desperately, but were quickly
overrun by the swarming Indian braves.
Atop Last Stand Hill, surrounded by
a great number of the white markers
and the fine 7th Cavalry memorial, the
Commanding Officer summed up the
day. It had been a fascinating experience
and Jim, with his vast knowledge and
enthusiasm had brought the battle to life.
The QDG group returned to Billings, for a
round of discussions on the contentious
decisions made by Custer and the other
commanders. These continued the next
day, broken up with a trip to a local gun
range to fire weapons similar to those
used at the battle, as well as a chance to
enjoy a game of baseball as guests of the
local Billings Mustangs.
The group had been led through one of
America’s most famous battles, walking
the very ground, unchanged by modern
development, that Custer’s troopers
had trod, and seeing where they had
fallen, often fighting back to back. The
enduring nature of war, the desire to
act early and decisively versus building
understanding and the deadly mistake
of underestimating the strengths and
capabilities of the enemy all came to the
fore. Custer was clearly a brave man,
but his rash command decisions had
led to not only his own death but also
those of some 250 of his men. We left
Montana with a new perspective and
clearer understanding of the events and
decisions that shaped that fateful day.
DMW

Battlefield Study of Arnhem
Early in 2013 QDG had only one
Sqn committed to Afghanistan in the
following year so it seemed like we had
a lot of time to fill for the remainder of
the Regiment. Time on your hands is not
something we are used to in the modern
British Army! One of the activities we

”Hats”
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wanted to conduct later in the year was a
Battlefield Study for the Warrant Officers’
and Sergeants’ Mess. RQMS (Lanky)
Williams was given the task to come
up with a plan. The remit was to find a
location that was within driving distance
to camp with free accommodation,

historical military significance and a
lively nightlife. Not an easy feat, but like
any good RQMS Mr Williams came up
trumps. The plan was to visit Arnhem,
Oosterbeek, Wolfheze, Driel and the
surrounding countryside, all of which
were the scenes of fierce fighting over

Arnhem; September 1944
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The cemetery in Arnhem

the period 17–26 September 1944.
Accommodation and a tour guide had
been arranged through the Dutch Army
so the plan was looking good.
However, we all know, “no plan survives
contact with the enemy”. The Regiment

received the news of our increased
commitment to Afghanistan and the date
of the visit was now looking under threat
as it conflicted with other training. At
the 11th hour the trip was secured. The
evening prior to departing, the Seniors
were briefed on the history of the battle

and given a question to research for
discussion the next day. The following
morning 4 mini buses of QDG SNCOs
departed Dempsey barracks for Arnhem.
By September 1944, Allied forces had
successfully broken out of their Normandy

Arnhem bridge today
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The headstone of an RAC trooper

beachhead and pursued shattered
German forces across northern France and
Belgium. Although Allied commanders
generally favoured a broad front policy
to continue the advance into Germany
and the Netherlands, Field Marshall
Montgomery proposed a bold plan to
head north through the Dutch Gelderland,
bypassing the German Seigfried line
defences and opening a route into the
German industrial heartland of the Ruhr.
Initially proposed as a British and Polish
operation codenamed Comet, the plan
was soon expanded to involve most of the
First Allied Airborne Army and a set piece
ground advance into the Netherlands,
codenamed Market Garden.
We started our tour under the guidance
of an accredited historian and RSMI from
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Did I leave the kettle on in the guardroom?

the local Dutch Battalion. Although the
actions of Market Garden bear no direct
link to the Regiment we were pleasantly
surprised to find a Royal Armoured
Corps memorial at the first sight that saw
action in the Battle. It was explained to
us that the Recce Sqn for the Brigade
was made up of members of the Recce
Corps, including RAC personnel, who
operated land rovers that were inserted
by gliders. This fact made an already
interesting study into one that we could
really relate to in our forthcoming role as
Light Cavalry. The study followed the
advance of the British troops towards
Arnhem and the famous bridge, picking
up on many acts of heroism along the
way. Many of the themes from the battle
are still extremely relevant in the modern
day battle space.

The weather during the study was very
blustery and almost resulted in a casualty
when a branch snapped in a tree and
came crashing down on the group; but
with a few lumpy heads later we moved
on. With the tour complete on the Bridge
over the Rhine, it was a short drive back
to the local barracks for a quick ‘change
parade’ and off to the town of Arnhem
for the evening.
The Battlefield study was extremely
relevant and the lessons learnt very
beneficial to the commanders of today.
The Regiment will be running the same
study for the Corporals’ Mess in 2014.
RCM
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BRITFEST 2013
It has been 3 years since Paderborn
Garrison ran the last BRITFEST event,
and because the majority of those in
the Garrison were deploying to BATUS,
the organisation of the first night of the
weekend in September fell to the Rear
Operations Group, under the QM(A).
BRITFEST comprises three elements; a
Cocktail Party/Beating Retreat held in the
gardens of Schloss Neuhaus (QDG’s task);
a Military Marching Extravaganza held in
the Paderhalle (5 RIFLES) and the Cultural
Day (1PWRR) held in the town centre, with
a ‘Welsh Stand’ run by the Welfare Office.

member, the accountant in charge of the
sponsorship and funding.

The first task was to try and contact the
previous organiser; regrettably he and
his handover notes had vanished. A new
draft of the night was decided upon by
OC HQ Sqn, QM(A), the Deputy Garrison
Commander and, the most important

It was agreed that the cocktail party
would be hosted by Commander 20
Armoured Brigade and his Commanding
Officers and that the event would be
used as an opportunity to thank local
German businessmen, dignitaries and
politicians for the support given to the
Garrison and Brigade. The grand finale of
the evening would be a Beating Retreat
and firework display in the gardens of the
Schloss that would also be open to the
public. There followed many frantic visits
to other regiments to source buglers,
a drum horse and even some working
Royal Artillery Field Guns. We tactfully
decided to avoid an international dispute
by not using the Dam Busters march as
background music to the fireworks.

Boom, Boom, Boom

The best ACMT score ever

Summer leave came and went and
5 days later we were into the event
weekend. A “bribe” was paid to ensure
that the German caretaker completed
the unenviable task of raising the 20
Armoured Brigade and Union Flag over
the tallest tower on the Schloss.
A
speech by the Brigade Commander
and Burgermeister (Mayor) pointed

Mrs Riley mans the Welsh stand at BritFest

Fireworks over
Schloss Neuhaus
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out the close relationship between the
British Army in Paderborn and the local
inhabitants.
The wine flowed freely
and the canapés, expertly produced by
QDG chefs, ensured that the guests left
the Schloss well fed and watered. The
weather remained good, maybe a little
too warm for guests in Mess Dress.
Once all the guests had been seated,
the band was led out by the QRH drum

horse who proceeded to do his own
thing, despite the best efforts of the
HCR groomsman. The band carried
on valiantly and proceeded to put on an
expert concert complete with an electric
guitar rendition of Queen’s Bohemian
Rhapsody. As the light faded, the band
marched off to rapturous applause from
the crowd, and the field guns were
illuminated. An officer marched to the
front and gave the order to fire; the crews
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and guns worked perfectly ensuring that
the German public now know to cover
their ears. As the smoke dissipated, the
firework display started. An 8-minute
show was expertly conducted in time
with music providing a fitting finale to a
thoroughly enjoyable evening.
NG

Remembrance Sunday
In annual tradition 20th Armoured
Brigade
observed
Remembrance
Sunday with a parade and service on
the parade ground in front of Brigade
Headquarters and the Brigade memorial
at Normandy Barracks, Sennelager. All
Regiments and Corps that constitute
the Brigade, based in and around the
Westphalian city of Paderborn were
represented.
Aside from those on separate parades
back in the United Kingdom, including a
local service for a small group of Officers
on a Mess shoot, and those attending
a parade in Cardiff, the service was a
full Regimental effort. An early onset of
rain as the QDG transport pulled in to
Normandy Barracks made for a cold and
wet start to the service. Not long after the

start, however, the sun thankfully began
to appear, much to the relief of all those
on parade. Two minute’s silence was
impeccably observed followed by the
service of remembrance and an address
by the Deputy Commander. In spite of a
parade ground pitted by puddles, uneven
and slippery cobblestones, and some
suspect drill the service passed off well.
Although the service was conducted,
appropriately, in a contemplative and
sombre mood, Sunday afternoon
provided a good opportunity for families
to gather together in a lighter setting. In
the Officers’ Mess, Officers’ families were
invited for Sunday lunch. SSgt (SQMS)
Costello prepared the Mess for the arrival
of young families with the games room
taking on a youthful renovation into a

children’s playroom. There was even talk
of keeping this arrangement for some
potential officers who would be arriving
in a few weeks. While the child-owning
senior members enjoyed some cheese
and port, simultaneously, the children’s
party entertaining skills of the weekend
Orderly Officer, 2Lt Max McKechnie, as
well as those of Rugby-match-black-eyed,
Lt Ryan McBride, were put to the test.
The day was an opportune moment
to gather the families together, joined
by so very many other people at other
memorials and churches across the
world, to pay our humble respects to the
immeasurable sacrifices made by our
forbears.
FW

Regimental Christmas Day 2013
The Regimental Christmas Day is always
a much anticipated day, regardless of
rank. It is a dependable tradition that
has not changed for many years even
when the Regiment is deployed overseas
(although the lack of alcohol when
deployed is a notable omission). It is one
of the days in the calendar where fun and
bonhomie are the order of the day.
The morning started with the SNCOs
and officers from the Sqns getting up at
a sparrow’s fart so they could prepare
“Gun Fire”! As ever, the Sqns chose
their own secret brew, but the end result
is normally the same; a bleary-eyed
Trooper in a state of undress looking a
little shocked to find so many people
in his room keen to wish him a Merry
Christmas so very early and insist that he
imbibe the delicious warmth of alcoholic
cofftea.
The Regiment held its carol service in
the camp chapel. Readings were given
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out in advance so that those nominated
could practice. A Sqn SSM, WO2
“Bongo” Davies was delighted to stand
in for ‘A Trooper from A Sqn’ who left his
reading in his room. The singing went
extremely well, as you would expect from
a chapel full of Welshmen, and an RSM
wandering around with a stick!

Once the service was completed the
Sqns were marched down to the cook
house for the traditional Christmas Dinner
served by the officers and seniors. But
not before Capt Jackson had an epic
scooter ‘fail’. He kindly gave the entire
Regiment a perfect demonstration of
how not to ride a brand new scooter on
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“Sing me a song, I’m the piano man…”

Regimental Christmas Day 2013

wet cobbles, much to the amusement of
the assembled Regiment who gave much
verbal help as he recovered the now
less-than-new scooter. The chefs did
a sterling job in producing a Christmas
Dinner that must have been very good
as the plates were soon polished off with
out a single food fight!
I am sure Regimental Comrades will
have fond memories of the Christmas
Day afternoon and evening, although
the memories may be a bit fuzzy. After
the dinner the Troopers are invited into
the Corporals’ Mess and the Seniors are
invited into the Officers’ Mess for drinks
and supper; in both cases the guests
to the Messes have to serenade for the
privilege. The Troopers sang their carol
to the Corporals before entering their
Mess in an extremely long and cheeky
version of “Jingle Bells”. The Seniors

Sgts’ Mess reading lesson

Ha, Ha, Ha, Oh Really?

sang a close-to-the-bone carol and
were about to enter the Officers’ Mess
when, breaking with tradition the Officers
retorted with their own rehearsed carol.

Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess
piano was so badly out of tune that
the sing along almost did not happen.
Fortunately a few officers, led by OC C
Sqn, turned up 15 minutes later with
another piano on a pallet truck and it
was deemed sufficient for the task and
the night carried on into the small hours
until voices were hoarse.
RCM

After drinks, food and many sabrageopened champagne bottles, the officers
were invited back to the Warrant Officers’
and Sergeants’ Mess for more drinks,
food and songs around the piano. The

Sport
Paderborn Equestrian Centre
The Paderborn Equestrian Centre
(PEC) has had another successful year.
Along with the routine work involved in
keeping horses, delivering instruction
and operating a livery yard, the PEC held
four shows and sent a team to the Royal
Tournament Equestrian Competition in
the UK. We also bade farewell to LCoH
Dan Evans and welcomed LCoH Michael
McGrath in his stead.
In the early part of the year preparations
began for the annual spring show.

LCoH Raffel
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This year it was a Spring Show with a
difference: a local event organizer called
Hans Nagel was brought on board to
run a German affiliated competition to
coincide with our regular proceedings.
This was a first and a notable success,
with several German Olympic equestrians
attending to take part.
Alongside the might of German
equestrian expertise, the QDG Stables’
Officer, Capt Roly Jackson also took
part, riding a new PEC horse called

Winners and sponsors of the PEC show

Kentucky. Unfortunately the pair failed to
be placed in either the show jumping or
cross-country events.
In June, the PEC put forward a team for
the Royal Tournament Show Jumping
Competition held annually in Melton
Mowbray, Leicestershire. This was the
first time that anyone from either the PEC
or the QDG had entered for over a decade
and, with the Regiment kindly supporting
the endeavour with a generous grant and
a borrowed horsebox, the team set off
for the 15-hour return journey to Melton
Mowbray. The PEC team consisted of
the two PEC HCMR instructors, LCoH
Evans and LCpl Raffel, as well as Captain
Jackson and Tpr Casey of QDG.
The journey back to the UK was long
and uncomfortable for the riders, but
the horses took to the journey far
better than expected. For ‘Rica’, the
PEC’s most accomplished horse, this
was the first time she had left her usual
comfortable and familiar surroundings
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for the better part of a decade and she
was, understandably, a little put out by
the change.
Over the course of the week, the
team took part in various intermediate
competitions with a few modest results.
Unfortunately LCoH Evans fell out with his
mount, ‘Danny Boy’ and so he spent more
of his time taking part in a battle of wills
than going around the course, while Capt
Jackson was also disqualified for refusals
in several rounds. Despite the modest
showing on this occasion, it is hoped that
the PEC will send a team to compete in
this event more regularly in the future.
Once again British and German
competitors turned out in their dozens
for the Summer Show in August which
delivered the familiar sight of numerous
pairs of once-white breeches stained
with grass and mud as ever more riders
fell foul of some of the challenging
obstacles on the PEC cross-country
course (one of the few and best in this
part of Germany). Indeed, several of the
riders ended up taking an unexpected
bath in the water jump.
We were also greatly honoured to host
the Commanding Officer HCMR, Lt
Col Bedford and Riding Master, Capt
Chambers over the weekend of the show.
Having been posted to the PEC some 18
years ago, Capt Chambers was keen to see
how much the stables and surroundings
had changed; he was pleased to see that
the PEC is still in excellent health, if not in
the first flushes of youth.
The show included the usual variety
of equitation disciplines and also a
demonstration of military jumping skills.
It was the last significant PEC event to be
organised by LCoH Evans, who departed
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to rejoin the HCMR fold shortly thereafter.
His replacement, LCoH McGrath has
had the benefit of working at the military
equestrian centre in Northern Ireland
(very similar to the PEC) in the past and
dealing with the civilian/military mix that is
PEC is nothing new to him.
Just weeks after LCoH McGrath’s arrival,
the PEC held the annual Autumn Show,
ably organised by LCpl Richard Raffel.
This is a smaller event than the spring
and summer shows and, this year,
unfortunately was held on the same
weekend as another local show. Despite
this, there was a good turn out and not
even the rain could deter the entrants or
the viewing public. The highlight of the
show however (for LCpl Raffel, at least)
was the Commanding Officer bestowing
a well-deserved promotion on the now
LCoH Raffel.
Autumn also saw a change in PEC
management personalities, with Maj
Simon Farebrother handing over as
OC PEC to Maj Ed O’Brien and it is
appropriate to note at this stage the
hard work that both Maj Farebrother and
Capt Tim Jones (the PEC fund manager)
have put in over the last year. Much of
the improvements to the infrastructure,
in particular, are due in no small part, to
their efforts.
At the time of writing, the next event in
the PEC calendar is the Christmas show,
which will doubtless be as successful
as the other events run this year (albeit
much colder!) This year has seen several
new initiatives that will continue into next
year, including show jump training in the
run up to competitions. Riding instruction
is delivered at all levels, both to serving
soldiers and dependants and even the
youngest children are able to experience

Capt Jackson on Kentucky

riding on the smallest PEC ponies (the
so called Shetlands). The Paderborn
branch of the UK Pony Club is now up
and running, giving another generation
of Army children the opportunity to learn
and develop their horsemanship.
PEC infrastructure has also received
some much-needed refurbishment.
There is still work to do, particularly for
the indoor riding school, but thanks to the
hard work and generosity of 35 Engineer
Regiment (whose soldiers worked on a
number of refurbishment projects as part
of their ongoing trade training), the PEC
is now looking tidy and functional.
The upstairs viewing area has now also
been converted into a brew area where
liveries and guests can now enjoy a coffee
and snack in comfort. This is proving very
popular, especially as the winter progresses
and we may well need to expand.
The PEC continues to provide a valuable
service to soldiers and their families as
well as allowing us to keep in touch with
our cavalry roots, through providing
our young soldiers and officers the
opportunity to learn the skills that served
their forebears on the battlefield.
EDO’B

Rugby Football
Although we are not yet in a position
to display much silverware so far this
season we are certainly on the right
trajectory, set in the past by the likes
of Charleton and Clegg.
We had
an early “friendly” fixture against our
fellow cavalrymen in the Queen’s Royal
Hussars which seemingly was not going
to even start due to a lack of players,
but thankfully the odd spectator donned
their boots and the game got underway.
Whilst a full run down of the game is not
essential there was one try that will be
long remembered with the No6 showing
strength, versatility and sheer luck to
cross the line – but he is trying to keep
it quiet so we won’t mention his name.
Suffice to say we secured a win.
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Next saw a trip across to Wales to
compete in the Penallta unofficial 7s
tournament. Whilst the trip was hard
work mixed equally with fun, it did
prove that QDG RFC are more a 15s
than a 7s side. Despite some excellent
performances from SSgt Dan Brown
and Lt Ryan McBride we failed to qualify
into the next stage of the competition,
although we did stay around long
enough to witness the Royal Welsh put
in a “punchy” performance against some
of the local sides.
With efforts from HQ 20 Armd Bde to
create more sporting opportunities it was
decided that immediately upon return
from summer leave there would be a
Bde 7s competition. Whilst it was not
as disappointing as our show in Wales, it
does prove that those Regiments with a
larger contingent of southern hemisphere
players tend to lead the way. Losing
our first game saw us progress into the
plate competition which thankfully we
managed to secure with some fancy
footwork from Tpr Lemmoi Pusey and
Tpr Ian Hicks, who dispensed with the
footwork and used sheer brute force
to cross the line. Thankfully that small
victory in the 7s reignited the love for
QDG RFC and we started training with
credible numbers despite a busy training
programme.
Our first 15s competition game saw
us play 3Bn REME. It took a while to
settle into the game with 3Bn opening
the scoring with a 6-0 lead. Then, with
a flash of a yellow card, we were down
to 14 men and we were forced to dust
off WO2 Jason “Bongo” Davies from the
bench in an attempt to settle the team
down. With a mixture of trepidation and
glee from the coach, SSgt Rob Jones,
the team responded to the wise words
and, dare I say, sheer talent that the
aging No 10 displayed. Another display
of strong running by Tpr Hicks managed
to set up Capt Dan Reed for our first
try of the game and the tables started
to turn. Tpr Bobo came back onto the

Tactics, Schmactics…

pitch after his enforced break to add a
further two tries, displaying the exact
talent that caught the Army selector’s
eye last season. More tries followed with
the scrum pushing over for one and Lt
“Tubs” Paine storming another in from
the five metre line. The final score was
an encouraging 47-6 victory.
35 Engineer Regiment were up next.
Even with a number of our first 15 away
yomping around Brecon on the Cambrian
Patrol, we had no issues with numbers
due to the team kudos being back, with
newcomers like Tpr Josh Burnett and Lt
Charlie Carter adding to our numbers.
The preparation for this game was much
better with the coaching staff doing us
proud; from the first breakdown it was
clear we were much better drilled. Cfn
“Stez” Sterry had found his kicking
mark, admittedly gained from hours in
front of the posts in the evenings and
at weekends. With tries scored by Cpl
Miles “Chunk” Davies and a virgin try for
Cpl Luke Bennett we started to dominate
the score sheet. Thankfully, we never let
35 Engr Regt into the game and we kept
a clean sheet, winning 41-0.
The QRH were a welcome late addition
to our league, as both 6 Regiment Royal
Logistics Corps and 1 (UK) Armoured

Division Signal Regiment failed to commit
to their fixtures. Unfortunately for the
QRH, our training had seen us grow from
strength to strength which saw us beating
them 58-3 even after losing a player for
every score we made above 35 points; we
still ran in a try with just 12 players. So far,
we are sitting pretty, with the competition
progressing in the New Year against some
of the big guns from BA(G); so we wait
quietly confident that we can hold our own.
Added to this is the firm representation
QDG still have both playing and
managing the British Army Germany
squad, as well as routine appearance
for local civilian sides. Personally I’d like
to thank the Sqn Ldrs and RHQ staff
for backing the team and giving us the
leeway to get this far; of course I have
to thank the squad for the commitment
shown in both training and fixtures. More
thanks go to WO2 Rob Lockyer, Sgt Dale
Thomas and Sgt Callum Keen for their
administrative assistance. The greatest
thanks must go to SSgt Rob Jones and
WO2 Jason Davies for their coaching
skills that have paid dividends now and
for the future of QDG Rugby.
TRJ

The 1st XV
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Association Football
The QDG football team is well established
again and is consistently able to hold its
own against Major Units within BF(G).
Last season was hard for the team
due to players moving on, Regimental
commitments and career courses. We
held our first training session after summer
leave and we now have a lot of fresh faces
and attached arms taking interest. Maj
Corfield managed the team for a very long
period of time; sadly he has departed on
posting. His enthusiasm and dedication
will be as sorely missed by all at QDG
Football Club, as it will be by Paderborn
Utd. The team now has a ‘fresh’ look,
with WO2 RQMS(T) “Jugs” Jones and
SSgt (QMSI) Louis Pulham running all
aspects of Regimental football life.
The club currently has 27 players
registered with the Army Football
Association, of which 20 are considered
the core of the Squad. Training has
started in earnest and we have also
begun to play in the BA(G) football
league. We started well, winning 5-0
against 16 Signals Regiment, but then
came up against a very strong team
from 26 Regiment Royal Artillery, who
beat us 8-4. We were drawn against 28
Engineer Regiment in the Army Cup and
won a hard-fought match that eventually
went into extra time; we won 7-6 on
penalties. At least we are not as bad as
the England team in that department.

Sheep, Jugs, Henry, whatever

Major Corfield and mates

The Cavalry Cup is also soon upon us
again. We will play our first match of the
competition against the 9/12th Lancers;
we have a good chance of winning the
match with the current squad. The team
now has a new strip and are currently
purchasing an away kit. We are also
in the process of purchasing a team
tracksuit that will make us look more
professional than the Regimental Rugby
team. We have kindly been given some
funds by the Regimental Trustees that will
be used to buy more balls and training
equipment to replace kit that is showing
signs of wear and tear over many years
of use. Recently, we have also reunited
ourselves with a local German team that
we all used to play for on our first tour to
Sennelager; this in itself will benefit the
Regimental team due to the high level the
local side play at.

With regards to finding new talent, the
next Luck Cup competition will give us
a chance to see what the rest of the
Regiment has to offer. The competition
is always an eye-opener with tackles
resembling a Lion taking down a Zebra in
the wild. The next event on the calendar
is to play the yearly fixture, which sees
the WOs’, and Sgts’ Mess play the Cpls’
Mess. It is always a game taken pretty
seriously by both Messes; the Medical
centre will be warned off.

bring home some silverware in the not
too distant future.

Mohnesee (BMSTC). His experience
and energy have proven invaluable in the
development of the team and has helped
massively with the Regiment’s ability
to keep up to date on local events and
training.

All in all the team is on a high with training
being conducted regularly and matches
coming thick and fast. The future will
see us organise a tour either to Wales or
further afield; this may prove difficult with
the Regiment deployed on operations
next year, but we need to fight for every
opportunity to keep soldiers training and
playing on a regular basis.
SJ

Sailing
This year has seen the revival of the QDG
sailing team, who for the first time in
recent memory, have taken part in local
races and regattas, including the BA(G)
championships.
Although still in its
infancy the Regiment has already begun
to identify some future talent that could
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The Regimental flag continues to be
flown by LCpl Priddle (Pridds) who has
now become the chief sailing instructor
at the British Military Sail Training Centre
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The initial trawl for new blood resulted in
five members of the Regiment attending
a basic dinghy handling course at
the BMSTC. LCpl Priddle delivered
the instruction for the course and he
enthusiastically reported that amongst
the students were some definite stars
for the future. Amongst the students
was Cpl Davies (Harry Potter Junior),
who in between reciting spells put in an
impressive performance on the water.
Sadly this impressive performance
was not repeated by SSgt Worsley,
who managed to lose his dinghy whilst
disembarking to the safer shores of dry
land whist the safety crew were scrambled
to rescue the boat off the rocks.
The Regiment had two entrants into this
season’s closing event. SSgt Worsley
and LCpl Priddle travelled to the BMSTC
Dummersee and endured the freezing
conditions that the German October
waters had to offer. The event hosted
both serving and ex-serving soldiers from
across BA(G) – 22 sailors in all. Due to
the lack of entrants, the pairs’ event was
delayed until April 2014. LCpl Priddle
added to his medal collection by sailing
away with 1st place amongst the military
contestants and SSgt Worsley came in
5th. LCpl Priddle added to this already
impressive result when he represented
the Army in the Anglo-German Cup in
the 2k series. During this impressive
display of nautical prowess LCpl Priddle

The first rule of sailing; if in trouble, put your bum in the water, and await further directions

managed to partially fall overboard, whilst
amazingly continuing to sail the boat to a
clear victory.
Next summer promises to be a very
active one for those team members
not deployed in Afghanistan. There are
many opportunities for individuals to
sail anything from a dinghy to a yacht

either at BMSTC or on one of the many
expeditions that are being run from Kiel or
Gosport. The end state is to get a number
of people qualified up to instructor level
so that the team can continue to train
weekly in the UK, without the need to
commute great distances to and from
the nearest UK-based sailing school.
CW

Cycling
By recent standards, cycling over the
past year has been relatively quiet.
However, where time has allowed, in
between Bavaria and Canada, a few
hardcore cyclists have managed to take
part in some of the BA(G) cycling events.
As part of the BA(G) race series, we
organised and hosted a mountain bike
race on the local Goldgrund training
area.
Around 60 competitors from
across Germany took part, including
Tpr Haines from HQ Sqn. Unfortunately
Tpr Haines’ race finished prematurely,
fifty metres from the start line, and he
was last seen walking back to the van
dejectedly holding his pedal and crank
arm that had fallen off!
Another race held later in the year on the
same training area but this time using a
different course yielded better results for
Tpr Finn. Tpr Finn raced on a brand new
mountain bike recently purchased by
the Regiment. On an extremely muddy
course, where it had to be scraped off
the wheels by hand so that they would
continue to turn, Capt Tyson QM(T), and
Tpr Finn came in a respectable 4th and
18th respectively.
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Mountain bike downhill racing is also
gaining popularity. Tpr Lawley races
on the German circuit and has raced at
tracks in Winterberg and Warstein. He
has also raced with the Army team in the
UK, and is slowly but surely creeping up
the finishing order.
The only road cycling race attended
this season was a 40km race along the
Hohne/Fallingbostel range road. With a
total of 52 competitors taking part along
the rolling road, the speeds remained
between 35 and 40km per hour, which
the legs and lungs definitely feel,
particularly when it is wet and cold. Once
again the QM(T) achieved a respectable
placing of 12th.
Sports afternoons on Wednesdays are
also popular for road cycling, particularly
for those new to the sport.
The
Regiment’s improved line-up of bikes
makes it easy for anyone to give it a whirl,
although racing is where the real fun is
to be had.
JDJT
It was quiet; too quiet
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Lts Wilks and Findlay with their alter egos

Hanging out with Capt Matthews

LCoH Raffel

“I love snow”

Tpr Pusey slips a tackle

A Shetland pony burdened with an ass

They simply refused to buy lift passes
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Alpine Skiing
It’s a dirty thankless job, but each winter
season someone has to take 10 soldiers
to Verbier for 6 weeks to represent the
QDG in Exercise White Knight, the Royal
Armoured Corps and Army Air Corps ski
racing competition. 2013/2014 saw the
30th anniversary of this competition.
Equipped with a minibus, pickup and
land rover, 5 officers, one JNCO and 4
Troopers set off to Switzerland with an
aggressive piste-racing mentality. We
arrived to find our chalet, L’Epervier,
already squatted in by four of RACTR’s
finest officers, led by last year’s ski
captain, Capt Groves. Due to Regimental
commitments,
the
Mullens
Cup
competition in particular, the team turned
up to Verbier a few days after the majority
of the other teams, but we caught up
quickly and associated ourselves with
the smarter venues in town.
Skis were duly sharpened and unfounded
technique bragging was exchanged. Lt
McKechnie was kind enough to let us all
know he was the subject matter expert
and he set about passing on the benefit
of his experience through the medium of
story-telling. But with a shout of “it’s all
downhill from here!” (followed duly by a
groan) we set about carving/falling down
the snow and mud pistes.
As with any tough exercise in a foreign
country, the key terrain was the human

Never get between Lt Dumont and a fondue…

terrain and Lts Woolland and Woodhart
instantly got to work on the first evening
securing the hearts and minds of the host
nation forces (chalet girls), whilst to a man
we maintained the discipline of being on
the first lift each morning, often still piste.
Chef Lt Paine set about creating fantastic
meals for the team, with only the smallest
supervision needed to ensure his ‘tasting’
portions left enough for the rest of us.
The whole team mucked in with the daily
feeding and even the undomesticated
Lt Dumont managed to contribute to

tin-opening and potato mashing once
the tools had been explained and the
process demonstrated.
The first two weeks involved purely
technique training with teachers from the
best ski school in Verbier, Ecole Suisse
de Ski, who continue to maintain a strong
brand as eccentric red-clothed cheese
fanatics whose skiing prowess and
knowledge of the mountains are second
only to their fearlessness and sense of
fun. Having now well and truly realised

The Super G
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The Alpine Ski Team with the
Colonel of the Regiment

how poor we all actually were at skiing
(with the exception of Cpl ‘always keeps
his’ Hatton and Lt ‘Gakkers’ McKechnie)
this was a prime time to really learn the
mechanics of turning properly and weight
movement – or alternatively to ski at the
back of the ability group to avoid scrutiny.
Following this was pole training. This
involved learning how to ski around poles,
rather than into them, starting at learning
how to slalom, and then building up to the
giant slalom. With all 105 of us grouped
at the top, we were called forward one
by one and critiqued individually. This
went on for about two weeks. Luckily
the monotony of shivering at the top
was interspersed with the occasional
cheering at the crack of a pole on an
unfortunate skier, whilst cigarettes were
smoked nervously and eyes cast down
with hidden fear. Trooper Fisher, whose
skiing ability was directly proportionate to
his drinking bans, came on exceptionally.
Having never skied before he progressed
to being the 3rd best at the actual racing;
as a team we put this down to a lack of
comprehension of what would actually
happen to him should he fall at the
reckless speeds at which he now skied.

fireworks display, but this year with
the added crowd pleaser of fireworks
launched (or not actually launched) off ski
helmets. The evening ended in the Big
Ben pub with an Army party. Of course,
despite these festivities, the QDG racers
always had the constant pursuit of racing
excellence at the forefront of their mind.
Before we knew it, race week was
upon us. There followed a hazy few
days, when multiple iterations of icy
steep pistes were laid out before us in
a confusion of poles and we were shoehorned into our seemingly ever-shrinking
ski suits. The Slalom and Giant Slalom
were followed by the less-technical but
infinitely more terrifying Super G and
Downhill races. At one point we were
all pleasantly surprised to learn that Lt
Woodhart managed to complete a race

without crashing out. At the end of the
week we attended the prize-giving with
baited breath to see if we would bring
glory to the Regiment. Unfortunately the
fearsome racers of the KRH and 9 Regt
AAC managed to sweep up almost all of
the silverware, though our hearts swelled
as the proud moment came when 1st
The Queen’s Dragoon Guards picked up
3rd place in B Team Downhill. The hard
work had paid off.
Things move quickly in Verbier and
before we knew it the exercise was over
and we were driving back, having hosted
the Colonel of the Regiment in the chalet
and having said goodbye to various new
friends. We look forward to spending our
operational allowance on Exercise White
Knight 31.
AD

The Christmas period was soon upon
us and a large goose was purchased for
the enjoyment of those remaining in the
chalet. High jinks occurred over a four
day stand down involving large quantities
of schnapps and lots of ski jumps. It
even snowed on Christmas Day.
New
Year’s
Eve
marked
the
commencement of racing as well as a
massive street party and house party
hosted by the Household Cavalry
Regiment, complete with the traditional
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Nordic Skiing
Nordic skiing demands the highest
physical exertion and when you combine
the shooting element of biathlon, it is a
perfect combination; testing both the
mental and physical strength of our
soldiers. The time spent training in
Norway is a fairly intense period; working
in a relatively small team in an isolated
location, something which is akin to what
is and will be demanded of QDG soldiers
in the future. The team trains several
times a day and occasionally getting to
and from the piste is challenging enough!
The Regiment’s Nordic training for 2013/14
took a similar form to last year with the
team basing themselves in Sjusjoen
in Norway which provides world class
facilities and conditions for both skiing and
shooting. We were incredibly lucky with
regard to the weather and snow this year,
previous years have seen temperatures
plummet to -20°C, effectively preventing
all competitive Nordic skiing. Fortunately
however, the first week after our arrival
saw approximately one metre of snow
dumped on the area and the temperature
maintained at a balmy -7°C. We spent
2 weeks training with the REME who
have a well established and resourced
training camp. This gave us access
to great instruction and in particular
shooting coaching which we had not
had in previous years. Considerable
improvements in some team member’s
shooting and vast improvements in others
were quickly seen. By the end of the
month it was not uncommon for team
members to shoot clear, (knock down 5
targets of 1.8" diameter at 50m with iron
sights).

of skiers into ability groups. The number
of instructors that the REME were able
to provide meant groups normally
contained 8 to 10 skiers; therefore tuition
was perfectly tailored to each group’s
capabilities. The first week of instruction
was focused upon Classic Skiing
technique, culminating in a 5km race
which saw Lt Carter finish in third place in
the novice category. The following week
was aimed at grasping freestyle skateskiing technique and also concluded with
a 5km biathlon race. Once again, QDG
team members gained podium finishes,
this time with LCpl Pettinger (RAMC)
taking gold in her category.

The large numbers of participants in the
REME camp also allowed the streaming

A week either side of the REME camp
was spent training with our Norwegian
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The start of the 5km race

instructor Silje Knox who brings a depth
of experience and a more light-hearted
approach to technique and fitness. The
team made great progress in their 4 weeks
in Norway and felt that, whilst probably
not in contention for any silverware in the
New Year, they were ready to give a good
account of themselves. It is important
to note that our training this year was
greatly enhanced by a generous grant
received from the Nuffield Trust which
was spent on updating our equipment as
well as gratefully received funding from
the Regimental Trustees which was used
to minimise the contribution required
from individuals thus opening this
fantastic opportunity to every member of
the Regiment.
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Following a brief stint back in the UK for
Christmas leave the team, consisting of
Lt Carter, LCpl Palmer, Tpr Mole and
Tpr Meager, travelled to Hochfilzen in
Austria to compete in Exercise White
Fist which is the combined Artillery and
RAC championships. Once again, the
location this event is held in each year is
of world class standard and the month
previous, World Championship teams
had been training for the forthcoming
Winter Olympics. Unfortunately for us,
and in stark contrast to the conditions
in Norway, the snow was desperately
lacking in Hochfilzen. Furthermore, a
downpour of rain on the second evening
followed by a cold night meant conditions
were decidedly challenging for those in
the 10km and 5km Classic races.
Some strong performances on the
ranges definitely improved our cumulative
team performances; however, the
limited number of competitors we could
provide prevented the opportunity to
rest and alternate those competing
each day. Though no individual QDG
race competitors managed to gain a
podium place whilst in Hochfilzen, we
did still manage to return to the Regiment
with some silverware. The team won
the Cassin Cup, which is awarded in
memory of the famous mountaineer
who, like many Nordic skiers, was
initially spurned by Alpine purists and
then honoured when they appreciated
the true magnitude of his achievements.
The Cup was awarded in this case to
the best performance of an all-novice
team. The team returned, a little earlier
than planned, in order to continue
training for the forthcoming deployment
to Afghanistan, but well satisfied with its
performance and determined to build
upon it next season.
RM/CC

Real men wear Lycra. Fact

You can never get a seat on the 0739 to Lillehammer

The happy couple skied
off to a brighter future
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Golf
I was fortunate enough to be a part of the
Army Ladies’ Golf Association Golf Team
that toured Myrtle Beach, South Carolina,
between the 19th of October and the 2nd
of November. There were fourteen ladies
from across a number of Corps, none
of whom I had met before embarking
on the tour. They were a terrific bunch,
full or character, and it certainly made a
change to spend time with women away
from the testosterone at the Regiment!
Over the fortnight we played a total of 8
different courses, one of which we played
twice. The courses were in beautiful
condition and were shown off to their
best advantage by the glorious sunshine
we were fortunate to have.
During the tour, we played two matches
against US Military sides: One at Fort
Bragg in North Carolina, home of the US
Army airborne forces and Special Forces;
and the other at Shaw Air Force Base.
We won both matches convincingly. I
even had a moment of personal glory
when I rather cheekily shot a hole in one.
This was met with much jubilation by the
Americans, and a big song and dance
that I found sufficiently embarrassing!
We were received by the Americans
much the same as all Brits are over
there; a mixture of excitement, great
hospitality and curiosity as to what it
is like to have tea with the Queen. We

2Lt Dawes swinging

even managed to convince a number
of the locals that I was The Duchess of
Cambridge; however, it became a little
less believable when it was the Prince’s
christening during our time out there.
Since returning from the States I have
found it difficult to readjust to the slightly

cooler climes of the Sennelager Golf
Course and find myself yearning for an
ice-cold Gatorade whilst speeding round
on the buggies. I guess I’ll just have to
see what I can do to get on the next
proposed tour to Thailand in a couple of
years time!
SD

Taekwondo
I was fortunate enough to be selected to
represent the Army Taekwondo team in
2012 as a Green Belt Blue Tag, having
trained in Taekwondo for some years
both before joining the Army, and during
my time as a medic in the Royal Army
Medical Corps. I was posted to 1st The
Queen’s Dragoon Guards in January
2013 and the Regiment has allowed me
to continue to train and compete with the
Army team.
In February, I attended my first squad
training session in preparation for
competitions in March and April. The
squad training is very intensive and lasts a
week. Every day we conducted sparring
and Poomsae training from 08001700hrs. Most readers will be familiar
with sparring, but may not be aware
of Poomsae. Poomsae, or Patterns,
are a set sequence of movements that
consist of the various fundamental
stances, blocks, punches and kicks
logically arranged in a meaningful order
in response to attacks from multiple
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My first competition took place in the UK
in March – the Chung Do Kwan British
Nationals. I took the silver medal in
sparring, narrowly losing in the final to a
black belt from a Nepalese club. I was
pleased with the result though, and the
opportunity to compete at such a high
level. I followed this competition with
the Army Championships in April. I
competed against all the other females on
the Army team. I was delighted to win a
gold medal in Poomsae and silver medal
in sparring. I was unable to compete
in the Inter-Services competition due
to Exercise Prairie Thunder in Canada,
but upon return I competed in the Army
Winter Championships, adding another
silver medal in sparring.
LCpl Pettinger is awarded her medal

imaginary
assailants.
Poomsae
teaches a student balance, technique,
coordination and self-discipline. Once
we had completed the training we were
ready to compete.

I have greatly enjoyed the training and
the competitions and very much hope to
be able to compete during 2014 and to
attain a higher grade of belt.
EP
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Adventurous Training
Exercise Rough Ride
A scene setter is always a good way to
start a western; Rocky Mountains as a
backdrop, steam rising off the backs of
unbridled steeds and a blonde cowgirl
sitting on the fence chewing a blade
of grass. Essentially this is the dream
everyone had arriving at the Lazy H
Kraal. To be fair that is exactly what it
looked like even down to the blonde,
not as some might have suspected Tpr
Kelly in a dress, but a tobacco-chewing,
foul-mouthed, Stetson-wearing girl who
knew how to handle a horse.
Shortly after this dramatic opener we met
John; a not so blonde, grumpy old man
who seemed to enjoy the company of
horses more than the lowly men of Her
Majesty’s Forces. This old cowboy was
to be our leader for the week. He had
a particular leadership style which kept
our group on the straight and narrow.
Especially enjoyable was the technique
he employed to control our antics; a form
of micro-management and humourless
adherence to rules. The banter began

My horse is melting

early on. Canadians, and cowboys in
particular, are, it turns out, singularly illequipped to cope with sarcasm and irony.
The package catered for four teams
working with four instructors. This first
day took everyone through the basics of
horsemanship from brushing the animals
to riding in circles in one of the paddocks.
The highlight of the day was the pairing
up of horse with their rider. It was safe
to say that many of the personalities
were well-suited to one another; and
when it comes to riding there were a few
donkeys in the herd.
Day two started with a few sore bums,
but we set off into the wilds of the
Canadian Rockies; one behind the
other like a chain gang been led to the
salt mines. Eight hours in the saddle at
a steady pace can be rather laborious;
thankfully the scenery was exquisite.
Photos do not do the landscape justice
as the shear vastness of the valleys
and big skies were truly overwhelming.
‘Zigzagging’ the river valley bottom
heightened the excitement levels when
John, our illustrious leader, nearly came
off into the water. Unfortunately that
was the closest we came to seeing a
spectacular dunking, though we did have
a few rider/horse disagreements which
resulted in the rider losing the argument.
The pathways may be covered with mud
giving them a soft appearance however
there are few individuals who understand
that it is rather firmer than anticipated.

After the long days riding we arrived at
base camp – a fantastic camp site set in
the middle of a forest. Canvas tents with
wooden floors and log burners made for
comfortable living. Although the occupants
of the officers’ tent chose to ignore John’s
advice about avoiding having a fire going
throughout the night; a sauna would have
been a welcome relief in comparison to the
heat generated by that stove.
The third day brought with it the rain. Riding
higher into the mountains to a hidden lake
the clouds descended creating a rather
ominous mood. The mood soon broke as
we cleared some cover revealing an island
surrounded by turquoise water. Sgt Dodd
convinced a few of the men to follow him
in for a swim. The colour of the water
did remind us all of the Caribbean; that
is where the comparison ended. Well, I
suppose you could compare their blue
bodies to the Caribbean skies as well.
The trip back was rather uneventful except
our cowgirl decided to steer her group
around a blind bend against traffic. But
then she proved herself as pretty nails; she
had to be to resist the relentless advances
of our beautiful Pte Maxwell. The scenery
was the real star throughout however.
The four days proved an exceptional
opportunity; the chance to get away, have
an adventurous experience and to sample
a taste of Canadian frontier living, and
Canadian banter.
DER

Capt Sambrook
finally finds someone
who will listen
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Canoeing
Part of the BATUS experience is being
allocated spaces for different types
of adventure training to encourage
and mentor soldiers in using and
understanding the core values that
underpin the British Army. This means that
after a usually stressful and long training
period on the prairie under constant
attack from the mosquitoes, soldiers can
relax and challenge themselves further in
a different and stunning environment –
the Canadian Rockies.
We started our journey with a 3-hour
coach journey to Trails End Camp
where all of the adventure training, bar
parachuting, is administered. We were
greeted by an unusually large number of
Scottish military instructors who squared
us away with stereotypical angry
efficiency. Whilst there we received a
large amount of equipment including
our 2 man canoes which would be our
vessels for the duration.
Day 1 of white water rafting, I mean
canoeing, was spent on a flat lake
in an area that was being used by a
ladies’ biathlon team to practice on their
roller-skates in the glorious sunshine;
it meant that only about 25% of what
the instructors were telling us actually
registered. The group on the canoeing
trip were affectionately known as the
ASBO crew and consisted of a motley
crew including LCpl Panks, LCpl “Dog”
Doolan and LCpl Tudor to name a few.
Inevitably everyone spent the majority
of the day in the water recovering
their upturned canoes, much to the
amusement of the civilian instructors.
We very rapidly progressed from still
water to a river with sections of rapids
because our skill level was up to the
required standard sooner than expected.

The only anomaly to this was the fact
that due to Sgt Hopkins’s woggle eye he
couldn’t steer his canoe straight leading
to a degree of stress between him and his
crew. The rapids sections were definitely
exciting and a little scary because of
the constant reminders served by a
series of plaques along the riverside to
commemorate those who had lost their
lives on the rapids.
The next day saw us preparing for a
river trip that included a night in the
wilderness; this was after the obligatory
“whoa bear” brief. Unfortunately for us
all, with all the equipment we had to carry
in our canoes, the canoes were nearly
under the water line before any rapids
were thrown into the equation. At the first
rapids encountered Tpr Evans and Sgt
Ruddy went for a swim; they had taken
the most adventurous line as a ‘man
test’. With the gauntlet thrown down,
all the following canoes took similar bold
lines; Cpls Fisher and Roberts 089 both
earned their swimming badges that day
after spending the majority of time in the
water rather than on it.
That night we stayed in tents next to
the river and enjoyed a BBQ with a few
beers under the stars. We sat around
a fire and exchanged stories with the
civilian instructors.
Tpr Farmer told
everyone about the joy of skinning cats
and told tales of looking for a cougar in
the Rockies. He slept alone that night.
It was quite eerie knowing a bear could
be watching and waiting ready to join in
our BBQ, but by first light there was still
no sign of bear activity; it was strangely
disappointing.
Waking up by the side of the river,
watching the mist rise and the sun
appear was an enlightening experience

So Solid Crew

Having burned the canoe, the AT
took a different direction

– until you remembered that you had
to don your cold soggy wetsuit. This
was obviously more of a challenge for
some; the first thing LCpl Sudlow did
was jump into the river naked. After
breakfast, we set off again down the river
for a few hours to a pick up point. We
then headed back to Trails End Camp to
de-kit and enjoy another BBQ.
Although on that last day everyone had
swollen ankles and aching backs it was
all worth it for the view alone. Any activity
in the Canadian Rockies is a blessing
because of the spectacular views and
beautiful landscapes. Also, enjoying
canoeing as a group and being given
the independence to choose your own
routes and to take part in a dangerous
activity is an indispensable opportunity
not to be missed.
MAR

Exercise Fast Air
With much of Canada underwater, one
of the only Adventure Training exercises
to take place prior to the Regiment
deploying on to the prairie was Exercise
Fast Air. Held at Alberta Skydivers the
course promises up to 8 jumps in 5
days progressing from jumping with the
instructor pulling the ‘chute, to solo freefall up to 5 seconds.
All of the jumps involve climbing out of
a tiny Cessna at 4,000 ft, standing on
the wheel and then hanging off the wing
strut before the instructor nods at you to
let go. The procedure is then to black
out and come round a few seconds later
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with your parachute tangled above your
head flapping your legs, spinning round
like a ragdoll. Eventually, the parachute
inflates and straightens itself out, and
you come to what appears to be a calm
stop, except you are still hurtling towards
the ground at 30mph. Nevertheless, the
relief is enormous and you can start to
enjoy the view looking over Calgary and
the Rockies to the West.
Fairly soon your radio crackles and the
instructor congratulates you on being
alive. He then puts you into a holding
pattern over the Drop Zone and guides
you in such a way to line you up for an

upwind landing. At the last moment
you tug at both the handles (technically
‘risers’) flairing the parachute for a soft

The long walk…
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landing, bundle everything up and give it
to some lovely ladies who repack the ‘rig’
ready for your next terrifying encounter.

“Say my name!”

Two soldiers who deserve a special
mention are LCpl Dickinson and Tpr
(now LCpl) Crofton who managed to get
it right all the time and progress to the
delayed freefall in only 7 jumps, quite an
achievement of mind over matter. Tpr
Crofton’s father, visiting from Calgary,

71

even got to watch his son falling as a
speck in the sky for 10 seconds. He did
not look too thrilled and was delighted
to see the ‘chute open. Tpr Crofton, as
ever, was grinning from ear to ear.
Jumping out of an airplane was on my
‘bucket list’; it is now firmly ticked off, in
black ink, in triplicate. Well done to all
those who jumped.
STBF

Multi-activity
After a hard month of being plagued
by mosquitoes, rainstorms and broken
down vehicles it was time for members
of the QDG to take part in some wellearned adventure training. This ranged
from horse riding to white water rafting,
but for some it was the multi-activity
package.
We promptly left the baron wasteland
that is BATUS behind us, and headed
west towards the significantly more
beautiful Rockies. The adventure training
was broken down into a four-day
package. Each day offered each soldier
a chance to try their hand at a new skill,
often proving that practice was needed.
The first activity was white water rafting.
Due to the incredibly high levels of rainfall
experienced some months before, the
rivers had been dangerously flooded
to the extent that the routes and rapids
had changed. As a result the QDG were
the trailblazers of some new, previously
un-experienced rapids. The new layout
of the river meant that it was considered
by the team leader to be “very dangerous
territory”; perfect for a bunch of up-for-it
novices. The team leader, however,
became increasingly exasperated with
the crews’ attempts to capsize the rafts.
However, by the end of the day, it was only
Tpr Somers who actually managed to go
‘man over board’. It was a remarkable
experience and the surroundings of the
Rocky Mountains made it unforgettable.
The next day we were up bright and
early, this time to try our hand at rock
climbing. Again, due to the brutal nature
of the weather from the past month or
so, we weren’t able to experience the
climbing walls of the ‘Rockies’ first hand.
We did however manage to navigate

The search for a replacement for Big Daddy was not going well

our way to a very impressive indoor
climbing wall under the supervision
of SSgt Pulham. As a result of having
been stranded on the prairie for the past
month with nothing for company bar
swarms of bombproof mosquitoes, very
little climbing took place. Instead much
of the group’s undivided attention was
focused towards the locals. However,
despite the distractions, some impressive
climbing skills were displayed and after a
morning’s ‘hard work’ the afternoon was
spent enjoying the swimming pools and
hot tub.
On the third day of our merry trip we
returned once again to the chilly waters
of the Rockies. The only difference
here was that instead of rafts we were
in canoes, and as it turns out these are
much easier to capsize! The basic layout
was two men in a canoe; one in the front
acting as the ‘engine’, and one in the
back completing the job of the steering
wheel. Despite the various roles we were
given, the majority of the day was spent
scrambling to the side of the riverbank
with our half sunken canoes in tow trying
to bail out the water. However, it was

still an enjoyable day. We again got to
witness some truly amazing scenery
and get in the way of several groups of
Canadian kayakers, all of whom seem to
take the sport a little too seriously.
The final activity we took part in was hill
walking. Now, this may come as a shock
to some but this was not the most popular
day. Yes, it involved walking; yes, it was
a little bit wet; and yes we were guided
by perhaps the most irritating man the
Canadian tourist board have every hired.
However, once the hill (mountain) had
being conquered the view we were met
with was fantastic. I’m sure though that
if you ask the boys they will still maintain
that it was ‘rubbish’.
Overall the multi-activity adventure
training was great. Almost everyone was
able to try his or her hand at something
new. The mountains and trees that
surrounded us were a welcome break
from the empty grasslands of the prairie,
and despite some flaming marshmallows
in the evenings around the camp fire
everyone managed to return unhurt.
MM

Something told him the
lake was cold. Too cold
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Nijmegen March 2013
This year’s personal pilgrimage to the
road marching capital of the world
was (again) strewn with difficulties
and problems.
Due to Regimental
commitments, rather than present a
team of 16 as normal, we were obliged
to offer places to the QRH in an attempt
to fill our places. Unfortunately, after
sifting through some very ropey excuses,
only two of us actually left Sennelager
and made our way to the metropolis that
is Nijmegen.
Messrs Hustwayte and Williams 775
arrived in the glorious sunshine to the
camp site known as Heumansoord
Barracks, a place where over five
thousand military souls were preparing
to find, understand and generally get
inside the decision cycle of many of
the hostelries and finer eateries of the
city that weekend. An added spice this
year was the revelation that we would
be joined for the first time by some
Russian soldiers from an airborne assault
Regiment. However it was a Regiment a
lot closer to home which would impact
upon us more severely.
Nijmegen
Company of 1st Battalion The Grenadier
Guards had arrived for their first attempt,
complete with a platoon commander
and twelve Guardsmen. The organisers
felt that to show them the ropes Williams
and Hustwayte would be attached to
the team in order to assist and show the
Guards the reality of marching for ten
hours a day.
The weekend as always produced some
memorable disco moves, and much
conversing in languages normally foreign
to us; Norwegian, Dutch, Swedish,
Russian, and even American! But the
meat of the event kicks off at 0300hrs
on the Tuesday morning with the joyful
announcer questioning ‘Are you ready?’
Groans and moans echo back, and I’d
like to point out more than a few people
already wished they weren’t stood there
waiting to go!
The Guards, to be fair, viewed their two
new recruits with a certain amount of
suspicion, and I do believe the words
‘chippy’ and ‘tankies’ was mentioned.
These foolish barbs were to be used later
in the event to motivate slightly slovenly
Guardsmen. The first day saw us step
off through the city and head across the
bridge toward Arnhem. Now, moving in
a column of sixty five thousand walkers
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and soldiers can be tricky at the best of
times, but when the Grenadiers decided
that they would halt on the bridge to
have their photo taken, it is downright
dangerous. After receiving an in-depth
and initially quite knowledgeable history
lesson about the first man across the
bridge during the war (he was a Grenadier
Guard don’t you know?) it brought about
a sticky situation as we reached the
other side and saluted the 82nd Airborne
Division’s memorial for their capture of
the bridge! Ah Regimental history eh!
As the day progressed, the temperature
rose, and peaked at a balmy 32 degrees
Celsius. This caught the team at the
furthest point away from camp and started
to drain the energy out of everyone. The
drop outs started from other teams, and
the remaining 10 miles turned into a real
man test. LCpl Hustwayte’s indomitable
sense of humour came to the fore, and
a few remarks were exchanged with
reference to square-bashing and being
out-marched by the Air Training Corps!
The FTW’s as we were commonly referred
to by the Grenadiers (see author for full
explanation) started to be the engine
room of the team much to the chagrin
of Lt Hardy. By the close of the day the
full realisation of exactly how hard this
whole affair could be, was etched across
the blistered and sun-kissed faces of the
whole team (even Williams was quiet).
A few well-earned Jupiter/Dollmech/
Amstel/Heinekens revived our fortunes
in the international social tent, and we
looked forward to day 2. However,
overnight two of the Guardsmen decided
that they had to withdraw due to blisters
and this was repeated throughout the
various nations’ tents. Some 350 from
the military contingent failed to start the
next morning.
As day 2 started much in the same way
as the first, the stiffness of the BlueRed-Blue started to buckle and the
boys started to enjoy the event proper.
Engagement with the locals and other
nations increased, as did the level of
the music. The sun continued to shine
down on our intrepid team, and even
though it was just as hot as day 1, the
team managed to finish the day with its
numbers complete.
Day 3 led us to the hills of the Reichswald
and the only part of the march that

enters Germany. These 7 hills cover the
battlefield of the Grosebeek heights and
are considered as the fulcrum for the
whole event; if you finish day 3, you will
not allow yourself to drop out of day 4. As
the team was motoring quite well, LCpl
Hustwayte took control and forced us to
stop so that he could adjust his Bergen.
He lied, and before I could stop what I
knew was about to happen, soldiers were
dancing in the street! Those of us who still
had a semblance of decorum could only
sit back have a drink, enjoy the weather
and wait for the weaker members of the
team to stop dancing with the locals!
Day 4 was announced loudly through the
speakers at 0130hrs and we were off.
The final day is all about the final 10 miles
and the march past. The Via Gladiola is a
dead straight 10 mile trip straight through
Nijmegen and is always well attended by
the locals. The organisers estimate that
on day 4 the crowds can reach as high
as 900,000. Not too shabby. By now,
due to the heat of the week, the pace of
the march had slowed to almost a crawl
in places. This meant longer on our feet
and longer in the sun. Several times we
pulled over just to hang our feet in the air
just to get the weight off them. Not the
QDG element obviously....just the erm
...others. The march into Charlemagne’s
field to pick up your medal is a welcome
relief. However it was tinged with the
knowledge that we would have to get up
again in 30 minutes to complete the final
march past in the city. As the Guards
stated, it is a chippy little medal and
probably is only worth £1, but after all
you have been though to get it, it feels
worth so much more. All the training
miles, as well as the qualification and
event itself, can total up to marching in
excess of 400miles to get to the finish.
As we left on the Saturday morning, we
were left to reflect on what had been
a tough week and an enjoyable week
(definitely). It is an event that doesn’t sit
on our radar as much as I feel it should.
But then again, I fell in love with it years
ago. Those who have completed this
event once will always come back for
more. Obviously 2014 is an operational
year for the Regiment, but that should
not stop a ROG participation! I’ll be
looking for volunteers soon!
MLW
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Affiliates
HMS Monmouth
Celebrating
her
20th
year
of
commissioning,
HMS
Monmouth
returned home to Plymouth on Friday
13 December to prepare for a major refit
period throughout 2014.
Following her final port call to Belfast,
the Plymouth based type 23 frigate
returned to the Devonport dockyard for
the last time this year as she prepares for
an extensive upgrade work package to
update her weapons and sensors. The
final return into base port also marks the
final time that the Commanding Officer,
Commander Gordon Ruddock, will bring
this ship alongside before moving on to
a new challenge. “My time in command
of HMS Monmouth has been extremely
rewarding and I have been lucky enough
to enjoy a vast array of experiences, from
an operational deployment to returning to
my home town during my tenure. I have
been blessed with a highly motivated and
talented crew throughout my time and
I will look back on my command of the
‘Black Duke’ with very fond memories.”

HMS Monmouth on return from her recent
7 month deployment to the Middle East

In her 20 years of service the ‘Black
Duke’ has sailed over 560,000 miles
in more than 54,000 hours at sea, the
equivalent to over 2236 days or 6 years
of constant sailing across the world’s
oceans. In 2013 alone, HMS Monmouth
has been alongside 13 different ports
in 12 different countries, fired more
than 30,000 rounds of ammunition and
consumed over 300,000 potatoes.
The Navigating Officer of HMS
Monmouth, Lieutenant Ed Phillips Royal
Navy, will be piloting the ship through
Plymouth harbour on 13 December 2013
as she makes her final return for some

time. “During my time as navigator of
HMS Monmouth I have made the trip
through Plymouth harbour more times
than I can recall, however, knowing
this will be my last will make it a very
memorable occasion, and this will be a
fond farewell to the ship which has served
me so well over the last couple of years.”
The ship is known informally as the ‘Black
Duke’ after James Scott, the Duke of
Monmouth who was beheaded at Tower
Hill on 15 July 1685. In reference to this
heritage the ship is unique in the Royal
Navy as the only ship to fly a black flag
and have a black as opposed to red name
plate. HMS Monmouth has more battle
honours than any other serving warship.
The current and 7th HMS Monmouth
recently returned from a seven month
deployment to the Arabian Gulf deterring
piracy and other illegal activities, and
has spent the Autumn in UK waters
conducting Maritime Security operations.

The Governor General’s Horse Guards
2013 for the Governor General’s Horse
Guards (GGHG) was full of social
gatherings, historic ceremonies, and
demanding training. Over the course
of the year the GGHG organized and
participated in numerous exercises,
including computer assisted exercises
(CAX) as well as taking part in the
memorial church parade through the
streets of Toronto to St Paul’s Cathedral,
the Regimental church. The Regiment
also hosted the first new-format in-house
Armoured
Reconnaissance
Crew
Commander (ARCC) course.
One of the most important Regimental
celebrations of 2013 was the Change
of Command parade that took place in
Markham Museum, Markham, Ontario
on the 8th of June. The outgoing
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Glenn
Develiadis and RSM, CWO Ingmar
Jimenez welcomed the new command
team, Lt Col Christopher Stewardson
and CWO Don Anderson. In addition
to all the exciting challenges associated
with being responsible for the wellbeing
and development of the unit, the new
command team will also be in charge of
hosting the 2014 Toronto Garrison Ball
at which we hope to have representation
from your Regiment.
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A GGHG platoon fulfils the role of OPFOR during Exercise Stalwart Guardian in August 2013

The GGHG took part in the annual summer
combined arms exercise, Exercise
Stalwart Guardian, for reserve (militia)
units at 4th Canadian Division Training
Centre (TC) Meaford. The Regiment was
employed as OPFOR with Arctic Wind
Coy operating in the dismounted role.
The GGHG soldiers operated as a joint
insurgent and conventional dismounted
force, conducting ambushes, raids,
and prepared defensive positions.
This allowed the Primary Training
Audience (PTA) to practice and develop
both conventional and COIN tactics
techniques and procedures. The GGHG
also participated in Exercise Digital Fist,
CAX, at Petawawa, an exercise facilitated
by the Royal Canadian Dragoons (RCD),

Regular Force Armoured Regiment.
Taking advantage of the technology
allowed troops to practice armoured
reconnaissance
skills
along
with
developing an appreciation for higherlevel tactics.
The
new-format
Armoured
Reconnaissance Crew Commander
course that was hosted by the GGHG at
the end of 2013 proved to be successful
for candidates and staff. This success
has paved the road for future in-house
training opportunities. After a period in a
dismounted capacity, GGHG Sabre Sqn
is looking forward to continuing mounted
armoured reconnaissance training in
2014.
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1st/15th Royal New South Wales Lancers
1st/15th Royal New South Wales
Lancers commenced training at the
beginning of 2013 with a comparatively
low tempo following the financial
and resource constraints which had
been imposed on the Australian Army
Reserve late in the previous year. This
initially limited training in the first quarter,
but with careful management and a
modest increase in resource allocation,
the Regiment was able to significantly
increase the frequency of training in the
remaining months up to the end of the
year. The Training Activity Resource
Plan for 2014 and subsequent financial
years has seen further increases which
will enable the unit to conduct a greater
number of training activities.
Training has focused on the basic tactics,
techniques and procedures of the Light
Cavalry capability. This has included
the conduct of observation posts,
dismounted patrolling, reconnaissance
and more recently an introduction to
urban operations. A training exercise
was conducted at the NSW Police CIRT
facility near Goulburn, where the Sqns
were trained in methods for entering and
performing low risk search of buildings.
This proved to be an interesting activity
which highlighted the complexity of
conducting operations in close urban
terrain and the need to apply stringent
rules of engagement that characterise
contemporary operating environments.
These skills were further developed and
tested in training activities focusing on
cordon and search.
Importantly, the Regiment conducted a
field firing range practice at Singleton in
May in order to maintain weapons skills
and proficiencies. The section defence
practice saw the employment of all small
arms weapon systems up to .50 cal to
test individual weapon handling as well
as the application and control of fire.

In early June, the Regiment received
a request to nominate personnel for
deployment on Op RESOLUTE, which is
the Australian Defence Force contribution
to the protection of Australia’s borders and
offshore maritime interests. As a result of
the very short notice, all administrative
preparations had to be completed in
two weeks, including Navy swim tests,
medical and dental examinations as well
as the phethora of related documentation
needed for employment on continuous
fulltime service. This was only possible
as a result of the excellent work done by
members of the Regular Army cadre staff.
Members of the Regiment were eventually
selected for employment within the Transit
Security Element and moved to Darwin in
late June to commence force preparation
training and employment in a range of
activities with the Royal Australian Navy
for border protection.
In late October, Regimental Headquarters
was called out to provide Defence Aid to
the Civil Community in support of recovery
operations following the devastating
bush fires which ravaged parts of the
Blue Mountains to the west of Sydney. A
taskforce was quickly established under the
Regimental Headquarters with elements
of the 5 Brigade Emergency Response
Force, including combat and construction
engineers, aviation and logistics support.
Assistance was provided to local authorities
in ‘make safe’ activities including demolition
of fire affected structures, felling trees and
environmental controls.
At the same time, the Regiment received
an initial allocation of Bushmaster
Protected Mobility Vehicles (PMV) as
part of the unit transition to a new role
under Plan Beersheeba.
The initial
allocation of vehicles have passed
through the re-build line following return
from Middle East Area of Operations
and were immediately put to work in
Puckapunyal on driver courses being run

by the unit. As a result, the Regiment
now has a significant number of trained
PMV drivers together with a cadre of
crew commanders and instructors. The
training priority will now shift to generating
additional crew commanders in order
to fill positions within the troop being
generated for certification at Exercise
Hamel in 2015.
The Regiment has also been the subject
of a unit establishment review to provide
greater clarity of the role the Regiment is to
undertake when converted to Protected
Lift and inform revised structure, manning
and equipment. At this stage, there is
an expectation that the Light Cavalry
scout capability will be retained in order
to provide an Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance effect for the
Reserve Battlegroup Waratah as well as
dismounts for employment within Cavalry
Sqns. The new establishment will take
effect from 1st of January 2015 and will
also inform changes to the employment
category review which is now under way.
The Regiment is well prepared to meet
these new challenges and is looking
forward to commemorations in 2014 to
mark the raising of the 1st Light Horse
Regiment for service in World War 1.
RL

1st Reconnaissance Regiment –
Sri Lankan Armoured Corps
1st Reconnaissance Regiment is
deployed in a wide area of the island. The
Headquarters, Alpha and Bravo Sqns
are deployed at the Rock House Camp,
Colombo, along with the Regimental
Headquarters of the Sri Lankan Armoured
Crops (1 SLAC). Charlie Sqn is deployed
in Eastern Province and Delta Sqn is
deployed in Northern Province along with
the Armoured Brigade.
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2013 has been a very busy and eventful
year for the Regiment. The year started
with a handover of commanding officers;
Lt Col PAM Peiris PSC took over the
duties as Commanding Officer from Lt
Col WP Kariyawasam on the 18th of
January 2013. The very first event of
the year was the 64th Independence
Day celebration on the 4th of February
2013. 1st Recce Regiment attended for
the Parade with Regimental Standards.

After the Independence Day Celebration,
in the month of March, we were fortunate
enough to win the Championship in the
Inter-Regimental Drill Competition. This
was in no small part due to the hard work
and dedication of our soldiers.
Following this, 1st Recce Regiment
was in high demand for ceremonial
duties including parades and Guards of
Honour; all of these gave the Regiment
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the opportunity to achieve greater
recognition. In May, the 4th Anniversary
of “Ending the LTTE Terrorism” Victory
Parade was held and 1 SLAC contributed
with a Tank Column and a Foot Column
with Regimental Standards.
During our Regimental history, 1st Recce
Regiment has produced 4 Commanders
of the Army. We were delighted therefore
when the current Commander, Lt Gen
J Jayasooriya RWP VSV USP ndu psc
was promoted to the rank of General.
This was an historic achievement for
the Regiment. We held a formal dinner
night and paraded a guard of honour
to congratulate the new General. In
August, Maj WAIS Mendis RSP took over
the duties as the Second-In-Command
from Maj GRS Dharmarathna.
As every year, the month of October
is special to our Regiment. The 58th
Anniversary of the Regiment was
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was held and this year Headquarters Sqn
successfully beat off the tough challenge
set by the other Sqns.
Elsewhere
1 SLAC emerged champions in the
inter-unit Badminton and Table Tennis
competitions and obtained the second
place in the inter-unit Judo competition.
Eager and enthusiastic soldiers richly
deserve pride and praise for all of their
achievements
General Jayasooriya RWP VSV USP ndu
psc, the 4* Commander of the Army,
and a former Commanding Officer of 1st
Reconnaissance Regiment SLAC

celebrated on the 10th of October with
a series of events. The celebration
commenced with religious activities and
on the 15th of October a parade was
given to the Commanding Officer. At
the end of the parade the best soldiers,
based on their trades, were presented
with trophies. The competition for the
QDG trophy, awarded to the best Sqn

All in all the year 2013 has been another
challenging yet interesting year for the 1st
Recce Regiment. The Regiment continues
to strive to honour our traditions and strive
to embody the customs of our corps;
Courage, Determination and Enthusiasm
under the Motto “Whither the fates call”.
The cavalry of Sri Lanka take this
opportunity to wish the Commanding
Officer, Officers and Men of 1st The
Queens’ Dragoon Guards all the very
best for 2014.

The Royal Mercian and
Lancastrian Yeomanry
It is with great pleasure that we welcomed
back all 24 of our officers and soldiers
from their deployment to Afghanistan on
Op HERRICK 17, serving with the RDG
and QRL. It would also be remiss if we
did not also offer our congratulations to
the RSM, WO1 Thomas QDG who was
selected for commission and will be
promoted to Captain in 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards upon his return to
Regimental Duty in the spring of 2014.
The RMLY’s main focus during the period
has been recruiting, with recruiting
surges being devised and driven by the
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Matthew
Botsford.
This involves all of the
Regiment’s assets being focused on a

Sqn region for a two week period. The
nominated Sqn is responsible for planning
its own surge including the research and
preparation of the local area as well as the
employment of the recruiting assets. The
surges have been a huge success and
the concept has attracted widespread
attention throughout the Army, as is it is
the first really sensible and successful
attempt to deal with the challenges
facing recruitment to the Reserve. During
the surges, RMLY attracted 195 active
applicants from across the Regimental
recruiting area.
Our new role as a Light Cavalry Regiment
has been confirmed and training has been
focused on regaining the courses and

skills required to operate our new vehicle,
the Reinforced, Weapons Mounted
Installation Kit (RWMIK). The Regiment
undertook a 2 week training period at
Westdown Camp on Salisbury Plain. In
all twenty RWMIKs were fully crewed
and the crews were put through their
paces, with the camp culminating with
a Regimental-level field training exercise.
To get to this stage there have been many
preparations. Core reconnaissance skills
were the focus of the RMLY’s first starred
weekend of the year on Swynerton
and we completed our first .50 Cal
(HMG) range on Sennybridge in July;
both of which were a great success. In
between, driver courses, signals courses

The RMLY cycling team complete stages of the Tour de France
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and RODET training have been carried
out. RWIMKS require C licences so this
has been a heavy burden on all ranks,
especially when combined with the
recruiting efforts and normal Regimental
life.
In addition, Squadron Leaders
attended a short camp that focused on
administration and management as well
as an excellent two-day course kindly
laid on by JOTAC updating them with
the latest doctrine. A combined troop
of A and B Sqns participated in the
main helicopter display at the Cosford
air show. Unfortunately, rumours that
HRH Prince Harry was piloting one of
the Apaches involved proved wide of the
mark, but a visit to You Tube will illustrate
the fun they had and the size of the
crowds that attended.
Over the summer the RMLY conducted
a Battlefield Study and Tactical
Exercise Without Troops (TEWT) of the
Normandy Battlefield. On the sporting
front, RMLY participated in the Seaview
Regatta attaining silver in the Yeomanry
competition. The RMLY Nordic Skiing
team succeeded in winning the
Orienteering Race and the Best Novice
category and were placed fourth overall.
Cycling has once again been the main
sporting focus, driven on by our Lycra
clad Commanding Officer and his
entourage; the team completed several
of the Tour de France stages during a
10-day exercise in the summer.

The RMLY recruiting surge

The year has been dominated by the
news that the RMLY is to be split up
as part of the Army 2020 restructuring.
A (Staffordshire, Worcestershire and
Warwickshire Yeomanry) Sqn and B
(Shropshire Yeomanry) are to be merged
into B (Staffordshire, Worcestershire and
Warwickshire, Shropshire Yeomanry)
Sqn and join the Royal Yeomanry, whilst
C (Cheshire Yeomanry) Sqn and D (Duke
of Lancasters Own Yeomanry) join the
Queen’s Own Yeomanry. MS Sqn will
become a detachment of C (Royal

Gloucestershire Hussars) Royal Wessex
Yeomanry. The headquarters will move
north to command the newly formed
Scottish and Northern Irish Yeomanry.
The RMLY name and Guidon will be
placed in suspended animation. This
news has of course caused considerable
disappointment and dismay however
already the focus has shifted to the
future and ensuring our Sqns are in the
best possible shape to serve their new
Regiments.

The Royal Yeomanry
Under the ‘Force 2020’ structure, the
Yeomanry reserve regiments of the Royal
Armoured Corps have been allocated new
roles and affiliations. In the case of the Royal
Yeomanry (RY), this means a conversion
to ‘Light Cavalry’ and pairing with 1st The
Queen’s Dragoon Guards – hence this first
submission to the QDG journal.

The Royal Yeomanry on exercise
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As it stands the Royal Yeomanry consists
of five Sqns and a band. RHQ and HQ
Sqn are based at Fulham in London. A
Sqn is in Swindon, B Sqn in Leicester, C
Sqn in Croydon and S Sqn in Nottingham.
The Royal Yeomanry Band is also based
in London. There are some changes in
structure over the next 2 years when A

Sqn will redeploy to a new unit, B and S
Sqns will merge and we will take under
command a new Sqn centred on Telford
and Dudley in the West Midlands. We
are also working hard to increase our
numbers and a significant recruiting
effort is underway.

The Royal Yeomanry on parade
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The concept of what the Light Cavalry role
entails is still under development, but the
Regiment’s new equipment has already
been assigned and the yeomen have
been getting to grips with their desertliveried RWMIK vehicles, which have
been delivered to the Sqns over the past
year. Having spent the bulk of the last
10 years dismounted, it is great that we
are getting back to a mounted role and
training is underway to convert to the new
vehicles. Yeomen are busy getting their
Cat C licenses in order to be able to drive
an RWMIK. Commanders and gunners
are completing conversion courses to
command the vehicle and to fire the GPMG
and .50 Cal Browning machine gun. Such
a training burden would be significant for a
regular unit, but for a reserve unit, with only a
limited number of weekends and evenings
to train, it is a steep proposition. It was for
this reason that in 2013 the Commanding

Officer’s Training Period (ATP or ‘Camp’
as it is commonly know) was centred on
the RAC Centre in Bovington, in order
to make use of the training resources in
that location and so qualify the maximum
number of yeomen in the aforementioned
trade disciplines.
In 2014 we will focus our training on
deploying in the field in the new role
with a number of weekend field training
exercises, CAST and CATT, culminating
in a two week exercise in the north of
England in October where the Regiment
will be put through its paces by HQ
London District. In 2013 the decision
was made to re-brand the Territorial
Army as the Army Reserves. This has
pleased many in the reserves as the old
designation was out of step with its status
as part of the One Army concept and
with the more active, expeditionary role
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the reserve component has been playing
for the last few years. The Reserve is set
to do even more as part of the Army’s
Adaptable Force.
We are excited about our new
relationship with the QDG and look
forward to conducting joint training with
you. There is much that we can learn
from each other and hopefully there will
be opportunities for the two regiments to
get together socially and on the sports
pitches. We look forward to your move
to the UK when we will really be able to
build our relationship. We will shortly
welcome two of you to the RY with
WO2 Simon Jones as RSM and Captain
Ian Coles as QM. So the new links are
already starting to take shape.
KD

The Worshipful Company of the Leathersellers
I am delighted to be able to contribute
to the QDG Journal for 2013 which has
been such an important and interesting
year for me personally. As Master my
top priority for the year was to ensure
that good progress was made with the
building of our new seventh Hall. I was
very pleased to sign the many documents
that led to construction work starting in
November 2012. We are still on target to
be in occupation by autumn 2016.

the Livery dinners has been excellent,
particularly when we entertained the Lord
Mayor and Sheriffs at the magnificent
Fishmongers’ Hall. In my welcome to
the Lord Mayor I took the opportunity
of responding to the challenge, recently
set by the Master Mercer, as to whether
the Livery Companies were genuinely
relevant in the twenty-first century. On
behalf of the Leathersellers, my answer
was a resounding ‘Yes’.

During the year the Livery has visited
Barber
Surgeons’,
Fishmongers’,
Grocers’, Haberdashers’, Innholders’
and Vintners’ Halls. Support for all

Starting with education, the Company
should be justly proud that we are
playing such an important role in the lives
of over five thousand children today. In

November I attended the grand opening
of Prendergast Vale College, the latest
addition to the Leathersellers’ Federation
of Schools. In their speeches, both
the Bishop of London and the Mayor
of Lewisham praised the Company’s
educational support. I am sure that
Dr Joseph Prendergast and the Revd
Abraham Colfe would be delighted to
hear these ringing endorsements.
In 1909 we established Leathersellers’
College, now a part of the University
of Northampton, which thanks to our
support includes the only teaching
tannery in Europe. I am very encouraged

Combined age,
including the CVR(T), 351
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to learn of a recent decision by the
dynamic Vice-Chancellor, Nick Petford,
to make this unique facility available to
other academic institutions. This is very
good news for the future of the industry,
which I found to be in good heart when I
attended both the Lineapelle Leather Fair
in Bologna and the Asia-Pacific Leather
Fair in Hong Kong, after having already
made enjoyable visits in the UK to both
Pittards and the Scottish Leather Group.
Although the Company has a long
and ancient history, I am pleased that
we still seek to provide a very modern
approach to charitable giving. Attending
the Charities’ Reception, I was struck
by the many words of praise given to
the Company’s charitable procedures.
Online applications for support, the Livery
Liaison scheme, and the opportunity
to meet other charities and funding
representatives, were all acclaimed by
our guests.
Without doubt the most terrifying moment
of the year was competing in the interlivery skiing competition at Morzine. I was
delighted to survive, and assist the Court
Team win the Shipwrights’ Cup! The
Company’s prowess in sport was further
demonstrated by its superb victory in
the much-coveted Prince Arthur Cup,
the inter-livery golfing competition. My
hearty congratulations go to our splendid
team: Julian Spurling, Tim Lister, Edward
Dove and the Skipper, Andrew Strong.
Our strong links with the armed services
have been extended this year, with the
introduction to 230 Sqn RAF by our

The Company visit in March 2013

Honorary Liveryman HRH Prince Michael
of Kent. As my grandfather, Sydney
Garnar, was a founding member of the
Royal Flying Corps, I was touched to have
the honour of signing and presenting the
magnificent framed vellum scroll, which
marks this new affiliation, when we visited
the Sqn at RAF Benson. Our affiliation
with HMS TIRELESS and the QDG
continues with much enthusiasm. I with
the Clerk was able to visit Sennelager
during the year and this was followed
up later by a Company visit which was
reported in our Review as follows:
“We received a most generous and warm
welcome. This was the first extended
Leathersellers’ visit to the QDG for six
years, and enabled us to observe the
regiment in training (including live firing
exercises) for major field exercises in
Bavaria and Canada. The most lasting
memories of this trip will surely be of
the personal interaction we enjoyed

with this special regiment. From the
excellent presentation about the history
and current role of the QDG on our first
morning, to the splendid black tie dinner
on the Saturday evening, we were greatly
impressed by the quality of the officers and
men. Good-humoured and considerate,
their intelligent competence and calm
professionalism were clearly apparent,
as was a sense of pride and purpose in
their own achievements and those of the
regiment. Over the three days it became
increasingly evident how important and
beneficial this special relationship is, to
both parties, and we look forward to
further opportunities for strengthening the
links which this affiliation provides.”
We will look forward to welcoming
members of the Regiment to our annual
Dinner in honour of the Armed Services.
It has been a truly magnificent year.
Matthew Pellereau (Master 2012/13)

Extra Regimental Employment
The Army Equipment Directorate
“Gentlemen, the officer who doesn’t
know his communications and supply
as well as his tactics is totally useless.”
General George S. Patton, USA.
It can safely be said that working in
the Equipment Directorate at Army
Headquarters demonstrated to me that
I did not know my supply as well as
my tactics. Open the door into what it
takes to support the Army’s in service
equipment and one quickly realises that
there are legions of civil servants and
military men and women here and in the
Defence and Equipment Support (DE&S)
agency working hard to get the right
equipment to the right place at the right
time. Whether that is done in the best
way is another question and one that is
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being grappled with at the moment. The
CVR(T) desk in DE&S for instance, has
over 30 people working on it, some of
whom have worked with CVR(T) since
it was first brought into service. Their
knowledge is second to none and I can
no longer claim naivety when it comes
to the complexities of supporting this
and other bits of equipment, with all
the spare parts and inventory and host
of supply contracts, up to 700 just to
manage CVR(T). Ordering 30mm barrels
is a 14 month process due to contracting
regulations and the fact that DE&S had
to go to France to find a supplier that
would make them as they are out of
production. The Equipment Directorate
is heavy on REME and RLC cap badges
but a SCOTS DG officer and I add

some much needed RAC knowledge
and flair. Between us, we manage all
the armoured tracked vehicles in the
Royal Navy, Army and Air Force. As a
Light Cavalry man, I have been put into
the post of SO2 Heavy Armour, which
is ideal and has nothing to do with my
girth. As might be suspected, having
spent the vast majority of my career on
CVR(T), this has presented challenges
particularly in managing the Challenger
2, Warrior, Titan and Trojan fleets. Luckily
there have been a host of experienced
QDGs, like Stu John, to call upon and
ask questions to supplement my meagre
knowledge and not look stupid on the
phone. With the size of the portfolio, it
has mostly been a reactive role but as
time has gone on, there has been an
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boiling vessel and he assures me the
heating system will be improved so that
there are enough hoses to go round the
crew. I have so far failed to gain consent
for a windshield – apologies.

The problem with an ‘open-door’ approach…

ability to become proactive and to try to
ensure units are supported properly.
“Every unit that is not supported is a
defeated unit.” Maurice de Saxe, Mes
Reveries, XIII, 1732.
Every day presents challenges and
DE&S, and by default Army HQ, do not
always get it right. People are dedicated
though and work hard to sort issues out

and help units as best they can with what
is available. Fleet Management remains
complex and fraught with sub-optimal
solutions but is here to stay. From the
view here, the Regiment is well placed
moving onto Jackal and will have a good
support package in place to ensure
availability, as QDG move to full operating
capability. In addition, as a regular visitor
to the desk officer managing Jackal, I
have re-iterated the importance of the

There is an excellent cadre of QDGs here
at Army HQ as well, with surprisingly
Capt (retd) Doughy Baker on hand
for coffees (he can be seen regularly
queuing and charming the female
baristas) in an FTRS role. While morale
may dip when Maj Alex Seys arrives,
seeing Capt Harry Pilcher immerse
himself in the Information Directorate
and manage satellite communications
certainly lifts the spirits. The Royal
Signals have tried to poach him but he
is luckily immune to their charms. As
the Regiment wistfully hands over its last
CVR(T)s, they should be comforted that
they are going to a good home. Latvia
has agreed to purchase 125 of them
and, while I missed out on the liaison visit
to Riga, there will undoubtedly be trawls
for experienced cavalrymen to travel to
the Stag-Do capital of Europe to pass on
the gems of their knowledge to a fellow
NATO partner. The Adjutant is accepting
applicants now.
JW

The Army Directorate for
Operations and Contingencies
I arrived at the Army Directorate for
Operations and Contingencies (ADOC)
in Army Headquarters in June 2012.
This was during the maelstrom of Op
OLYMPICS; a task that grew from a
requirement of less than 1,000 in January
to over 12,000 less than six months
later. This ever–changing commitment
was concurrent to having over 6,000
people deployed on Op HERRICK (with
another 6,000 getting ready to go), 1,400
getting ready for Op ESCALIN (fuel driver
strike) and around 700 getting ready
for Op QUICKTHORN (prison strikes).
Further add the ‘normal’ commitments
of Op TOSCA (UN Cyprus), Op ELGIN
(Balkans), Falklands, Cyprus Battalions,
and individual trawls; the Army is and will
remain busy.
As a Captain arriving directly from 6 years
at Regimental Duty, the leap from the
Tactical delivery end of the Army to the
Operational and Strategic headquarters
was a large one. Once one had grasped
the difference in language (much more
business speak) one then had to try to
discern The Army Operating Model. I
assume that this has been designed
with the aim of ensuring that no one can
understand what anyone else is doing,
a form of deception to aid OPSEC.
Fortunately, as the SO3 in the Operational
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Plans department of the ADOC, I was to
‘face upwards’ to MOD Main Building for
policy direction and the Permanent Joint
Headquarters (PJHQ) for potential or
emerging operations.
During my 18 months I was fortunate to
have a broad portfolio: from assisting on
the planning and delivery of operations
in Mali and The Philippines, to looking
at structural implications within the
Army. The two major projects on which
I worked were the VANGUARD order
and the Army Defence Engagement
order. VANGUARD stemmed from the
requirement to return the Army from
the campaign footing of operations in
Afghanistan to a contingency approach
and post Op HERRICK uncertainty. In
order to do this, we scrutinised all of
the direction to the Army, listing the
forces that were required to be held at
readiness for operations. In doing so,
it was realised that it would be possible
to have more of the Army ready, more
of the time.
This would require a
new approach to readiness, for both
individuals and the method of equipping
them. Understandably, this is a major
piece of work and will affect many people
within the Army; it is likely to be published
in early 2014. As this order requires a
ready reaction to a contingency, it largely

concerns those force elements that
will form the Reaction Force (RF) of the
Army 2020 structure. QDG will find itself
in the other half of the structure in the
Adaptable Forces (AF). Many people
may be questioning what the Adaptable
Force will be doing in the future,
perhaps concerned that all of the Army’s
resources will be aimed at the big, heavy,
expensive RF. There are three elements
that I hope will assuage fears.
The first is that all of the likely operations
that PJHQ is currently planning for
require light, inexpensive, adaptable
force groupings. The second is that
the VANGUARD work has identified
the need for AF elements to be held at
readiness. The third is that there are many
emerging and exciting opportunities that
will be outlined in the Army Defence
Engagement (DE) order. This order has
its origins in the National Security Strategy
and the Strategic Defence and Security
Review. These papers outlined a clear
requirement for defence engagement
overseas aimed at conflict prevention,
security sector reform and capability
building in those countries identified
as priority countries. Further work has
identified that this should be achieved
through liaison, establishing new training
teams and running joint exercises to
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promote regional stabilisation and reduce
the risk of conflict. Following on from
the International Defence Engagement
Strategy, the Army Defence Engagement
order aligns Adaptable Force brigades
with selected regions of the world. These
regions were selected to complement
the focus areas of the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) and the
Department for International Development
(DfID) and will deliver the Integrated
Approach to the UK Government’s
overseas engagement. So what does
this mean for the QDG soldier?
7 Infantry Brigade has been aligned
with the Near East meaning that the
Brigade Commander has the Army lead
for Defence Engagement in the region.
As part of 7 Infantry Brigade, QDG will
focus training towards operating in this
region. QDGs will undertake language
and cultural awareness training and will
foster links with foreign militaries. This
will mean that they are first choice for any
engagement required in that region. I
would argue that, with the addition of the

QDG officers at ERE currently serving in Army HQ

future pairing of the Reserves Regiment,
a career in the QDG will not only offer a
more varied and interesting career but
will present an increased likelihood of
deploying in the near future. For those
considering a role in a large HQ, I could
not have asked for a better job in terms

of exposure to the business end of the
Army. Although Regimental Duty may
seem a very long way from somewhere
like Army Headquarters, you will be
pleasantly surprised how well you will be
prepared.
BP

The Information Superiority Directorate
Having spent the entirety of my short
career so far at Regimental Duty, it was
not without a deep sense of foreboding
that I arrived at Army HQ to take up a
technical post within the Information
Superiority Directorate.
This was a
deeply ironic posting, since I am an
extremely non-technical officer, as the
RCMO, Capt Tim Jones, used to take
great pleasure in regularly pointing out to
me. The first few weeks felt like being
thrown into an advanced Latin class
without an interpreter, but after a while
it became clear that my role was largely
to act as a translator for the non-combat
cohort of officers who make up the vast
proportion of the directorate. There
are also the challenges of dealing with
the legions of civilians in Army HQ and
DE&S, working with the other services
and adjusting to life as, effectively, a
proxy-Royal Signals officer. However,
the shock of capture induced by such
dramatic changes gradually passed and
was replaced by the euphoric realisation
that I was no longer in Germany and only
an hour from London by train.
The precedence of financial and,
consequentially political, considerations is
not something immediately obvious when
serving in the field Army. However, limited
exposure to the generation of financial
options, the painstaking production of
Business Cases and the complex scrutiny
at every stage of the procurement process
very quickly highlights this reality. That
the process does not lose sight of the aim
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– providing the right equipment, on time,
to the right people – is something that
needs constant attention and reiteration
from those of us who might actually end
up using it!
Defence procurement has a terrible
reputation for waste and having become
acquainted with one end of this gigantic
structure, it is not difficult to see why.
It is largely due to the Army being a
terribly flighty customer; constantly
changing its requirements and shifting
its overstretched and overcommitted
resources to fit highly fluid, sometimes
externally motivated, strategic or political
priorities. However, improvements are
being made and, as we go through the
extremely busy process of bringing years
of urgent operational requirement (UOR)
equipment into the Army’s core equipment
holdings, huge amounts of good work
is being done to provide the Army with
the right kit. A good example of this is
the future of Ground to Air and Beyond
Line of Sight (satellite) communications.
As a result of a combination of UOR
into core and standard equipment
programme business cases, Defence
is shortly to possess an unrecognisably
improved capability in both these key
areas of communications, where before
it was vulnerable. In the foreseeable
future, when QDG soldiers are operating
in small numbers at significant reach in
the near east under 7 Infantry Brigade
for example, they will easily be able to
communicate with air and aviation assets

of any allied nation. Moreover they will be
able to rapidly send critical information,
securely,
through
groundbreaking
satellite channels to their operational or
even UK-based headquarters, no matter
how dislocated they might be.
The predictions are that, as we enter
the post-Afghanistan era, equipment
management, visibility and procurement
should become more efficient and
cost-effective. This should allow more
efficiencies to be driven into our day-today processes, improving our equipment
sustainability as well as creating financial
space to better address capability gaps
early and resolve obsolescence. As you
may now grasp, working in Information
Superiority is not as sexy as it sounds.
In-fact, it would be almost impossible to
find a less sexy job. Fortunately, there
have been plenty of distractions to
provide alternative means of enjoyment.
On the 16th of October the Headquarters
ran the inaugural Army HQ Sports Day,
with competitors facing each other in the
colours of the 3 pillars that all elements
of the Army fall under; Command Land
Forces (CLF), the Adjutant General (AG)
and Commander Force Development and
Training (FDT). The events varied from
the conventional (basketball, hockey and
football) to the less conventional (volleyball, tug-of-war and the ‘Superstars’
Competition). Overtly, participation was
the aim of the event, however, it being
the Army, Alpha males and females soon
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sprang to the fore to compete relentlessly
as if their lives depended on it. The
Superstars Competition was particularly
entertaining with numerous overzealous
competitors either fainting or being sick.
Towards the end of the day significant
impromptu crowds gathered excitedly
to watch, much in the same way that
people slow down when passing a road
traffic accident on the motorway. Despite
extremely narrow margins the FDT team
won and the event was such a success
that it will no-doubt remain in the Army
HQ diary for evermore.
Sport is generally revered at Army HQ
if individuals are so inclined. This has
thankfully allowed the Army HQ rugby
team to enjoy its best season for some
time. At the time of writing it remains
unbeaten and looks set to compete very
strongly for the Army Championship, a

course which may well see a collision
with QDG RFC at a later point in the
season. Despite extreme Regimental
sentimentality, no quarter will be given
by the author should such an occasion
come to pass. Sadly Major Ben Parkyn’s
move away from Army HQ, to revert to
student status at the Defence Academy,
has put an end to a very fruitful QDG try
scoring combination. Luckily, Army HQ is
scheduled to play the Defence Academy
in a ‘friendly’ fixture towards the end of
the season. Unluckily for Major Parkyn,
the entire Army HQ team knows that the
metal pins in his right thumb need only
the slightest squeeze to render him as
impotent as Justin Beiber. Sadly, despite
his initial enthusiasm, Major Jon Whelan
is yet to make an appearance for the
team; hopefully his hurty toe will relent
sufficiently to allow a game of touchrugby in the late summer.
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While the pace of life here, for most staff
officers, is not as relentless as one would
experience as a senior Captain or Major
at Regimental Duty, the responsibilities
are significant and a mistake could
be extremely costly. Despite this, the
experience gathered in working at
Army HQ is an invaluable one for any
officer or soldier wishing to improve
his understanding of the organisation
of which he is part. The various roles
within Army HQ are diverse and my
experience here has been limited.
What is increasingly clear to me is that
the Army is a business and, without an
understanding of the constraints that are
therefore placed upon it, any conception
of how the Army can, or should, operate
is necessarily naïve.
HJP

The Army Recruiting & Training Division
In September 2012, on conclusion
of Staff College in Shrivenham, I was
posted as the SO2 G3 O&D to the HQ
of the Army Recruiting and Training
Division (ARTD) in Upavon, Wiltshire.
Although I had a basic understanding
of the Division and its roles, I was truly
surprised at how complex and far
reaching it is as an organisation. One
could be forgiven for assuming from its
title that it deals with Phase 1 & 2 training
and recruitment only. This is not the
case. It is a large organisation, manned
by Officers, Soldiers, Civil Servants and
Contractors, that recruits and trains
soldiers, dealing with them from the point
they sign on the dotted line all the way
through their careers. Having recently
(2012) taken command of the Collective
Training Group (CTG), HQ ARTD not only
deals with individual courses, but is now
also responsible for collective training.
This ranges from CT1 through to CT5
exercises across 4 continents and predeployment training.
ARTD is comprised of 11 Major
Operations Groups; Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst, Collective Training
Group, Initial Training Group, Defence
College for Logistics Policing and
Administration, Royal School of Military
Engineering, School of Infantry, Armour
Centre, Royal School of Artillery, Army
Aviation Centre and the ARTD Staff
Leadership School. It is clearly a diverse
portfolio. These groups are commanded
by Brigadiers or full Colonels, who have
sub units that report to them. The HQ
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elements of these Operations Groups are
all based in the UK, but some have units
or sub units dotted around the UK and
the rest of the world. CTG owns major
training units based in the UK, Germany,
Canada, Kenya and Belize.
The final Operations Group is the
Recruiting
Group.
Traditionally,
Army Recruiting was carried out by
a large amount of military personnel
supplemented by black economy
soldiers and by Regimental ‘Keeping
the Army in the Public Eye’ (KAPE)
tours. This was deemed to be ineffective
and very costly. In line with A2020
and FR20 and the requirement to cut
significant numbers of posts panArmy, the Recruiting Group came into
scope. In 2012 a decision was taken
that resulted in the Army contracting
itself to a partnered arrangement with a
civilian company called Capita. It was
assumed that this would improve Army
Recruiting, making the process slick and
more business like. This would ultimately
save money whilst identifying manpower
savings through the efficiencies a
partnership would bring. KAPE style and
face-to-face activities would continue to
be carried out by the military, whilst the
remainder of activities, such as process
and administration, would be carried out
by the partner.
To date, the Recruiting Group has
struggled. The new operation has not
yet reached Full Operational Capability
principally due to a failure by ATLAS

to deliver the hosting/development
environment
for
the
proposed
Information Communication Technology
(ICT) system. This has meant that
Capita’s planned automated and webenabled IT solution cannot be used. In
short the computer system the partner
bought and paid for does not work. As
a result we have had to revert to the
Stadiometric Range Finder approach
and manually insert details repeatedly at
every stage of the process. The issue
is also compounded by the fact that
the number of applications to join the
Regular Army is lower than in previous
years, in part due to a narrative of decline
which has led half of the public to believe
that the Army is not recruiting. Moreover,
the anticipated swelling of ranks in
the Army Reserve has similarly not yet
materialised.
In order to resolve these issues, the
Army has reacted positively. We have
reinforced the National Recruiting Centre
with additional civilian and military
manpower implementing a programme
of continuous improvement to improve
processing capacity. HQ ARTD has also
written and coordinated Op FORTIFY
which delivers a surge of Regular Army
manpower to support the recruiting
operation by enhancing the recruiting
attraction effort. It is assessed that this
will deliver a step change in the number
of applications submitted to join the
Army Reserve. Fingers crossed!
DS
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The Army Foundation College Harrogate
The past year at the Army Foundation
College has been fast and furious. The
College runs Phase 1 (initial) training for
Junior Soldiers (JS). JS are aged between
16.5 and 17.5; they are too young to go
to Senior Entry establishments such as
Pirbright or Winchester. The College is
structured to run two courses; a long
course that lasts 12 months (for Cavalry,
Infantry and Artillery) and a short course
for 6 months (for all other arms). Cavalry/
Infantry/Artillery soldiers spend longer at
Harrogate because they have a shorter
Phase 2, the idea being that all JS arrive
at their units at 18 years old.
QDG continue to have a number
of permanent staff (PS) who work
throughout the college in various
guises. Those involved within a Training
Team find themselves overseeing up
to 48 Junior JS; they are responsible
for training, teaching, caring for and
at times parenting these JS who grow,
over their period at the college, from
young adolescents to graduation as
young men and women. There are a
wide range of policies and direction on
dealing with U18s that result in a 24-hour
responsibility, which can be hard work,
especially for the section commanders.
There is fun to be had however, and
sports afternoons still take place, as well
as the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.

As is ever the case there has been the
normal churn of permanent staff at
the AFC. Capt Jon Arthur arrived this
year initially as a Platoon Commander
in Burma Company taking over from
Lt Peter Gordon-Finlayson who left
the Army. Following graduation, Capt
Arthur moved to Alamein Company to
run the short course – a very intensive
and packed 21 weeks of training for our
technical trades. Cpl Sloan is currently
completing his resettlement as he also
departs the Army; he has been an
important part of the gymnasium staff
having arrived from Bassingbourne on its
closure. Again we wish him all the very
best in his future.
Sgt Rhys Lang has moved onto pastures
new and civilian street, where we wish
him well. This paved the way for Sgt Karl
Lambie to arrive as a Platoon Sergeant in
Burma Coy, again on the short course.
Cambrai Company saw Cpl ‘Harry
Potter’ Davies also returning to RD; Cpl
Bob Comely replaced him as a Section
Commander. Both Sgt Lambie and Cpl
Comley have settled in well to this busy
environment. Although I have not seen
much of the former I often bump into
Cpl Comley stuffing his face in ‘Sandes’
when I’m picking up my skinless chicken,
hardboiled eggs and whey for lunch!

The author (Major Giles Powell) is still
OC Korea Company (HQ) as well as
being the QM, MTO and the Health and
Safety Advisor. I continue to ensure that
all enablers within the college provide
the correct support, from the Dental and
Medical team to the Provost and MPGS.
I also continue to drive the strongman
competitions within the college and
across the Armed Forces.
The AFC is located in Harrogate; the
town itself is widely renowned as a jewel
in the crown of North Yorkshire. It is a
very pretty town and boasts the original
Betty’s tearoom that serves fantastic
teas and cakes in true Yorkshire style.
The town has a variety of eateries and
drinking establishments and changes
at night time, from typical sleepy,
picturesque northern town to a myriad of
fine entertainment venues.
Last summer the College put on the
largest passing-out parade in Europe,
with 3 companies graduating at the same
time. There were 650 Junior Soldiers
on parade and well over 700 people
including permanent staff. There is no
prouder day for the JS, their parents, or
those members of PS who have cajoled
them to the end of their training. Like the
best teachers at school, we all remember
those who trained us, don’t we?
GP

Old Man Arthur on a day out of the home
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The Land Warfare Centre
The Land Warfare Centre runs,
alongside other courses, the Brigade
Reconnaissance Troop Leader’s and
Crew Commander’s tactics phase, a
6-week long course designed to ensure
that a fresh–faced subaltern arrives at
RD prepared for his role and to take
newly promoted Cpls and equip them
to be a Tp Cpl. I arrived in September
2012 ready to change the course for the
better, only to find that the course was in
a relatively good shape and just needed
tweaking to ensure more QDGs would
pass than in recent years. It started well
with Cpl Beal QDG coming top of his
course, followed swiftly by Cpl Bennett
QDG.
The course required a few minor
adjustments
to
ensure
continued
relevance; more dismounted content was
added across the board supported by
a greater emphasis on navigation. The
course is more physically demanding
than some; it now starts at 0630hrs on
a Monday with an 8-mile best effort TAB.
After this ‘shock and awe’ approach,
students are then subjected to ‘death by
PowerPoint’. The course makes use of
Tactical Exercises Without Troops (TEWTs)
to advance tactical knowledge. During one
such TEWT, as is traditional, it was raining
hard and LCpl Hanbury had decided not
to put his phone in a waterproof bag.
Instead he covered his phone in fablon
and set about using it as a voice recorder
for the duration of the TEWT. He returned
to camp to find that he had fablon’ed over
the microphone. Needless to say his CTR
report was a good read!
The exercise phase is always popular
and QDGs tend to maintain high

Apt, so apt

morale throughout; even Cpl Kaikadavu
managed a smile when the temperatures
hit -10 degrees Celsius with the ground
covered in snow. The exercise phase
of the course is split into 4 phases:
mounted, dismounted, Combined Arms
Tactical Training in the simulation hall
and the final Field Training Exercise. The
overarching principal is that the exercises
are there to train-in rather than to test;
this has consistently yielded a better
standard of young officer and crew
commander. Occasionally, this approach

still results in the return to unit of some
officers and Cpls who are not capable of
keeping up with the pace of teaching and
the requirement to translate that, which
is taught, into tactical action. I hand over
the reigns to Capt Roberts who will take
forward the Light Cavalry tactics course;
a hugely important course for the future
of the Regiment.
NG

Aide de Camp to the Defence Senior
Advisor to the Middle East
In January of this year I moved in to
Beaconsfield for a three month Arabic
speaking course in order to better
prepare me to take over from Capt
Ruggles-Brise as ADC to the Colonel
of the Regiment who, when not giving
speeches at Cav Mem, is the Defence
Senior Advisor to the Middle East.
Beaconsfield was in its final days as the
Defence School of Languages, and has
now been sold and the School relocated
to Shrivenham, where comfortable
facilities and proper resourcing will see a
dramatic improvement on the crumbling
asbestos-ridden camp that was Wilton
Park!
The course was thoroughly
enjoyable though and, shortly before the
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The Colonel of the Regiment takes on CGS at ‘Angry Birds’

Easter holidays, I moved to London for
the Hand Over/Take Over.
Having only ever been at RD before,
where a Unit is pretty big and Brigade
is some vast organisation that is hard
to comprehend, walking through the
Ministry of Defence was an eye opening
experience. It wasn’t long before I was on
board one of 32 Sqn’s BAE 146 aircraft
with General Simon, CGS, his ADC,
and the next Commander of 4 Brigade,
jetting off for a tour of North Africa.
Tragically, the third part of the trip, the
visit to Libya, had to be postponed and
we were forced to spend an unplanned
24 hours in Malta, with nothing to do
except enjoy an impromptu battlefield
tour on ‘The Knights of St John’ (kindly
given by General Simon) and sample the
local tipples.
Much of the time since has been spent
travelling to and from various countries in

The Colonel of the Regiment and co in The Citadel, in Erbil, the
oldest continuously inhabited town on earth (apparently)

the Middle East and across North Africa,
where General Simon works closely
with foreign ministers and senior military
figures to try to develop the defence
relationship between the UK and the
countries there. The work of an ADC
covers a broad spectrum, with no two
days the same. One could be spent in the
office in MoD, another could be showing
foreign delegates around Knightsbridge
Barracks, yet another still could be spent
being sped around Qatar or Dubai, and
the next day watching a Sovereign’s
Parade at RMAS. It has involved meeting
a huge number of people, many of whom
I had been reading about in a newspaper
only days before, and seeing a part of
the world that I had had little exposure to
before, and that is becoming increasingly
important in all our lives. It has also been
an enormous learning experience, seeing
first hand the Defence Engagement
side of the Forces, which will become
fundamentally important to QDG as 7

Bde evolves and matures fully into an
Adaptable Brigade.
To date I have visited Algeria, Tunisia,
Libya, Morocco, Egypt, UAE, Qatar,
Oman, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and Iraq,
as well as Scotland (General Simon was
invited to take the salute at the Edinburgh
Tattoo) and of course the team at Home
Headquarters in Cardiff. There have
been experiences that I will never forget,
such as near-death moments in Libya
(which General Simon described as the
most dangerous thing he’d done since
invading Iraq) to sneaking through an
anti-military protest in Cairo (difficult
in service dress). I have thoroughly
enjoyed my time in the job and hope that
my successor has a similarly excellent
experience!
RWC

Adjutant to the Royal Wessex Yeomanry
The Royal Wessex Yeomanry (RWxY)
is one of only 4 Reserve Regiments
within the Reaction Force alongside
21 & 23 SAS and 4 Para. Under Army
2020, RWxY’s role is to provide formed
Challenger (CR2) Main Battle Tank
Troops as Armoured reinforcement to the
three Armoured Regiments; KRH, QRH
and the RTR. So what?
The Army Reserve is no longer the
sleepy and under funded beast it used
to be. A2020 and FR20 has ensured, at
least within the RWxY, that the Reserve
Headquarters is a busy place consistently
dealing with complex change and in
many cases suggesting future reserve
policy to the upper echelons of Army
HQ and trailblazing the problems and
solutions of the future army concept.
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Perhaps there is no better location to get
a feel for how much the Army is changing
than in the RWxY. Two years ago there
was next to no funding for Reserves
and RWxY was surviving on a strict diet
of only 27 Man Training Days (MTDs)
per RWxY soldier with no room for
manoeuvre. RWxY soldiers had limited,
second rate equipment and perhaps,
most critically of all, little in the way of
credibility. Over the last year in particular
the changes could not be starker. RWxY
has received exceptional access to
CR2, integrating both conceptually and
physically with their regular counterparts
(which is essential for the development of
the Reserves credibility), training on CR2
both on dry training and live firing with
significant track mileage and ammunition
allowances. Equipment is constantly
improving; we have just received a whole
load of DCC equipment (HMNVS, LUCIE

sights, SA 80 pica-tinny hand grips etc)
and are developing the Scout Landrover
for its use as a surrogate vehicle when we
do not have access to CR2. Importantly
RWxY currently has two troop leaders on
the Troop Leader’s course, which sounds
easy, but with the current Reserves
legislation and restrictions on contracts
this is a big step forward and although
there continue to be difficulties, in typical
Army fashion, it is being made to work.
So what does being Adjutant of the
RWxY involve? Much like my QDG
counterpart, most of the day is spent
behind the computer and the focus is
broadly G1, particularly Officer recruiting/
development and staffing of work to
higher commands on behalf of the CO.
That is where the similarities stop. Firstly
RHQ is small; we have 3 Regular officers.
On top of this we have several full time
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The Royal Wessex Yeomanry – obviously

reserve service individuals in various
roles and some civilian staff whose
corporate knowledge across the board
is indispensable. In other words we lack
horsepower within Reserve RHQs despite
the recent uplifts to establishments.
So what are the Reserves like? Many of
us have been on tours with reservists
and hopefully on the whole it is agreed
that they mirror the Regular Army. Many
are dedicated and give a huge proportion
of their spare time to the Army; they do
so because they love soldiering. There
is significant work to be done in breaking
down the culture of the “them and us”
attitude of some regular officers and
soldiers if integration and, ultimately
A2020, is to work; but we are on the
right track. It is interesting though to see
the difference in attitude of people when
I wear RWxY rank slides as opposed to
my QDG ones.
Although RWxY RHQ is small, it is a great
environment with many entertaining
characters from many different RAC

Regiments and therefore lots of banter.
The RWxY is significantly further ahead
than many regiments with regards to
its use of social media. The messaging
and communication side of the RWxY is
impressive and its success is testament
to the effect and capabilities of well run,
interactive social media sites and some
clever marketing. Networking is another
area where the Reserve environment
thrives; the connections that the RWxY
has with the civilian world are impressive.
From the big land owners of Dorset,
Devon and Gloucestershire to members
of the House of Lords, to city based
companies, to trade jobs in the local
area. It is quite incredible the influence a
Reserve regiment may hold in association
with its members and patrons both at a
local level and in national seats of power.
RWxY is a progressive regiment with
a significant role in A2020/FR20. It is
leading the way with developing training
methodologies for the Reserves and
integration with the Regular Army in
general. It is busy but, to a certain

Keep Calm and Carry On

extent we are freer than we would be at
a Regular unit and due to the compound
change, A2020/FR20 and new role, we
really are currently sailing in unchartered
waters and making the most of it.
BM

A Sqn misunderstand the
Light Cavalry concept…
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Royal Armoured Corps Training Regiment
Life at the home of the Royal Armoured
Corps in Bovington continues to bustle
along in the run up to Christmas, with
the usual steady turnover of QDG arrivals
and departures typical of a busy ERE
posting. Our job of training and nurturing
the steady flow of future QDG soldiers
has never been more important, with
the restructuring of the RAC in full effect
and the need for high quality recruits at
a premium in the post-Afghanistan era.
At the Training Regiment, SSgt ‘Dinger’
Bell continues to hold the fort at Waterloo
Sqn’s Planning Cell, quietly working his
black magic over the cluttered web of the
Phase 2 ‘Pipeline’ – a confusing tangle of
courses and commitments upon which
the smooth running of the Regiment
depends.
The recently arrived Sgt
‘Sniper’ Lewis ably assists SSgt Bell in
his massive task, as 2ic Plans. When he
isn’t tied to his desk, Sgt Lewis is usually
to be found out on the area running the
Recruits’ Basic Close Combat Skills
(BCCS) package.

QDG is also well represented at the heart
of the training Regiment, amongst the
four Phase 2 Troops of Waterloo Sqn.
The newly promoted Sgt Ewbank has
taken over as Troop Sergeant of Scimitar
Troop, replacing Sgt Karl Lambie and
joining fellow ex-B Sqn colleague Capt
Mike Groves. The QDG pairing has
already produced the goods and the
Troop recently took the hotly contested
CO’s PT shield. Capt Groves has taken
over the running of RACTR’s Alpine Ski
team from the recently departed Captain
‘Jimmy’ Hoenich, keeping the Training
Regiment’s Alpine activities firmly in
Welsh Cavalry hands for this season’s
Exercise White Knight.
Newly arrived Cpls ‘Robbo’ Roberts and
Cpl ‘Suds’ Sudlow are already making
their mark on their young charges
amongst the Troops, where Cpl Roberts’
PTI status and maroon beret have the
desired bolstering effect. Cpl Sudlow
has also proved himself a very competent
instructor, a great achievement when you

consider that he spent a large proportion
of his early tenure swanning around the
Ascension Islands on a Scuba diving
expedition! The pair joins the wellestablished Cpl ‘Shortie’ Shortman,
another old face from the BRF who has
really found his place at RACTR.
The most recent arrival to the Bovington
team is Capt Toby Mossop who
disappeared again almost as soon as he
had arrived to finally attend his JOTAC
course. After a couple of weeks skiing
in Verbier after New Year, he may finally
decide to come and do some work.
Sitting above the masses in the quiet
reverence of RACTR’s top corridor, Maj
Alex Boissard gently plots the course of
the Training Regiment from the 2ic’s office.
When he is not fending off the attentions
of OFSTED or hosting important foreign
visitors, Maj Boissard is often to be found
out attending to Bovington’s seemingly
endless game population, or bounding
through local fields on the trail of the
Garrison Beagle pack. Nearby sits Lt
Col (Retd) Stewart Burman, the Garrison
Staff Officer, whose quiet authority and
advice often proves to be a great boon to
more lowly QDGs in need of assistance.
Many other QDGs can be found
amongst the other Garrison schools
and departments, and the likes of WO1
‘Sparky’ Davies, RQMS ‘Stace’ Rollings,
SSgt Tony Burns, WO2 ‘Stevie’ Pearman
and Sgt Will Hughes often pop in to
RACTR for a brew. All the QDG team at
Bovington wish the Regiment and RCA
all the very best for 2014.
MEJG

QDGs serving at RACTR

BATUS Safety Staff
With
the
imminent
Regimental
deployment to BATUS in summer 2013,
it was inevitable that QDG would need
to send a few sacrificial lambs to help
run the training season. The chosen
few were Captains Mossop, Roberts
and Lough, along with SergeantMajors Watson and Robinson, Sergeant
Mitchell, and Corporal Laquere. The first
“BATUS” exercise didn’t actually take
place in Canada at all. Instead it was
conducted in Bavaria as part of an MOD
trial to test whether a training area in
Germany would be a suitable (and better
value for money) alternative to BATUS.
The temporary staff assembled in
Bavaria before Exercise Bavarian
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Charger to conduct some training that
would enable us to run the live fire and
Tactical Effect Simulation (TES) training.
Accommodated in POW Camp-style
huts, and fed on Hungarian cooked
gruel, quality of life was often miserable
but it helped the Temporary Duty
Staff (TDS) to bond. With no Brigade
Reconnaissance Regiment (BRR) Sqn
in the 5 RIFLES Battle Group, Captains
Lough, Mossop, SSgt Watson and Cpl
Laquere, headed to Canada early, to
construct the ranges for the rest of the
season. Cpl Laquere proved his abilities
as the greatest sand-bag lifter among
the TDS while SSgt Watson displayed
an incredible ability to build the strongest
wooden compounds known to man.

With over 17000 sand bags to shift, it
was an exhausting task in the increasing
heat of the Canadian summer. Captain
Roberts, SSgt Robinson and Sgt Mitchell
seemed immensely happy to finally join
us in Canada in early June, after the
two-week long torrential rainstorms of
Bavaria.
Exercise Prairie Thunder was soon
underway, with the QDG ISTAR
Battlegroup as one of the exercising
groups. It was great to work with our own
regiment, although it was a particularly
boggy exercise with the mosquitoes at
their very worst. TDS and exercising
troops both struggled to avoid the
prairie’s hidden lakes, though some were
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There was a perfectly good road behind
him, but Capt Roberts knew better

Lt Mossop nailing the only thing for 6 months

Wherever Liv and Bait went,
neon signs would follow

more careful than others. SSgt Watson
took great satisfaction in almost never
getting his vehicle stuck, proudly boasting
that it was all about “route selection”
and “common sense”. The working day
generally started at around 0400hrs, a
time particularly unpopular with Capt
Mossop who became convinced that
Capt Lough was deliberately targeting
him for early mornings. Our seemingly
unsympathetic drivers appeared to take
great delight in throwing the pick-up
trucks over the roughest terrain while we
stood half out of our blunt metal turrets,
dressed in the orange reflective jackets
of the “international jobsworth”.

safe fashion, is no easy task. The exercise
was four weeks long, and with very little
time off, and minimal sleep, all of us were
more than ready for summer leave. While
some returned to Germany or the UK,
others decided to exploit the opportunity
of being in North America.

for 35 days. No two days were ever the
same – whether it was a rolled vehicle,
a raging fire, or just a particularly decent
day of live firing, the job was rarely boring
and often quite exciting. That was, until
winter arrived. But at least it served as
a reminder that the training season was
almost at an end.

Captains Roberts and Lough had the
responsibility of being in charge of their
respective teams of safety staff; the
former for the BRR (Wheeled) Sqn, the
latter for the BRR (Tracked) Sqn. With
teams of eight to ten officers and NCOs
working under them, they directed the live
firing and general training of their Sqns.
Ensuring that a full Sqn of CVR(T) or
WMIKs can move tactically over complex
terrain conducting live fire, in a completely

Refreshed, but not entirely rested, we
returned to the glorious prairie for the
next exercise – a five week monster. It
ran much like the first, only a new danger
had emerged, one far more irritating than
even the worst swarm of mosquitoes –
prairie fires. With endless hot sunny days,
and a remarkable decline in the mosquito
population, this exercise was by far the
most enjoyable, even if battling against
the raging prairie fires sometimes went on
late into the night. By this stage, we had
all become very accustomed to our roles
and things seemed to run very smoothly.
Even though the days were long and
demanding, it was a huge pleasure to
be able to return to our comfortable
accommodation back in Camp and
grab a hot meal and a shower, while the
exercising troops had to slum it in the field

Between exercises, we were given long
weekends off to simply rest and recharge,
or to travel around Germany and North
America if the time allowed. Thanks
to our POW-style accommodation in
Bavaria, the RAC officers formed a tight
unit, clocking up trips as far as Cancun,
Vancouver, Prague and San Diego, but
even downtown Calgary provided plenty
of amusement. As we finished our seven
month tour to BATUS, we genuinely
all realised that it had been a great
opportunity, with new friends made. It
is safe to say we made the most of our
time, travelling as much as possible, and
while the job involved long hours and
early mornings – it certainly beats being
anywhere near an office.
TCHM

Apparently the
enemy is in a white
pick-up truck; it’s
here somewhere...

Cpl Laqere

Skylining. A rookie’s error

Capt Lough finally
smells himself
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The Regimental Comrades’ Association
Regimental Home Headquarters
Lt Col (Retd) WR Brace MBE BEM
Capt (Retd) MD Davies
Catherine
Angela
Kate
Mr Clive Morris
Mr Mark Evans
This is my 7th year of writing the Association notes for the
Journal, and this year like every other has been interesting and
diverse. A lot of effort this year has been put into fundraising for
the QDG memorial at Llandaff Cathedral and there have been
a number of individuals and organisations that I would like to
express my thanks to for their generosity and sterling efforts in
helping me reach the £20,000 target. Welsh Water, General
Dynamics UK, The Gyrlais Male Voice Choir and Ariva Trains
Wales are four organisations that have been most generous in
their support. Those individuals that I would like to publicly thank
for their extremely generous donations are Stuart Parkinson,
Mrs Lilias Sheepshanks, Mr and Mrs Parren, Stephen Corfield
and Mr and Mrs Llewellyn.
Robert and Cherry Llewellyn asked me if I would attend a fiveaside football tournament that was being held in Rhymney on
the August Bank Holiday Sunday to raise funds for the memorial
in the name of their son Richard Scanlon. I agreed of course,
thinking that I was going to be giving out the prizes; a couple
of days before the tournament Robert called to ask me to bring
my kit! So, at aged 61 I found myself playing 5 games of fiveaside football and then being so knackered I was off games for
the next fortnight; but it was all in a very good cause and I even
managed to score a goal!
In early October, the Commanding Officer kindly invited the
Trustees of the Regimental Trusts to visit Dempsey Barracks, in
order that they might be updated on all things Regimental, and
in turn they could brief the Messes on the work of the various
Trusts. So, after a flight to Düsseldorf we arrived in Sennelager
for the start of an interesting, enjoyable and tiring 3 days. The
The Cavalry and Guards Club Golf Tournament held at
Swinley Forest Golf Club. Left to right: David Rosier (QDG),
Dickie Opperman (Bays), Simon (the Marquis of) Reading (Bays)
and Quill Greenwood (KDG)
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Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Subscriptions/General Enquiries
Shop/General Enquiries
Lottery/General Enquiries
Museum Curator
Assistant Curator
first evening we ate and drank the CO out of house and home
and that seemed to be one of the themes of the visit. The
following day, after a healthy breakfast, the Trustees headed
to the gym(!), – for a Regimental parade of course, where the
Colonel of the Regiment presented various medals, cups and
trophies. The Trustees were then given a comprehensive brief
on the Regiment, its forthcoming operational tour and the
long-term future, including the move back to the UK and the
change of role to Light Cavalry. After visiting the different parts
of the Regiment, we were treated to a splendid lunch hosted
by the RSM in the WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess. The programme
then showed “executive time” for the Trustees; the Adjutant
thoughtfully inserted this so that the Trustees could have an
afternoon nap in order to prepare for the evening!

Shag’s Team – some are built for speed but the majority were
built for comfort, especially Basher and Rob Llewellyn
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Tony Shuttleworth, Richard Roberts and Jack Morris waiting for
the ‘off’ at the Cardiff Parade on Remembrance Sunday
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Seriously, have you smelt this camp?

A black tie supper was held in the Mess that evening and some
very fine wines and port were consumed, with the PMC insisting
that, as it had been uncorked, it had to be drunk. I had the
pleasure of sitting between the Quartermaster and OC HQ Sqn
(whose happiness level was at DEFCON 3). The after dinner
entertainment was ably provided by the very talented OC C
Sqn, Hugo Lloyd on the mess piano. His singing was in tune
with his playing but the rest of us would definitely not be invited
to join the Gyrlais Male Voice Choir! Messrs Roe and BeatsonHird instigated a barrage of HESH which kept landing with
regularity. The next day and feeling rather woolly, the Trustees
watched the Regimental XV convincingly beat 3 Bn REME with
some excellent rugby, albeit after a rocket from Bongo Davies
and him coming on the field to steady the team. After the game
it was time to head home and so, having said our farewells, we
headed for the airport knowing that the Regiment was in good
heart, and ready for the challenges that 2014 will bring; all in all
an excellent and most worthwhile visit.
To summarise, it has been a relatively quiet year, however
the highlight has definitely been the fundraising that has gone
extremely well and I am very grateful to those who have made
a massive effort to enable us to reach the £20k target for the
Llandaff project. I look forward to next year’s Journal where I
hope I will be able to report that the memorial is in place.
WRB

Keith Benfield, Tapper Holbrow, Martin Forde and Jumbo Harrison represented
the Regiment at the funeral of John Duffy DCM of the Northumberland Fusiliers

Combined Cavalry Weekend 2013
Officers’ Regimental Dinner
The Regimental Dinner took place at the Cavalry and Guards Club on Friday 10th May 2013. Due to various exercise
commitments it was a little uncertain as to how many of the serving officers would be able to attend; in the end 36 made the trip
from Sennelager to make it a memorable event. In total 89 officers sat down to breast of duck with caramelised honey and five
spice sauce, complimented by Château de Plasson, 1er Côtes de Bordeaux 2004. Loyal greetings were sent to our Colonel-inChief and his reply was read out by the Colonel of the Regiment. Those who attended are listed below:
DJC Treasure, WR Brace, JI Pocock, CG Peacocke, CH Bond,
EH Stenhouse, DG Swan, AS Wood, JA Montgomery,
JAB de Candole, TR Wilson, M Thompson, MG Boissard,
EJK O’Brien, SJ Mildinhall, MRJ Johnston, O Larminie,
RW Ward, AS Richmond, N K de Courcy-Ireland, TA Smart,
DHG Rice, WHL Davies, HJ Pilcher, DCM Hoey, TR Jones,
N Greaney, P D Jones, B Williams, RW Chambers,
TD Sambrook, RN McBride, MEJ Groves, HDG Paine,
R Findlay, DM Wiggins, MD Machale, JGH Woodhart,
C Carter, EP Wilks, M McKechnie, F Woolland, RG Robinson,
P Corfield, J A Moreton, G Nicholson, SV Mayall, A Roe,
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GN Powell, J Stenhouse, N Fenton, A Hoenich, J Whelan,
H Renshaw, R Windsor, FDS Rosier, D Ruck-Keene,
M Ashley-Miller, D Warner, RC Middleton, D Sheehan,
WJK Russell, C Howard, S M Parkinson, CJ Shepherd-Barron,
PS Wisher, CD Mackenzie-Beevor, J Beatson-Hird,
DEA Cole, RC Kernick, JPC Brooke, R Charlesworth,
JJ de Quincey-Adams, AM Roxburgh, K McGuntity,
NS Garland, A Bridge, JOM Banbury, C Martel, SAB Ward,
IW Frazer, JWA Hick, AD Corfield, RJ Parry, GT Baldwin,
CJ Middleton, H Gates, PJ Andrews and JCA Benda.
WRB
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Capt Ben Mathews and the Colonel of the Regiment meet
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh at the Regimental Plot
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Field Of Remembrance, Westminster Abbey
On a crisp but dry day, HRH The Duke of
Edinburgh once again opened the annual
Field of Remembrance at Westminster
Abbey at precisely 11 o’clock on Thursday
7th November. After a short service
conducted by the Dean of Westminster,
the Duke, accompanied for the first time
this year by HRH Prince Harry, visited
the Regimental plots. Crosses bearing
the names of those from KDG, Bays
and QDG were this year planted by the
Royal British Legion. I would like to add
a personal thank you to Capt (Retd) Alan
Healey, who has for the past four years

looked after the Regimental Plot, and
ensured that it is always immaculately
turned out each year. He quite readily
stepped forward and took on the task
when I was struggling to find someone
to look after the plot, and for that I am
extremely grateful.
Along with the
Colonel of the Regiment others attending
were: David Rosier, Oliver Larminie,
Gareth Davies, the Assistant Regimental
Secretary, the Regimental Secretary and
Capt Mathews.
WRB

Gareth Davies, Mike Davies, David Rosier and Oliver
Larminie at the Westminster Field of Remembrance

Memorial Parade and Service
The 89th annual Combined Cavalry Old Comrades’ parade
was held, as usual, in Hyde Park on Sunday 12th May and was
well attended by members of the RCA both serving and retired.
HRH The Princess Royal was the Saluting Officer, and the
service was conducted by the Chaplain General The Reverend
Jonathan Woodhouse, QHC and his assistant. They were
ably supported by members of the Aldershot Garrison Church
All Saints Choir. The Association standard was once again
carried by Mr Jeff Crane, Chairman of the RCA, and the wreath

was laid by a serving member of the Regiment. Behind the
scenes, pulses were raised amongst the CCOCA committee
when the Princess Royal arrived 5 minutes early. However,
at the appointed time the Regiment’s contingent, led by the
Colonel of the Regiment, stepped off. Despite an indifferent
start and some jockeying for position, the contingent reached
the saluting base in good order, surely testament to hours of
square-bashing in either Sandhurst or Catterick.
WRB

Cardiff Reunion Dinner
The 2013 Reunion Dinner was held in the
Millennium Stadium Cardiff, on Saturday
19th October. I had high hopes for the
venue as it had been recommended to
me as a spectacular location for an event.
The reality of the recommendation was
more than somewhat off the mark, as the
venue turned out to be rather stark and
uninviting; the lack of bar staff also made
it a frustrating wait to get served, and
once you did you weren’t allowed to take
your drink on the escalator if you were
going to the next floor for the dinner – “elf
and safety mate”! That said, the meal
was very good and enjoyed by those
who sat down. Now that the Reunion is
held on a Saturday it seems that a lot of
people have decided to make a weekend
of it. It appears that the rallying point on

the Friday is the Goat Major, opposite the
Castle, and again this year it seems to
have been very well stocked with QDG
in the evening and during the day on the
Saturday. Reunions, however, are not
just about the venue, they are about the
people who attend them and those who
attended came to meet old friends and
comrades, swap the same stories as
previous years and generally enjoy the
weekend as a whole; that aim I believe
was definitely achieved.

The bellies to the front have it at the Goat Major!
Left to right: Messrs John Norton, John Schumski,
Kev Swift, Barry Bontoft and Dave Maltby

The eyes to the left have it at the Reunion! Left to
right: Messrs Mickey Ryan, Mickey Richardson,
Dave Maltby, Bob Demmer and Graham Sweet
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Mr J Fisher, Mr D Babb, Mrs J Babb, Mr
T Fegan, Mrs Patalano, Mr E Patalano,
Mrs T Reddi, Capt H Pilcher, Mr R P Doe,
Mrs Doe, Mr KW Gee, Mr RJ Thayer, Mrs
Thayer, Col Ions, Mrs Ions, Mr M Forde,
Mr J Forde, Mr P Forde, Maj B Parkyn,

Maj J Whelan, WO1 (RSM) Mansel,
Mrs Mansel, CG John, Mr L Holbrow,
Mrs Thornley, Mrs N Baskerville, Mr D
Baskerville, Maj HT Lloyd, Mrs Lloyd,
Maj E O’Brien, Capt J Dunne, Capt N
Greaney, Capt D Hoey, Capt R Jackson,
Capt T Jones, Capt R Robinson, Capt
C Ruggles-Brise, Capt A Sudlow,
Capt J Tyson, Capt D Wiggins, Capt B
Williams, 2Lt C Carter, Lt Dumont, Lt R
Findlay, Lt M MacHale, Lt R McBride, 2Lt
McKellor, Lt H Paine, 2Lt E Wilkes, Lt J
Woodhart, Mr D Peterson, Mr ManselPrice, Mrs Mansel-Price, Mr M Ord, Mrs
Ord, Mr Johnson, Mrs Johnson, Mr D
Edwards, Mrs Edwards, Maj A Corfield,
Mrs Corfield, Maj Dakin, Mrs Dakin, D
Watson, A Wilsmith, Lt Col Brace, Mrs
Brace, Capt Davies, Mrs Davies, Mr C
Jones, Col B Bell, Mrs C Bell, Mr J Crane,
Gen Mayall, Gen Ward, Col Pocock,
Mrs Pocock, Brig Bond, Mrs Bond, Maj
Coombes, Lt Col Davies, Maj Moreton,
Mrs Moreton, Col de Candole, Mrs de
Candole, Brig Powell, Mrs Powell, Mr M
Richards, Capt Seys, Mr J Harrison, Mrs
Harrison, WO1 Lawrence, WO2 Brown,
WO2 Gallacher, WO2 Jones, WO2
Jones, WO2 Lockyer, WO2 Williams, Mr
Monery, Mrs Monery, Capt J Hoenich,
Capt RW Chambers.
WRB
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Regimental Trust
Colonel CD MacKenzie-Beevor CBE
Ian Frazer Esq.
Colonel PJ Andrews OBE

Chairman
Trustee
Trustee

A weary bunch of Trustees are ushered out of the gate by the CO after having come under heavy fire from a number of HESH rounds in the Mess the night before

2013 has been an eventful year for the Regimental Trust (and
the Trustees).
The Trustees continue to try to meet their stated aim of having
enough funds under management to enable them to satisfy the
requests for support from the Regiment using the return on those
investments whilst leaving the capital intact. Together with the
Benevolent and Heritage Trusts, our funds are currently invested
with Schroders Charity Multi-Asset Fund which is overseen by
Alex Roe on our behalf and it is thanks to this that, at the time of
writing, we have had an excellent increase of 13.2% in the past
12 months; the fund now stands at just over £970,000.00. We
are, however, still a little way short of achieving our ambition of
meeting all expenditure from investment returns.

PRICE

Following a submission from the Commanding Officer, a grant
to the Regiment of some £30,000 was agreed by the Trustees
(£62,000 in 2012) to help with a number of projects and
purchases, including £8,000 towards winter sports, £7,000
towards adventure training and £3,000 for sports kit and team
strips. It is a sign of the times that “private” funds now have
to fill in where public or service funds had been available in the
past to enable regiments and individuals to carry out some of
the exercises and activities which complement military training
so well. I have no doubt that as time goes on, demands for
financial support will increase as Ministry of Defence funding
reduces – and I am equally convinced that as a Regimental
Family it is important that we must continue to be in a position
to provide that support. This will produce additional pressure on
our trust funds in the years to come.
Given the possibility of a merger under the Army’s restructuring
plans, the Colonel of the Regiment together with the Trustees
had agreed that the Officers’ Mess property should be transferred
to the Trust’s ownership as a safeguard measure. This was
achieved through the preparation of a specific trust deed drawn
up by solicitors and was eventually concluded in January 2013.
The major part of this valuable exercise was the compilation of
a definitive property list which had to be realistically valued and
verified. We now know what we own, how much it is worth
and how much to insure it for! During the year Colonel Patrick
Andrews succeeded Lieutenant Colonel Mark Eliot as a trustee
and the former is now the Trust’s “Property Member”.

£14
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Military Burials
in Cyprus
Written by
Colonel David Vassallo
L/RAMC
Limited-edition soft-back copies
available from the Army Medical
Services Museum, Royal Engineers Museum,
and The Hive, RAF Akrotiri, BFPO 57.
Also by email from djvassallo@aol.com
Printed by Crest Publications.
Profits go towards the maintenance of the cemeteries where
British and Commonwealth sailors, soldiers and air force personnel,
of all faiths and none, are buried or commemorated in Cyprus.

The highlight of the year for trustees of all three Trusts was a 3
day visit to the Regiment in Sennelager in early October at the
kind invitation of the Commanding Officer. It was a timely trip
with the recent announcement of the Regiment’s new role and
its impending move back to Swanton Morley and it was good
to see the enduring spirit of everyone at regimental duty. Not
surprisingly, with participants such as David Rosier, Alex Roe,
Oliver Larminie, Jonathan Beatson-Hird, Patrick Andrews and the
Regimental Secretary – and of course the Colonel of the Regiment
– there were many cries of “it was not quite like this in our day”!
With an excellent dinner night in the Officers’ Mess, lunch in the
Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess and refreshment in the
Corporals’ Mess – as well as visits to all the Sqns and spectating
at a convincing win by the Regimental rugby team against the
REME – we all returned to London fully convinced that the
Regiment was in excellent spirits and ready for anything that
might be thrown at it.
CM-B

ISBN 978-0-9927980-0-0
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QDG Heritage Trust
2013 was a year of strengthening and consolidation for the
Heritage Trust.
We have strengthened our collection through the acquisition of a
unique KDG helmet from Mr Pat Tougher, an American collector
who kindly sold the helmet to us despite higher offers from other
collectors. The helmet is unique in that it is the only one to sport
a Hapsburg Eagle and was presented to the Trumpeter by the
Emperor of Austria shortly after his appointment as Colonel-inChief. A further unique acquisition was made later in the year – a
KDG Regimental brooch which was commissioned by Lt Michael
Weaver for his wife before he sadly perished in the breakout from
Tobruk in 1942. It is believed to be the only KDG Regimental
brooch made by Cartier. It is now on display in the Museum.
As we go to press, there is the possibility of purchasing a
very interesting painting by Henry Perlee Parker (1795-1873)
titled “Securing a Deserter”. The painting was completed at
about the same time as “The Baggage Train” which is
exhibited in the Museum. More information next
year!
We have strengthened our curatorial team
with the full time addition of Mark Evans,
who is only a dissertation away from being
qualified fully as a Museum Curator. This
has allowed Clive Morris to concentrate
on Special Projects as he winds down to
retirement over the next three years.

Securing a Deserter by Henry Perlee Parker

The first of these projects is the KDG
exhibition at Bad Ischl to commemorate
the outbreak of the First World War.
Historians amongst the readership will
know that the declaration of war by the
Emperor was signed at his summer palace in Bad
Ischl. The exhibition opens at the town museum
on April 30th 2014 and runs to November. There
will be a Parade and bands from the UK and Austria, with a
Marching Party from QDG on the weekend of 21st June in Bad
Ischl. Please book early to avoid disappointment. Clive has
also undertaken a significant research project into the KDG at
Waterloo as part of the preparations for this event in 2015.

The KDG brooch
belonging to
the family of
Lt Weaver that
was purchased
at auction for
the Regimental
Collection

2013 was weaker than the previous year
but still cash positive, solely due to the poor
weather and thus lower visitors than expected.
The current year has proved to be much
stronger, again due to weather. The Museum
has not yet started on the development of the
second phase of capital investment and will
not do so unless we can find the right person
to lead the £1m fund raising for it. Until that
is achieved we will concentrate on improving
the current exhibits and continuing to develop
temporary exhibitions.

This will be my last report as chairman. After five years as
chairman of both the Heritage Trust and the Museum, I am
handing over to Jonathan Beatson-Hird who will bring a new
emphasis to the role; he has the added advantage of being
embedded in Wales. It has been a very exciting period in which
we have brought a new and exciting Museum into successful
operation.
We have ensured curatorial succession and
continued to encourage an interest in Heritage in the Regiment.
I would like to thank the whole Heritage team and Regimental
Headquarters for all the support they have given me during my
tenure; I wish Jono every success for the next five years.
PSW

We have consolidated our position in the world of Museums
by achieving accreditation as the QDG Museum in Cardiff by
CYMAL, the Museums’ authority in Wales. Accreditation of the
Museum had to be under the QDG banner, as the Royal Welsh
already have accreditation in Brecon.
The joint Museum has consolidated its position by becoming
more involved in the local community through its many education
projects as well as hosting events for the local business
community. The financial performance for the year ending March
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An Auster flight in Borneo with Captain
Francis Chamberlain
I served in Borneo with 1st Bn Royal New Zealand Infantry
Regiment (1RNZIR) in 1965, operating against Indonesian
Army Regular Forces on the Kalimantan Border, in the 2nd
Division of the State of Borneo. I was the Signals Officer of the
battalion whose HQ was based in Simanggang Township, and
Capt Francis Chamberlain was the Air Troop Commander of B
Sqn QDG, based on the small airfield of Simanggang. Francis
flew both fixed wing (Auster) aircraft and rotary wing (Sioux)
aircraft out of this airfield. Francis always flew with his pet owl
Archimedes on his shoulder.
I flew many hours with Francis over about 6-7 months of my
tour of duty in Borneo in both types of aircraft. My requirement
was for air reconnaissance to solve VHF radio inter-visibility
problems for upcoming operations. The maps were not very
accurate and so air reconnaissance was the best way to site my
radio rebroadcast stations, and man-pack radio relay stations to
cover the movement of infantry patrols, and particularly “Claret”
operations across the border.
These “Claret” operations were carried out against Indonesian
army bases, river routes, patrol routes and re-supply columns
up to 10,000 metres or more into Indonesian territory. The
clandestine insertion of up to an infantry company group,
together with a VHF radio relay station was a dangerous
undertaking, so great care was taken in the approach march
and the subsequent attack and withdrawal phases of these
operations. My task was to insert these radio relay stations to
cover all phases of the operation.
I would select several possible sites off the map, and then
Francis would fly me low over each site to prove the intervisibility between that site, the company patrol carrying out the

Captain Francis Chamberlain

operation, and either the Bn HQ at Simanggang, or a Bn Tac HQ
positioned closer to the patrol action.
It was necessary to fly many runs over dummy sites in order
to confuse the enemy as to the actual target of the “Claret”
operation, and the location of a possible radio relay unit. The
whole area was thick tropical jungle, and the border in our area
of responsibility stretched for some 130 miles; we would spend
many hours in the air covering the possible and dummy sites.
On this particular occasion, the “Claret” attack over the border
was to be carried out by A Company of 1 RNZIR, operating
out of a small defended location at Lobok Antu on the Batang
Ai River. We started our dummy flight many miles to the East
of the actual Indonesian camp that was the target for the
attack. Only after a couple of hours flying did we do the actual

Captain Francis Chamberlain and his Ground Crew
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reconnaissance of the target camp. We then flew west and
carried out several more dummy runs.

crew or me. Francis, however, appeared to be perfectly calm
about this new development.

We were somewhere between Sungei Tenggan (our D Company
base and the turnoff to Batu Lintang on the Indonesian side of
the border) when Francis said that he would like to fly further
West to check out an Indonesian camp that he had been
keeping an eye on for some time. I agreed to this action and we
headed in that direction.

On the ground the gun crew were frantically trying to load clips
of ammunition into the weapon. I could look through the open
door of the Auster (we flew with no doors in the tropics) straight
down to the gun crew trying to bring the gun into action.

On the way, Francis told me that when he flew over this base
before he had seen a multi-barrelled machine gun on its mount
in a sandbagged position. This added a different complexion to
the flight for me and I started remonstrating with him. He told
me not to worry because the Indonesians were never manning
the weapon and we would be over the base and gone before
the gunners could react. In any case, he had developed a
technique that ensured surprise over the base.
He would approach the base very low over a surrounding
ridgeline, with his motor simply on “idle” revolutions. We would
glide over the ridge, and the base would be directly in front of
us. We would fly low over the base and then he would “gun” the
motor to full power and we would climb safely over the opposite
ridge. This all sounded feasible to me and so we settled on a
course for the base.
All went well. We approached the ridge to the East of the base
at tree top height, Francis “idled” the motor and we glided over
the ridge. There in front of us, was the Indonesian company
base. It was high above a broad river bend with a prominent
weapons’ pit on the peninsula high above the water. The multibarrelled machine gun could be clearly seen in the centre of the
revetments, but there was only one problem! The gun crew
were clustered around the gun carrying out what appeared to
be a training drill! I am not sure who got the bigger fright – the

And then Francis did a weird thing! Instead of gunning the
motor and climbing for the far ridgeline and safety, he dived the
Auster down towards the river. He then levelled off and flew
the Auster North along the river with its wheels almost touching
the water. He weaved and ducked that aircraft to a bend in the
river about 100 yards away. We were almost at the bend when
I saw that we were actually chasing glowing tracer bullets that
were going straight over our heads. Then we were side-slipping
around a large bend in the river and there was no more tracer
coming our way. After that, the return to our side of the border
and back to Simanggang Airfield was uneventful. Francis swore
me to secrecy over the whole affair; I’m sure he would have
forgiven me for sharing it now.
There is a sequel to this yarn! When Francis was posted out
of the theatre before 1RNZIR returned to Terendak Camp,
he bought a Japanese-made toy plastic machine gun in the
Simanggang market place. It was the type that looked like an
old-fashioned “Tommy” gun. It had a battery compartment
in the pistol grip and when you pressed the trigger it made a
loud rat-a-tat noise and threw a shower of sparks out of the
barrel. Francis removed the batteries and got a local to write
a message on a piece of paper that he stuffed into the battery
compartment. He then attached the toy gun to a small supply
parachute and flew back to the Indonesian camp. He dropped
the toy gun over the camp and returned safely to base. The
message in the toy gun said: “You can’t hit me with that bloody
great thing! Try this one!”
Bryan Wells RNZIR

A visit to the Menin Gate
Johpy (my wife) and I were fortunate
enough to be included in a Grenadier
Guards trip to Waterloo in September
of this year. This was a battlefield tour

arranged to coincide with a fund raising
cycle ride from Wellington Barracks to
Waterloo in Belgium. We spent the first
night in Ypres and this was an opportunity

Brigadier George Powell, accompanied by his wife Johpy, lays a Regimental wreath at the Menin Gate
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for us to lay a wreath at the Menin Gate in
memory of the Bays and KDG who were
killed in the Salient during The Great War.
As you probably know, every evening
since 1918 (except during the German
occupation 1939 to 1945) the local
pompier (fire service) sound Reveille
and the Last Post. They are honouring
the 30,000 plus soldiers who fell but
have no known grave. The band of the
Grenadiers played and the Major General
(London District) said the exultation; we
then laid our wreath. The photograph
captures that very special moment which
neither of us will ever forget.
An added bonus was that during our tour
of Waterloo we met the Trust Committee
Members at Hougemont farm and they
were able to explain their plans and
finance for the future refurbishment of the
buildings. They indicated that they had
managed to raise over 2 million Euros
towards this work and that the work was
due to start that week.
GP
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Phoenix House Recovery Centre, Catterick
The following article appeared in the northern press and is a good example of how the ‘One Day’s Pay’ scheme is
used. Mickey Hall received a grant of £2,000 from the Regimental Benevolent Fund to help buy his specialist hand
bike so that he could take part in the Edinburgh to London Hero Ride.
A former 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards soldier has praised
Help for Heroes for the part the charity has played in helping him
on the road to recovery. Veteran Mickey Hall, 38, of Richmond,
North Yorkshire, has found a wealth of support at the H4Hrun Phoenix House Recovery Centre in Catterick. He was left
paralysed from the chest down after an accident on an army
assault course in 2000, and later received help from the Help
for Heroes charity.
Mickey first became aware of Phoenix House through a friend
who invited him to give a presentation with him at the interim

centre, which opened at Catterick Garrison in October, 2011.
Having been a member of the army’s archery team, Mickey,
who lives near the centre in Richmond, began to use his skills to
teach residents at the centre. Now Phoenix House has moved
to its new £10.7 million purpose-built Recovery Centre, also at
Catterick, which was officially opened with a huge celebration
in September.
Mickey still visits the centre regularly to take advantage of a wide
range of services, such as the arts and craft room, specialist
equipment in the gymnasium and café and social areas. He
has also learnt to swim using just his upper body. “I enjoy using
the gym here,” Mickey said. “The equipment is geared to help
people with disabilities and I’ve enjoyed working out a lot. I
have also completed a first aid course here and have gone on a
variety of trips out, such as motor racing for Mission MotorSport,
a charity also supported by Help for Heroes.”
Mickey was a key member of the 423-mile Edinburgh to London
‘Hero Ride’, which took place in May. He used a hand bike to
complete the route. The event was part of a larger event, which
saw thousands cycle from across the UK and abroad to ride
through the capital and raise £1 million for Help for Heroes. “I
loved the friendship and camaraderie of being part of a cycling
team – that feeling of being back in the fold which I really missed
when I had to leave the army.”
Mickey was also an active member of the first Phoenix Games,
a new annual sporting competition between all of the charity’s
four recovery centres, held in and around Catterick in August.
Wounded, injured and sick servicemen, women and veterans
took part in a range of activities, from archery and swimming, to
wheelchair basketball and ten pin bowling, with a Paralympiantype scoring system creating a level playing field, regardless of
disability. “It was a lot of fun and great to be part of a team
again. The fact Help for Heroes organises events like this really
means a lot and is great for veterans to get to know each other.”
Mickey said, “While practical support is always helpful, it’s also
about the social aspect and getting to know other veterans.”

Mickey Hall competing at archery

Mickey has also taken advantage of everything on offer at
Phoenix House through the Support Hub, which offers a
‘one-stop welfare shop,’ bringing together a variety of service
charities, agencies and organisations to help veterans coming
to the centre. “It means everything is all in one place and you
do not have to go traipsing around to find it,” he said. “It makes
life easier and the support you get is invaluable.”
Mickey urged other wounded, injured or sick veterans to get
in touch with Help for Heroes and take advantage of its four
recovery centres for support and welfare. “Veterans just have to
give it a go. They think it’s going to be just like the military
but it’s not. It offers you the support network you miss
from the military but also helps you move on and plan
for the future. I’ve met veterans here and we get
on like a house on fire. We are always meeting at
the centre and there’s a great community spirit.
The staff are always welcoming and it means you
are with people who understand what you are
going through.”
Mickey Hall uses his hand bike to complete
the 423-mile cycle from Edinburgh to
London as part of the ‘Hero Ride’
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Obituaries
Lieutenant Colonel WJ Stockton OBE
Bill Stockton died in January 2014, aged
81, having fought his battle against
cancer with, typically, great inner strength.

under George Powell.

After Uppingham and RMA Sandhurst
he joined The Queen’s Bays, stationed in
Fallingbostel, in 1952 as a Troop Leader
in C Sqn under Douglas MacCallan. Bill
then served in Jordan and Libya where
he was, respectively, Assistant Adjutant
and Second-in-Command, C Sqn, both

Bill was a highly effective officer, positive and forthright in
expressing his views, on occasion showing a pleasant disrespect
for authority! Like many young officers he enjoyed life to the full
– and rightly so. Whilst in Aqaba he was invariably the organiser
of fishing trips in the Gulf and of expeditions to the Wadi Rum.
He played cricket and polo for the Regiment.
With the amalgamation pending Bill left for the Royal Scots Greys
in 1958 and, after three years he transferred to the 14th/20th
King’s Hussars. This proved to be a highly successful move. He
showed his true mettle when he was sent to Hong Kong to take
over a Sqn where there had been a major hiccup. The situation
was quickly gripped, and following a well-earned promotion, he
took command of his Regiment in BAOR after which it took on
the unenviable role of RAC Centre Regiment in Bovington, with
a detached Sqn in Warminster. As his successor confirmed,
the Regiment he took over was in “very sound nick”. He was
deservedly awarded the OBE.
Bill retired in 1983 and he became a Historian in the Army
Historical Branch of the Ministry of Defence until finally retiring
in 1997.
Bill married, firstly, Annie and then Caroline whose brother
Patrick Sim was a National Service Officer in The Bays. He
is survived by both wives and two children from each of his
marriages. He was loyal to his former Regiment and kept in
touch with his contemporaries in The Bays.
RWW

Lieutenant Colonel JR Rothwell
John Rothwell, who died in September
2013 aged 87, was, at 29, the youngest
RSM in the British Army and the first QM
in the rank of Lieutenant Colonel at
Regimental Duty – two noteworthy
achievements.
When old enough, John joined his local
Home Guard, but in 1943, aged 17,
enlisted into the Reconnaissance Corps
and, after training, was posted to the
Yorkshire Hussars. Not long afterwards he was transferred to
the Royal Dragoons seeing active service in Europe ending up in
Denmark where the Regiment was instrumental in liberating that
country. To show their gratitude the Danish Government sent a
hamper of goodies to the families of each soldier who had taken
part in the liberation.
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In 1947 he became a Class 2 Reservist. Disillusioned by life
in civvie-street and missing the camaraderie of Army life he
re-enlisted in the rank of Sergeant in 1948 and was posted to
the 13th/18th Hussars with whom he served in Malaya during
the emergency. At the end of this tour John joined the King’s
Dragoon Guards in Omagh in 1951 and then moved with the
Regiment to Neüminster. Rapid promotion followed and he
became RSM when the Regiment was posted, in 1955, for an
operational tour in Malaya. He was granted a QM commission
in 1957.
John became Quartermaster (Technical) of the newly
amalgamated Regiment in Wolfenbuttel in 1959. He had two
further tours at Regimental Duty as Quartermaster: Firstly as a
Captain in Omagh and Aden from 1964-67; and, secondly, as a
Lieutenant Colonel in Hohne from 1972-75, which included an
operational tour in Northern Ireland.
He held various staff appointments at RMA Sandhurst, AG17,
Royal Yeomanry, NW District and lastly in Eastern District. He
retired in 1980 after 37 years of distinguished service. He
immediately took up the post of RO3 at HQ RCZ Düsseldorf,
until finally retiring in 1990.
John was a private, dignified and modest man but he had that
inner steel which his subordinates were quick to realise! All that
he did was carried out with the minimum of fuss. He had a nice
sense of humour. He was an all-round sportsman, representing
the Regiment at rugby, hockey and swimming. He took flying
lessons over the Malayan jungle, was a proficient skier and
enjoyed sailing. His family settled in Long Melford, where he
served on the Suffolk committee of the Army Benevolent Fund.
To Wendy and his family we extend our deepest sympathy.
RWW

Captain DA Rhys-James
David Rhys-James died in December
2013, aged 91. He was educated at
Exeter School, where he excelled at
rugby, football and fencing before
attending University College of the South
West of England (now Exeter University).
He was in his first year as a medical
student when war broke out. He joined
the Indian Army serving in 8th (KGVO)
Light Cavalry and saw active service on
the North-West Frontier and in Burma, his
Regiment being part of 19th Indian Division.
On partition in 1948, David joined The Queen’s Bays in Chester
and went with the Regiment to Fallingbostel. After spells as
Regimental Signals Officer and 2ic C Sqn, he qualified as a Tank
Technology Officer and spent his final two years in the then War
Office, conducting trials on the Decca Navigator System, retiring
in 1958.
He worked for a year with English Electric writing instruction
manuals for the Thunderbird Guided Missile which, in his own
words, was a waste of time as the missile quickly became
obsolete! For the next 25 years he was a School Science
Master teaching Physics, Chemistry and Computer Studies. He
took great satisfaction in inspiring budding scientists. He finally
retired in 1987.
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David held a pilot’s licence and, well over 80, he was flying
PA28s – Piper Warrior and Arched – from Shoreham airport.
After his first wife, Peggy, died in 1989 he re-married and is
survived by his second wife, Joan, and two step-sons.
RWW

Fusilier J Duffy DCM
Fusilier John Duffy died
on 28th April 2013. He
joined
the
Royal
Northumberland
Fusiliers in the 1960s
and served in Lemgo,
Aden
and
Kirton
Lindsey. He deployed
to Aden with 1RNF in
1966. Whilst a member
of a picquet on Temple
Hill overlooking Crater on 20th June 1967, a QDG Sioux
helicopter was tasked to remove the party from that position.
On the second trip the helicopter was hit by enemy fire and
crashed as a result of the injuries to the pilot. As a result of this
the pilot and Cpl Keithley were seriously injured. Fusilier Duffy
had received slight injuries and returned to the helicopter, under
enemy fire, to drag both the pilot and Cpl Keithly from the aircraft
even though there was the chance of a serious fuel explosion.
He again returned to the aircraft to retrieve the radio and then
informed his base of the incident which resulted in the rescue of
the party. John Duffy’s determination saved the lives of two
soldiers under the most dangerous conditions and he was
awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal.

Fusilier Duffy’s Citation is as follows:
24029338 Fusilier John Duffy, The Royal Northumberland
Fusiliers.
On the 20th June 1967, a Sioux Helicopter of the 1st The
Queen’s Dragoon Guards was detailed to remove a Royal
Northumberland Fusilier picquet from Temple hill overlooking
Crater. The pilot, Sergeant Ford, lifted one man out on the
first run, and returned for the remaining two, Corporal Keithley
and Fusilier Duffy, and their radio. Whilst taking off the second
time the aircraft came under fire, the pilot was hit in the knee,
shattering his kneecap. He tried to continue but lost all tail rotor
control and had therefore to put the aircraft back on the ground.
The aircraft slid on the flat ground and over the edge of a gully
below where it burst into flames. In the crash Fusilier Duffy was
slightly hurt and Corporal Keithley lost a leg, severed below
the knee, and had the other leg completely shattered. Fusilier
Duffy, under fire, despite the fact that the aircraft was burning,
with the danger of a fuel explosion, helped the pilot out of the
wreckage clear of the aircraft. He then returned to the aircraft
and dragged Corporal Keithley away. He returned a third time,
retrieved the radio from the wreckage, set it up and informed his
base about the incident.
But for Fusilier Duffy’s action, both Sergeant Ford and Corporal
Keithley would certainly have perished in the wreck. His action
with the radio resulted in a quick evacuation of the wounded to
hospital. By his calmness and determination Fusilier Duffy saved
the lives of two soldiers under the most dangerous conditions
and is worthy of recognition.

Obituaries
Sadly the following deaths were notified to the Regimental Secretary throughout 2013.
Name
JM Gaynor
J Robinson
J G Ford
D Mackenzie
JG Lewis
J McKee
J Gidley
P Johnston
Tpr R L Griffiths
DJT Allway
JJ Gidley
R Hodgkin
J O’Neill
D R Chase
C S Sadler
IVD Baird
FH Davey
GE Silvester
AM Warmington
Maj D Miller
F G Rogers
R Dick
B Renshaw
JS Rutter
Lt Col J R Rothwell
J Smith
AF Fenton
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Regiment
BAYS
QDG
KDG
KDG
BAYS
QDG
KDG
QDG Band
QDG
BAYS
KDG
KDG
KDG
KDG
QDG
BAYS
KDG
QDG
BAYS/QDG
BAYS/QDG
BAYS/QDG
KDG/QDG
BAYS
KDG/QDG
QDG
QDG

Served
1954 – 1955
1964 – 1969
1955 – 1957
1950 – 1962
1949 – 1950
1973 – 1995
1943 – 1946
1966 – 1981
2006 – 2012
1946 – 1952
1943 – 1946
1955 – 1958
1944 – 1947
1951 – 1953
1971 – 1974
1939 – 1946
1946 – 1970
1966 – 1969
1952 – 1978
1945 – 1968
1954 – 1969
1947 – 1969
1956 – 1957
1951 – 1980
1987 – 2009
1974 – 1988

Deceased
2012
Dec 11
Aug 12
Dec 12
Dec 12
Jan 13
Jan 13
Jan 13
Jan 13
Feb 13
Feb 13
Feb 13
Mar 13
Mar 13
Mar 13
May 13
May 13
May 13
May 13
May 13
Jun 13
Jul 13

Age

Aug 13
Sep 13
Sep 13
Oct 13

79
87
46
60

64
75
80
82
59
94
71
24
87
93
76
89
82
91
83
83
86
79
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Valetes
Lieutenant Colonel HFA Sugden MC
Eight 13-year-old school boys at
Wellington College were sat in a huddle
discussing what they wanted to do when
they grew up. Someone asked who
wanted to join the Army. Several said
maybe, one hand went up as a definite
yes and another was thrust towards
the floor in a definite no. The first hand
was Alan Richmond’s the second Henry
Sugden’s and it was, therefore, a great
surprise to the former, some 8 years
later, to find Henry on the same Potential
Officer visit to QDG. In fact it turned out
that this was Henry’s second visit to the
Regiment, having been hosted by 2Lts
Woods and Pittman in Wimbish – and he
still wanted to join! It also turned out that
the cause of such a dramatic conversion
towards a military career was the advice he received whilst
acting as a ski guide during a break from his studies at York
University (where he earned a 2:1 in Philosophy and English),
that a Germany-based Cold War army was the best place to ski
for several months a year.
Henry never imagined that he would serve for 25 years. Indeed
his conversion to a Regular Commission was accidental, having
decided to keep Lt Richmond company on the walk from
the Wolfenbüttel mess to the Adjutant’s office as he was at a
loose end. He actually did resign at the turn of the Millennium,
demoralised by an un-stimulating staff job in London but
decided to soldier-on as he had just met the lovely Camilla
Derouet, whom he would marry in 2002. The invitation to run
the RAC Ski Championships for two seasons running, may also
have been an influence!
What kept him in uniform for so long was the fact that he was a
great soldier and an outstanding and devoted regimental officer.
As a Troop Leader (2nd Tp B Sqn) he was shaped by Cpl
McHale and received an education in Medium Reconnaissance
that was to serve him well later in his career. He contributed
significantly to broader regimental life, unsurprisingly as an
Alpine Skier, but also as an accomplished swimmer (where
he was put through his paces by SSgt Burt), a keen offshore
sailor and a collaborator with Chris Shepherd-Barron in what
was then regarded a most un-officer-like sport; windsurfing. He
was also a very sociable officer who played an active part in
the mess and was a popular guest on the patch, despite his
penchant for removing non-U ceiling lights in others’ married
quarters by brute force. He remains proud that his first truly
Regimental appointment was as the Secretary of CROP (the
Complete Rejection of Polo), which involved organizing the
CROP enclosure at Tedworth House and Smith’s Lawn (where
the Band of the Welsh Guards confused the enclosure with the
VIP stand and Beat Retreat to the bemused rabble of CROP
members and their guests).
Henry first saw combat in the 1991 Gulf War as a Sqn liaison
officer with the 16th/5th Lancers, with a Ferret scout car
protected by the best recognition symbol – a large Fortnum
and Mason hamper! He subsequently swapped the desert
for the snow of Norway as the GW Tp Ldr in C (AMF(L)) Sqn
and attended a succession of gunnery courses at Lulworth (his
personal motivation for which was undoubtedly the windsurfing).
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After the junior staff course in 1994 he
was posted to the Black Watch in Hong
Kong, where he proudly sported a unique
uniform of kilt with QDG stable belt,
and Tam O’ Shanter complete with red
hackle and Hapsburg Eagle; somewhat
incongruous for a man who had never
set foot in Scotland. There had to be
pay-back and he returned as Adjutant
to Hamish MacDonald, which included
the Regiment’s tour of Bosnia in 1996 –
a year that was also the pinnacle of his
inexplicable career as a ‘Drill Pig’, which
saw him command honour guards for
the 50th Anniversary of VJ Day in Cardiff,
the presentation of a new Standard
(which included marching down the
Mall) and at the 100th anniversary of the
commencement of Emperor Franz Joseph’s Colonelcy of KDG
in Vienna. He refused to allow the Adjutant appointment to spoil
his fun and he often led from the front – such as his swift ejection
from a restaurant in Caen (during a battlefield tour) after dipping
his arm in the tank and waving a snapping lobster in his brother
officers’ faces.
Picked up for promotion to Major at the first look he assumed
(post the Army Winter Sports 50th Season) command of D Sqn
briefly, then HQ Sqn before being posted as the Training Major
of the Royal Yeomanry (then in the Duke of Yorks – a short
walk to his flat in the Royal Hospital Chelsea where his father
was the Lieutenant Governor). Selected to Staff College at the
first look, he spent every leave period exploring Southern and
Central Asia. Surviving the subsequent penance of the SO2
appointment mentioned above, he took command of his third
Sqn, C Sqn, in 2001 where he polished its conversion to recce
and commanded it with such skill, daring and distinction as it
led 3 Commando Brigade in the battle for the Al Faw peninsular
during the 2003 Iraq War, that he was awarded a Military Cross.
The Sqn and brigade had developed such mutual admiration
that the Sqn was affectionately known as the Royal Marines’
Light Horse by the boot-necks. In a very rare display of
appreciation and respect, the Brigade Commander presented
Commando fighting knife flashes to every member of C Sqn,
which was then followed by a silver and granite presentation
piece that sits in RHQ. In commemoration, C Sqn still displays
a Commando dagger on its Sqn flag.
Having seen his wife (who by now was working for the
Department for International Development (DfID) in Sri Lanka)
fleetingly only twice in 9 months they enjoyed 2 years together
in London where he filled Defence Intelligence’s Iraq desk from
late 2003 until early 2005. Back with the Regiment as 2IC, he
served twice again in Iraq, briefly in 2005 under Tim Wilson and
again in 2006 under Spook Pittman.
Henry’s next adventure was his first in Africa, as Chief Plans
in the UN Mission in the DRC where he established a by now
well-honed skill of co-location of his and Camilla’s postings.
She was posted to the Embassy in Kinshasa and he, much to
PJHQ’s displeasure, enjoyed a 10 month operational tour where
he was able to drop his two daughters off at school on the way
to work.
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The great tragedy of having two direct contemporaries who
have done almost everything together, from school, PO visit,
Sandhurst, Troop Leaders’ and Gunnery Officers’ courses and
Staff College is that only one could have the chance to command
the Regiment. It was thus QDG’s loss and University of London
OTC’s gain that Henry was selected to command the latter in
2008. He approached his command with his hallmark wisdom,
charm and positivity and used his brief experience as an OCdt in
Leeds UOTC to successfully re-invigorate and focus it more on
the output of officers for both the Regular and Territorial Army. He
enjoyed his time, not least because it enabled him to live at home
and enjoy fatherhood to two young girls, though he would be the
first to admit that he did not find it professionally challenging.
To fulfil his need of a challenge and as, yet again, the opportunity
of co-location of his and Camilla’s careers was possible, the
Sugden family moved to Nairobi in 2010, where Henry joined the
British Peace Support Team (East Africa) as the advisor to the
East African Standby Force. It was a role in which he excelled,
quickly winning the trust and respect of the multinational, civil-

military organisation. He was very much at the leading edge of
what will become core business for the post Afghanistan British
Army (and particular the Adaptive Force that QDG will be part
of) travelling extensively across the region and, in-particular,
spending a great deal of time in Mogadishu at a time when
the area secured by the African Union troops of AMISOM held
a small and fragile perimeter that Henry took great relish in
inspecting in great detail.
Needless to say, the Sugden family love Kenya and all it
offers, which is a major factor in Henry’s decision to resign his
commission at the end of his assignment in order to remain
alongside Camilla who by now is working full time at the British
High Commission in Nairobi.
Henry retired in December 2013 and we wish him, Camilla,
Isabella and Jessica all the best for the future. In due course
the family plans to return to their home near Canterbury, but in
true African style, they are in no rush!
AR

Major George Clegg
George was born in 1959 and was
educated
at
Hereford
Cathedral
Grammar School. On completion of his
O-Levels in 1975 he joined that famous
Bovington establishment – The Junior
Leader’s Regiment RAC – and it was
here that George learnt a skill that was to
last him a lifetime in his military service;
namely smoking his friend’s cigarettes
and never buying a packet of his own.
Passing-off in the summer of 1977 on
a parade taken by Goldstick of The
Lifeguards (Lord Louis Mountbatten),
George, plus half a dozen others joined
QDG in Hohne and started getting to
grips with the humdrum existence as a
tank-park-soldier in the Cold War era in
Germany. Not long after arrival as a Chieftain Crewman, George
then re-roled with the Regiment to CVR(T) and reconnaissance.
George took up his trade as a Scimitar driver in Close Recce
Troop. He clearly made an impression and was promoted to
LCpl within 18 months of arriving at Regimental Duty.
George began his love affair with Suffield (closely followed
by Julie who he married in 1986) and deployed in 1978 as
Temporary Staff looking after Commander BATUS (Colonel
Robin Middleton). In total he completed 20 Battlegroup training
exercises, serving with both Range Safety, and in various
Battlegroup appointments.
George then enjoyed two very eventful years in Omagh with 2nd
Troop B Sqn from 1980 to 1982 in the dismounted Infantry role.
George, in typical George-fashion, was at the centre of just about
all social activities in Omagh and there was never a dull moment
in the troop. During the Waterloo weekend 2nd Troop released
pheasants in the officers’ mess along with a pony that decided
to eat the carpet in the ante room; the Troop was interviewed
for many other offences but just to set the record straight, 2nd
Troop were only guilty of high jinks and nothing more! Even when
George was away on a course he was targeted by those he had
already wound up. After several weeks of what was thought to
be a blocked drain in the accommodation, the Troop Sergeant
decided to take executive action and check everywhere. Sgt
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Ginge Rash paraded along the corridor
in his respirator trying not to throw up at
the stench and searched until there was
only one place left to look – the room of
Cpl Clegg. Once the room was opened
it was very clear where the smell was
coming from; a dead cat lay tucked up in
his bed. It had been there for weeks. On
the professional front George remained
at the centre of activities both individually
and with his search team. On one of
many patrols George was stood on a
culvert for yet another photo of himself,
only to discover that there was a sizeable
bomb underneath. As search team
commander he continued his success
with several weapon finds.
Clearly being very loud in voice and character, George was
quickly earning a reputation for the Signals trade and he spent
many hours on watch in a Sultan Command Post. He completed
his Signals Instructor Qualification in 1984 and was only the third
QDG to get an A Grade on the course since amalgamation, a
span of 25 years. By QDG Tercentenary in 1985, George was
knocking on the door of the Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’
Mess with less than 9 year’s service. He was further rewarded
with a 6 month UNFICYP tour to Nicosia Cyprus, with B Sqn,
as part of the UN Scout Car Sqn. George then was posted
to Sandhurst for 2 years as an Instructor in the RMAS Signals
Wing – he impressed all Cadets and Permanent Staff with his
work, sport and social skills. One officer cadet, destined to
serve with QDG, was most impressed to discover George had a
passion for classical music and JS Bach in particular!
In 1990, George deployed on Op Granby as A Sqn SHQ Tp
Leader for Hamish Macdonald. A Sqn provided the formation
reconnaissance to 7th Armoured Brigade and was one of the
first force elements of 1(UK) Armoured Division to enter Kuwait
during the invasion. In recognition for his Gulf War service he
was awarded a General Officer Commanding’s Commendation.
By 1993 George was a WO2. He was still hitting the A Grades
on courses, this time on his RQMS Course at Deepcut, setting
himself up very nicely for RQMS duties under Ronnie Charleton
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in Sennelager. He had a blip in 1995 however, when he decided
to have a crack at the All Arms Drill Instructor’s Course at
Pirbright; he came away with a lowly Grade B having required
more work on his uppers and having failed to drink sufficient
quantities of Port in the evenings.
In 1996, during Op Resolute in Bosnia, George found himself
far away from the action in ‘Slipper City’ as the Split Liaison
Officer. Along with John Smith, he ran the infamous ‘Fiddlers
on the Roof’ bar. It was such a popular haunt that the then
GOC, Maj Gen John Kiszely, asked George if he could use the
very picturesque rooftop bar for a medal ceremony. Bar profits
soared. To pique George, rumours were put about that as he
was in Split and therefore not in Bosnia itself, he would not earn
the medal. Teddy bears were thrown out of the pram and he
was seriously considering writing a letter to his MP, until he was
gently informed that he was the subject of a wind-up.
George had the honour to be chosen as RSM of the Regiment
in 1996 serving Simon Mayall. He duly commissioned out
of this appointment in 1998, and moved on to MTO and A1
Echelon Commander supporting the QDG Battlegroup in
Podujevo, Kosovo, as part of KFOR. He moved on from this to
be QM, taking over from Stewart Burman as the Millennium Tour
Quartermaster 1999/2000 in Kosovo. After a brief foray back
to BATUS in 2001 as part of the activation party for the OPFOR
fleet he took up his first staff appointment – a two year spell as
SO3 G1/G4 with 1(UK) Recce Bde. The old and bold reading
this valete will be aware of just how hard George toiled at that
job. This was quickly followed by a trip up north to HQ 19 Mech
Bde in Catterick as the SO3 G4 and the rare chance to live in his
own home in Catterick Bridge. It was during this post that he
assisted with the coordination of the Relief in Place of TELIC 3.
In 2005, George was promoted to Major and he took up the
appointment of HQ Sqn Leader in Imphal Barracks, Osnabruck.
He deployed with the Regiment to Iraq on Op TELIC 8 and was
subsequently awarded The Queen’s Commendation for Valuable
Service (QCVS) for coordinating the successful infrastructure
and logistic redeployment of Task Force Muthanna to Al Basra.
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Yorkshire beckoned once more however; this time to the Army
Foundation College, Harrogate as OC Burma Company. He
was responsible for 33 permanent staff and 240 Junior Soldiers.
George clearly relished the opportunity to work in Yorkshire, and
he followed this highly rewarding post with a further 2 years in
Catterick as the BOWTAT North Team Leader; he spent his days
updating his Facebook page, surfing the net and occasionally
answered the phone. He had so much capacity that he also took
on the BOWTAT Group SO2 Coord post and was responsible
for the planning, coordination and delivery of the BOWMAN
Communications Infrastructure uplifts to 19 Lt Bde, 4 Mech
Bde, 16 AA Bde and a myriad of other formations and units.
In 2011 George was to take his final post in uniform as SO2
Mounted Close Combat Training and Development Team at
the Armour Centre in Bovington. Many people at Bovington
acknowledged that he was doing the work of six people and
clearing a huge backlog of outstanding work that he inherited,
plus mountains of Army 2020 work to get to grips with too. It is
fitting that he should have ended his career where it all began 38
years earlier having taken the decision to resign his commission
slightly earlier than planned in order to take up meaningful work
in the civilian training environment.
George Clegg has had a challenging, rewarding and meaningful
career where he has mentored and guided many along the way.
He was a fantastic soldier, superb officer, stunning sportsman,
a great party animal and clearly ball games are in his genes as
his sons have also inherited those skills too. During his service
he found time to play rugby for Hereford, Saffron Walden,
Camberley, Salisbury and Darlington RFCs and represented
BA(G), RAC and Army Veterans.
George retires with Julie who works as a Mental Health Review
Board administrator. They have 3 sons: Gavin (24) a rugby
playing sapper with the Royal Engineers; Rory (22) a professional
rugby player with Newcastle Falcons; and Bruce (18) a rugby
playing university undergraduate. We wish them all the very
best for the future. Happy retirement!
SAB/JFKS

Captain Simon Mildinhall
In May 2007, a white Ford Sierra arrived
in Osnabruck in a cloud of smoke fresh
from Chelmsford.
The Regiment’s
first born and bred Essex Officer had
arrived heralding five years of diamantes
sparkling around the tank park. 2Lt
Simon Mildinhall took his place amongst
the Welsh at a time when Gavin and
Stacey was but an idea in James
Corden’s mind; he was immediately sent
to A Sqn and took over his Troop for a
number of exercises and build up training
ready for the Regiment’s first deployment
to Afghanistan on Op HERRICK 9.
As Second Troop Leader, Milders took
command of a Jackal Troop in southern
Helmand helping to ‘build the picture’ in
some far flung parts of the desert. With unswerving optimism
and a constantly positive outlook on life, Milders was always
more than happy to be sent out to the middle of the desert
with his Troop to chase tractors, camels and chat to the locals.
Armed with nothing but an old Russian road atlas, an iPod
taped to his roll bar and an immaculate GPMG, Milders was to
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lead his Troop all over the western desert
of southern Helmand.
He regularly
broke new ground and was particularly
surprised one day when an American
vehicle interrupted the cup of tea he
was having with some locals in a village
that “was definitely in the UK area of
responsibility”……a new addition to the
clearly out of date road atlas.
Never wanting to be forgotten and
always seeking to bring a bit of the Essex
boy racer to everywhere he went, Milders
coordinated the departure of A Sqn from
the southern desert with a cloud of blue
and white smoke that signalled to all,
both on land and in space, that A Sqn
QDG was leaving and that the Taliban
should now take their chances with the Light Dragoons. He
felt this to be such a successful way to mark a transfer of
authority that he tried it again in BATUS a couple of years later;
unfortunately all this was to give him was a 48-hour delay in
leaving the prairie as the ‘fun police’ put him to the back of the
wash down queue.
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Within the safer confines of Dempsey Barracks, Milders held the
appointment as the Regimental Gunnery Officer for a number of
years and was very much at his happiest sat in a range tower
looking down on a wind, rain and snow swept firing point as
new gunners learned their craft. His imaginative range briefs
and ever-helpful instruction on the radio ensured that he would
remain the gunnery guru for a large proportion of QDG soldiers,
indeed, the final contingent of QDG soldiers to be trained on
CVR(T). Some say that these hours spent planning ranges and
in the tower had a lasting affect on him and have driven him to
his new career. It was always clear, however, that he got a large
amount of warped enjoyment from being locked in a tower 50ft
above the ground talking to the German range wardens.
Milders’ impeccable standards projected to a worrying extent
into his personal life; never before has any QDG officer been
accused of having OCD or indeed won acclaim for the tidiness
of his room in the Mess. Milders would take this a step further
and could regularly be found correctly polishing and positioning
his collection of empty cases (all legitimately FFE’d of course). He
became the figurehead for a small collection of subalterns to join
in the following years who seemed to be very concerned about
the order of books on their shelves or indeed the angles of the
mess furniture. Since his departure from Regimental Duty it is
apparent that these standards have slipped amongst the more
junior officers and that, thankfully, he was to leave his mark in other
ways – not least with his one-man crusade against fire exit signs.
Having elongated his time as a Troop Leader to the fullest extent,
Milders was selected to take over as B Sqn 2ic, a post that
would take him through a Regimental deployment to BATUS,
Mission Specific Training and Op HERRICK 15. He dived head
first into the role, and within days had cleansed the office and

the Sqn of the previous incumbent. The usual challenges of
preparing for deployment were brushed over in a flash and a
series of colourful spreadsheets and lists adorned the B Sqn
offices. The fact that he used a rainforest’s worth of paper
in their production and constant amendment was never truly
appreciated by the one soldier who actually looked at them.
Despite deciding early on that he would move into civilian life,
Milders chained himself to his Ops Room in Afghanistan and
steered the Sqn through Op HERRICK 15. This proved to be a
demanding tour for all and it was clear that his level headedness,
OCD and professionalism were appreciated by all those around
him. The real operational bonus from his deployment was
having the chance to watch every episode of ‘The Only Way is
Essex’ and spot familiar haunts from his youth. It also gave him
the chance to indulge in his favourite operational pastimes of
sideburn growing competitions and in-depth studies of soldierfriendly magazines.
On return from Afghanistan, Milders was appointed Adjutant of
The Queen’s Own Yeomanry in Newcastle where he formally took
the decision to leave the Army. It was fitting that in his attempts
to escape Germany he should return within weeks to Sennelager
for the QOY’s summer camp; this gave him the chance to pay
off his sizeable mess bill. Not one to hang around, Milders had
already secured future employment before the Army had truly
registered his desire to leave, and future generations of secondary
schoolchildren will now have their first cadet force experiences
under his watchful eye. There is no doubt that the nation’s youth
is in fine hands and that future QDG officers will be shaped in the
same smoke-popping, tequila-downing and fire-exit-despising
manner that served the Regiment so well for 5 years.
CER-B

Captain Tim Sambrook
Tim Sambrook commissioned into
the Regiment in January 2009. This
was Tim’s third commissioning, having
already commissioned into 249 Signals
Sqn AMF (L) as part of a Gap Year
Commission and completing the Royal
Navy Officers’ course in Dartmouth. It
was during his time as a Lieutenant
within the Royal Signals that he was
introduced to the QDG, triggering his
interest in the Regiment; he completed
Exercise Hardfall (2001 – 2002) and a
Cold Weather Warfare Cadre with the
Regiment.
Between commissioning
one and two, Tim completed both an
Undergraduate and Masters at Oxford
University in Chemistry, already proving
that his intellect was far too scientific
for that of the average Army subaltern. Tim’s time spent at
Dartmouth was of varying success. Whilst his strong academic
credentials earned him the Commodore’s Medal, he also still
holds the record for the most time spent on ‘Restriction of
Privileges,’ during his two years at the Academy.
Tim had a rather unfortunate beginning to Regimental life, as not
only did he miss out on the deployment on Op HERRICK 9 due
to his arrival dates, but it also it meant that he was the newest
arrival into the Mess when the Regiment returned. After a few
weeks of being subjected to numerous ‘welcoming’ drinks and
a few ‘experiments,’ Tim felt the need to ask the Adjutant at
the time whether it was normal and whether it would continue
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for his whole career. He was told in no
uncertain terms that this was normal,
and that it was part of the Regimental
experience.
Despite initially joining as Support Troop
Leader in B Sqn and conducting a few
low-level exercises, Tim soon moved
over to C Sqn as a Troop Leader to begin
the Foundation Training prior to Mission
Specific Training for Op HERRICK 15.
During his time as a Troop Leader, Tim
completed his FAC course and took part
in two Biathlon seasons. Despite his love
of doctrine, it was during his time as 2nd
Troop Leader in BATUS, that Tim had
his most memorable faux pas. During a
particularly difficult live fire insertion patrol,
Tim identified the location for his fire support and then moved
around the enemy position to establish his assaulting force.
In the chaos of battle, Tim had become partially disorientated
and as the assault progressed it was soon very apparent to the
safety staff that the fire support and assaulting section were in
fact exactly opposite each other.
Post BATUS, it was decided that it would be wise to capitalise
on Tim’s love for doctrine. This passion combined with his
incredibly analytical brain meant that he was ideally suited to be
the Intelligence Officer and Liaison Officer for the BRF on Op
HERRICK 15, based in Lashkar Gah. Despite the numerous
outraged phone calls from his then OC – Maj Stenhouse – Tim
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performed extremely well as IO for the BRF, demonstrating that his
ability to assimilate and analyse information was on another level.
Towards the end of Op HERRICK 15, Tim moved from the
Brigade HQ back to Camp Bastion to take over as 2ic C Sqn.
Tim thrived in this environment and relished the opportunity to be
back in a Sqn and once again having a close working relationship
with soldiers. However, it was also noted during this time that
Tim continued to apply his extremely analytical mind to the
process of coordinating activity across the Sqn. As one younger
subaltern astutely observed; “watching one of Tim’s O Groups is
like watching ‘The Beautiful Mind,’ in fast forward.” Despite a few
crazy ideas, it was clear that he was a very passionate officer who
had a love for soldiering (as well as doctrine).
Tim was known for his passion for Five-Minute-Fancy Dress and
he would turn into a man possessed when he donned his tiger
onesie. During a Mess trip to Amsterdam, Tim was carefully and
suspiciously carrying a carrier bag around with him all evening,
much to the curiosity of his brother officers. As they entered the
final club of the evening, Tim ran off into the loos and emerged
wearing his trusty tiger onesie and aviator sunglasses. He then
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proceeded to strut onto the dance floor and undertake the most
bizarrely energetic dance routine. Within seconds he had the
entire club joining in and dancing along. Tim enjoyed fancy
dress to such a degree that on his wedding day, he took hold of
the microphone and shouted the infamous words, causing an
outbreak of scuffling and rummages for suitable attire. The sight
of his beautiful wife wearing Minnie Mouse hands and ears as
well as a wedding dress will stay with us all.
Tim left the Army following his deployment to BATUS and he has
now gone on to study Mining Engineering in Camborne, living
with his new wife Jo. He hopes to eventually become involved in
making the extraction and exploitation of minerals more efficient
throughout the mining industry. A self confessed lycra addict,
Tim was an extremely capable and enthusiastic officer who was
liked by all soldiers and officers, despite being ‘mental’. We
wish him and his new wife every good fortune as they embark
on new challenges within the mining community and also as
they embark on many marathons and ultra-marathons to satisfy
their mutual love of lycra.
BW

Captain Peter Gordon-Finlayson
Peter Gordon-Finlayson commissioned
into the QDG on Friday 13th August
2010, and following Troop Leaders’,
he arrived in Germany in early January
2011, where the Officers’ Mess quickly
and generously made his life much easier
by changing his mouthful of a name,
initially to “G-F” and then simply to “Jeff”.
His first job at Dempsey Barracks was
as 2nd Tp Leader in B Sqn, under Maj
Paddy Bond, where he went straight into
Mission Specific Training for Operation
HERRICK 15. When not thundering
around Salisbury Plain in his Scimitar,
Jeff could most commonly be found
serenading the Mess with such timeless
classics as “House of the Rising Sun”, or
his own self-written “Lothario”. Such jolly and inspiring tunes
were essential as the Mess came to terms with the fact that
despite Jeff’s family owning the Wadworth brewery, he wouldn’t
bring any beer over for us. Don’t worry Jeff, we forgive you…
Once Mission Specific Training was complete, it became clear
that Jeff was absolutely ready to command a CVR(T) Troop in
anger. First though, he joined the Mess shooting partridges in the
glorious September sunshine, only a fortnight before heading off to
Afghanistan. Now adept with small arms after his recent HERRICK
training, Jeff bravely ignored the shouts from around him (“No Jeff,
it’s a pheasant, it’s out of season”) to take a fine bird high above
his head, his friends and the keeper looking on, proudly shaking
their heads in despair. As the crumpled heap of feathers fell from
the sky and landed close to Jeff’s feet, he spotted the long tail, the
brown plumage, and the fact that it was about twice the size of the
other birds he had shot that day. Fortunately, he managed to draw
attention away from this minor sporting faux pas by impressing
everyone with a photograph of him climbing Helvelyn on a family
holiday, proudly wearing that smartest and most appropriate item
of hill walking equipment: his Osprey body armour.
Not long after this, Jeff found himself in the Nar-e Seraj District
of Helmand, where after only two weeks in theatre, he hit an
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IED whilst leading his Troop through the
highly dangerous area surrounding FOB
Khar Nikah; mercifully he and his crew
were able to walk away from the blast.
Once a new vehicle was found for him,
he took his Troop to CP Ouellete, where
he helped the Mercian Battle Group to
protect Route 611, which provided an
essential road link to Sangin. It was here
that the Commanding Officer in Ouellete
asked Jeff a question, which prompted
the infamous HIDEs story, a great
source of morale for most of Task Force
Helmand for weeks to come. This aside,
Jeff led his men with great courage and
developed a close bond with them all.
Often alone and operating in the desert
for weeks at a time, his Troop was
kept busy and usefully employed thanks to Jeff’s imaginative
approach, thorough understanding of what needed to be
done, and a determination to make a valuable contribution. In
addition, he was often called upon to take his Troop away from
Route 611 to provide support to the BRF, or to other substantial
operations across the whole of Task Force Helmand.
Following Afghanistan, Jeff unleashed his passion for kite
surfing by running adventure training for 14 of his soldiers on a
multi-activity trip to Cyprus. He then packed up his belongings,
and moved to Harrogate as a Platoon Commander at the Army
Foundation College, where he oversaw the initial training of 46
junior soldiers aged between 16 and 18. He also kindly offered
to look after his fellow Platoon Commander’s dog one day at
the beach, which he did by falling asleep, thus allowing the dog
to eat approximately 1kg of small stones, and run up a £1250
veterinary bill.
Jeff has, like so many of his predecessors, heard the call to
London where he now lives and works. He brought a unique
energy and character to the Mess that will be sorely missed, and
he was a capable and much-loved Tp Leader. We wish him the
very best of luck, and look forward to next Cav Mem’s rendition
of “Lothario”.
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Captain Andrew James Hoenich
Jimmy came to the Regiment after
surviving a perilous banana-boat and
cross-continental journey as his family
escaped from Hungary. They landed
and set up home in Newcastle-uponTyne. The phrase ‘out of the frying pan
and in to the fire’ springs to mind. After
extensive schooling at Gosforth High
School, Edinburgh College of Art, HeriotWatt University and Tandem School, San
Sebastian, Jimmy still wasn’t ready for
military life. Sun and sand, or sun and
snow; it didn’t matter to Jimmy. He
headed off to Peru for volunteer work
before spending two years in the Alps as
a ski technician, ski bum and generally
just being ‘radical’.

The big man showed his military
prowess with an excellent showing on
the Cambrian Patrol; his team finished
with a Bronze award. Not to let Army
stuff get in the way of being a top bloke,
he signed himself up for the Alpine Ski
Team and promptly headed off to Verbier.
Along with a couple of others from the
team, Jimmy was on for a finish in the
top ten of the RAC championships
and progression to the Divisional
championships, however, he ruptured
his right breast in a bad fall on a practice
run down the mountain. Looking like he
had undergone a hatchet job of a boob
job, he selflessly stayed on to help cheer
on the rest of the team during race week.

After all this excitement it was time to join Sandhurst. He
commissioned in December 2008 in anything but the Sovereign’s
Platoon. It was during his time at Sandhurst that Jimmy met
Camilla, his now wife. This bucked the usual Sandhurst trend
of losing girlfriends during one’s time in the factory. The Troop
Leaders’ course suited Jimmy’s laid back attitude, and the
proximity to the sea meant that the Hungarian salmon could
ride the waves on his miniature surfboard. Jimmy arrived at
the Regiment just as it was returning from Operation HERRICK
9, arriving on a Saturday for a Ladies’ Dinner Night. By the
Monday he was jetting off to Canada as part of the Regimental
Rugby Team. His towering presence and powerhouse strength
made him a go-to man in the second-row for all his years at
Regimental Duty. It also earnt him one of many nicknames by his
first Squadron Leader, Maj Halford-Macleod; ‘The Hoenicator’.

Having had enough of leading soldiers for a living and, noting
that military accommodation was not famed for its comforts,
Jimmy signed up to be a forward air controller (FAC). This
mainly involves bluffing about being at work everywhere but at
the Regiment, thinking you’re a pilot and insisting on staying in
hotels when on exercise. After many trips to Nevada for work/
partying Jimmy deployed on Operation HERRICK 15 as a FAC.
He controlled much of the air traffic above Nad-e-Ali working
with many different units. Upon return from Afghanistan, Jimmy
took part in a daring adventure crossing the Darien Gap in Latin
America with several other officers from the Regiment. This was
a gruelling adventure through the South American jungle with no
real road connection; dug-out canoes are the preferred mode
of transport.
Jimmy was quickly posted away from RD as he was obviously
having too much fun. The joys of Troop Leading at ARMCEN
in Bovington called Jimmy back to the UK, or maybe it was the
chance to actually see Camilla more than once a month. He
quickly showed that he was a bit more useful than your average
Bovington Troop Leader and was told he was stepping up to
be a Sqn 2ic. This time in the UK allowed Jimmy and Camilla
to plan their wedding together. A contender for wedding of the
year, the ceremony and party took place in St. Tropez.
A much-loved and popular member of the Regiment and the
Mess, Jimmy will be much missed by soldiers and officers alike.
From his relaxed Geordie drawl and matching dress sense, to
insistence that flip flops were acceptable footwear no matter
what the occasion, he will now have to get used to a suit and
tie. He has recently started an internship with Edmond de
Rothschild, where he hopes to save enough money in order
to fulfil his destiny as a surf dude by opening a beach bar
somewhere in the Pacific Rim. We wish Jimmy the best of luck
with his new job and Camilla the best of luck being his wife.
CJR

The Cavalry and Guards Club
127 Piccadilly
London W1J 7PX
The Cavalry and Guards Club has one of the finest
Edwardian buildings in London with stunning views
of Green Park that is ideal for:
Weddings • Receptions
Dinner Parties • Business Meetings • Lunches
For further details and information please contact our
Banqueting Co-ordinator on:
Telephone: 020 7659 0905 Fax: 0207 659 0909
www.cavguards.co.uk
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Regimental Gazette
As at December 2013

Regimental Headquarters
Commanding Officer
541259 Lt Col WHL Davies MBE
Second-in-Command
541662 Maj DCD Coombes
Adjutant
25165695 Capt CE Ruggles-Brise
Operations Officer
25198513 Capt DCM Hoey
Intelligence Officer
25215134 Capt RG Robinson
Regimental Career Management Officer24773640 Capt TR Jones
Regimental Signals Officer
25185722 Capt CA Tee
Regimental Sergeant Major
25041439 WO1 (RSM) RC Mansel

A Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Second-in-Command designate
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
25232632
30128487
30080767
30047172
25127974
25125282
25130398
25150688
25129633
25122109
25192183
24867775
25123591
25216266
25100904

Lt
Lt
2Lt
2Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Dumont
McBride
McKechnie
McKellor
Cubitt
Hughes
Thomas
Simpson
Burgess
Davies
Davies
Gallagher
Hanbury
Morgan
Thomas

30068912
25225443
30070696
30180828
30073865
30183018
30101957
30156092
30182992
30168431
30154771
30186471
30128004
30111365
30063645

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr

555542 Maj ED O’Brien SCOTS DG
30011016 Capt RJH Jackson
25199224 Capt JCF Lough
25042527 WO2 J Davies
25048119 SSgt J Davies

Beacock
Grey
Hyland
Bradley
Bruce
Cairney
Carew
Cooper
Dawson
Fisher
Gilliam
Green
Guercio
Hanley
Harrison

30103278
30154231
30141356
30106631
30109715
30126414
30179678
30047433
30047433
30179677
30087971
30165696
30063173
30128587
30169687

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Harry
Holland
Hutchings
King
Lawley
Morris
Moss
Mulgrew
Murphy
Pine
Robinson
Rowlands
Williams
Winter
Zatac

B Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
30166386
30040410
30166880
25068659
25121833
24827784
25071964
25155220
25189692
25182412
25148487
25229762
30030698
30070610
30107379
30065234
30083727
30064891
30033544
30067722
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Lt
Lt
Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Carter
Paine
Woolland
Bell
Chant
Riley
Thurston
Davies
Hatton
Kaikadavu
Laqere
Stokes
Trudgill
Bruce
Chater
Cripps
Conway
Dallimore
Dickinson
Frost

30068921
30089315
30053687
30065005
30060027
30053922
30086924
30047281
25204583
30098638
25233280
30121041
30067230
30115713
30160193
30092458
30124229
30188878
30087226
30165609

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

555433 Maj STB Farebrother MC
30029759 Capt DM Wiggins
25037832 WO2 RM Gallacher
25061962 SSgt W Davies

Green
Griffiths
Griffiths
Halpin
Hustwayte
Jacobson
Lardner
Mokuoane
Otterbech
Palmer
Petre
Robinson
Symons
Warner
Burnett
Campos
Chorley
Crowther
Daniels
Dyce

30096610
30175315
30057294
30103699
30175815
30173607
30180304
30076424
30173606
30166190
30177627
30040371
30043713
30103277
30096091
30108015
30107675
30180488

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Flower
Foster
Haines
Hopkins
Hutchings
Jennings
Johns
Jones
Lynch
Magill
Martin
Mather
Moore
Parsonage
Rose
Screaton
Sturgess
Williams
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C Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Operations Officer
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
30076971
30138985
30135211
25231139
30077434
25144676
25081413
25201293
25080827
25065262
25054588
25122106
25205333
25139727
25039561
25163774
25210097
25202676
25191158
30070842
25233787
30060880
25126363
25200584
30054969
25222934
25175089
30046839
25164524

Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
2Lt
SSgt
CSjt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Findlay
Martel
McHale
Woodhart
Wilks
Browning
Exely
Beal
Brisco
Brown
Cook
Davies
Hamilton
Greenacre
Patchett
Ruddy
Bennett
Cooper
Davies
Doolan
Edge
Evans
Fisher
Hill
Letts
Panks
Roberts
Speed
Wakerley

30060034
25227362
30038768
30103886
30042712
30099328
25182393
30068063
30045851
30124228
30076753
25222729
25221672
30093419
30063085
30105927
30044998
30059603
30063948
30038049
30154667
30140660
30145670
30125984
30144509
30170980
30130459
P064941T
30134192

Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

557506 Maj HT Lloyd
25234992 Capt B Williams
565351 Capt DE Reed
25061701 WO2 D Brown
25065339 SSgt D O’Connor

Welfoot
Williams
Baker
Bojang
Casey
Curzon
Delana
Durnall
Edwards
Evans
Humphreys
McKinnon
Morgan
Mwamalima
Petre
Sterry
Steins
Sudlow
Tudor
Tukana
Anderton
Bernard
Breeze
Brocklehurst
Buchan
Bullock
Coles
Couch
Davies

30149618
30125983
30153183
30140484
30144277
30128570
30129435
30165705
30172813
30154029
30167071
30173199
30166188
30149349
30166037
30152662
30184489
30159661
30167884
30167426
30151180
30170462
30135773
30124013
30137272
30074892
30172739
30157810
30155499

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Dewhurst
East
Eedy
French
Gale
Gemmell
Griffiths
Grove
Hawkins
Hicks
Howells
Hugo
Jones
Kelly
Lond
Morgan
Morgan
O’Toole
Platt
Porter
Powell
Pugh
Pusey
Sebburn
Somers
Stewart
Thomas
Ward
Williams

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Hinton
Hyatt
Jenkins
Jones
Jones
Jones
Korovulavula
Morris
Moulden
Peers
Rana
Taylor
Veasey
Walters
Watson
Wilkins
Wright
Alexander
Androsiuk
Baptiste-Isles
Berry
Evans
Gould
Hanbury
Hollands
Howgill

HQ Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
563163
562038
563870
24862217
24710066
24829578
25021310
24710556
30077179
25026559
25004653
24865578
24835011
25065365
24885799
24872772
25036729
25038757
24900047
24869487
25052458
25016271
25058411
24877505
25053406
25055801

Maj Brown
Maj Lee
Capt Daw
Capt Dunne
Capt Greaney
Capt Jones
Capt Plant
Capt Tyson
Lt
Dawes
WO1(ASM) Lawrence
WO2 Eggleton
WO2 Jones
WO2 Jones
WO2 Kelleghan
WO2 Sprouting
WO2 Williams
SSgt Costello
SSgt Geddes
SSgt Hughes
SSgt John
SSgt Jones
SSgt Pulham
SSgt Sacco
SSgt Thomas
SSgt Watson
SSgt Worsley
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25125785
25068322
24892656
25042309
25083202
25049067
25075765
25076011
25064365
25068121
25161676
24759418
25017727
25057031
24900712
25221888
25207336
25127958
25197361
25129633
25189148
W1058893
25183065
24734200
25159244
25090254

561800 Maj PL Morrissey
565420 Capt AM Sudlow
24865914 WO2 R Lockyer
25037651 SSgt S Pye

Sgt Anderson
Sgt Annanins
Sgt Bancroft
Sgt Cartwright
Sgt Cruickshanks
Sgt Davies
Sgt Docherty
Sgt Dodd
Sgt Driver
Sgt Hart
Sgt Hopkins
Sgt Keen
Sgt MacKin
Sgt Mitchell
Sgt Rouse
Cpl Owen
LCoH McGrath
Cpl Barclay
Cpl Birkett
Cpl Burgess
Cpl Cameron
Cpl Cannon
Cpl Grills
Cpl Haggerty
Cpl Hannah
Cpl Hassan

25172789
25207210
25200347
25119865
25113450
25202470
25144671
25082214
Q1048896
25050330
25199582
25142833
25135755
30013759
25202211
25227637
24950870
25130734
30045775
30081940
25229320
25182207
30060638
25227714
30108043
25223439
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30077421
25231067
30110247
25196722
30019094
30029561
30113004
Q1053274
25145389
30011514
25195485
30022404

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Isherwood
Jackson
Lane
Limbu
Maunder
Millard
Murray
Pettinger
Powell
Quantock
Raffel
Rees

25218067
30033561
25216198
25221492
25182394
30184495
30105198
30165605
30034215
30087791
30168857
30034190

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Pte
Pte
Tpr
Pte
Tpr

Sarvo
Shaw
Sudlow
Williams
Bobo
Bello
Brindley
Brock
Dhawol
Finn
Gondwe
Hicks
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30138875
30113539
30081265
30175251
30080811
30102586
30034719
30041632
25191076
30131451

Pte
Pte
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Cfn

Houldey
Lang
Lonsdale
May
Newey
Palmer
Purchase
Seheri
Shirley
Sinha

Officers at ERE
499545
514200
519416
519712
527030
536624
513363
516633
531083
527120
531920
543993
546287
536261
548025
543703
549626
549088
551246
556444
555325
558369
558816
561798
564003
562269
563651
565344
565209
30010953
25185423
24795861
24656685
24656655
24805516
25199402
30038248
25213438
25166746
25234755

Lt Gen
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt

S V Mayall CB
D W H Norris OBE
G H J Deacon OBE
A J Pittman
A S Richmond OBE
J J de Quincey Adams OBE
A M Roxburgh
R J Parry
H F A Sugden MC
N J Fenton
M W L W Botsford MBE
C L Waggett
D B Duff
J W McCulloch
N Thomas
P L C Bond
J G E Stenhouse DSO
I G T Clegg
A M J Boissard
J K Smith
J M Whelan
A J Alford MBE
D G O Staveley
P Corfield
B Parkyn
A A D Seys
B R Nicholas
H J Pilcher
C W C Beaver
N S Garland
B C J Matthews
T Moore
G M Powell
I Coles
S John
D R W Chambers
C W Roberts
J Arthur
M E J Groves
T C H Mossop

DSAME
Strat Man-PMAsstHd
APC COS
Asst Dir Trg and PD, Dir Trg
RCDS
FMC ARMY POLICY FD
SO1 DS Ground Manoeuvre
Defence Attaché Macedonia, Albania & Kosovo
Mil Adv East Africa
SO1 IND TRG FRANCE(SAUMUR)
CO RMLY
COS Cbt APC
ACSC
SO2 G7 EPS B at HQ ARRC
SO2 ISTAR POL
SO2 ISTAR STRATEGY ARMY HQ
DS ICSC(L)
SO2 TDT MCC
2IC ARMCEN
QM(T) BATUS
SO2 Heavy Armour
DCOS 160X
SO2 G3 O&D ARTD
SO2 Trg Ops ARTD
SO3 G5 PLANS – ARMY HQ
ICSC(L)
SO3 HFT CATT UK
SO3 TACSYS ARMY HQ
CULAD – H18
SO3 BR LWC
Adjt RWxY
QM(T) 2RTR
OC Korea Company, AFC(H)
SO3 Infrastructure/ Garrison QM
SO3 TRG LFG
ADC to DSAME
SO3 BR LWC des
AFC HARROGATE
Tp Ldr ARMCEN
Tp Ldr ARMCEN

Soldiers at ERE
249001730
25002090
24889984
25008816
25036831
25002086
24773588
25025826
24889568
24888830
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WO1
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSgt

Davies
Hawtin
Thomas
Wilcox
Kimsey
Pearman
Ridding
Robinson
Rollings
Bell

RSMI CVS ATDU
JCTTAT
RSM RMLY
RSMI LFG
RQMS ARMCEN
Gp WO CIS School ARMCEN
LERIC Blandford
Range WO AFVGS
RQMS ATDU
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
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Soldiers at ERE continued
25040023
25099895
25110733
24885332
24844774
25133269
24879137
24966186
25169284
25141950
25107411
24902528
25133496
25078696
25151646
25015668
25130399
24901013
25144795
25031265
25136159
25066108
25059530
25227597
25108927
25139265
25137020
25155507
25210599
25061446
25114629
25105211
25194806
30049259
30056802
30128869
30044809
30073421
30030687
30106583
30084585

SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Burns
Hansen
Homer
McNamara
O’Connor
Blackburn
Bowden
Carew
Davies
Ewbank
Griffiths
Hamilton
Hartt
Hughes
Jones
Lambie
Lewis
McDonald
Navunisaravi
Whitehead
Comley
Davies
Davies
Humphrey
O’Brien
Roberts
Shortman
Sloan
Sudlow
Thomas
Urch
Young
Cole
Savarin
Carney
Chatterton
Lerston
Morris
Owen
Parker
Williams 585

Gp WO CIS School ARMCEN
PSI RY
SSI AFVGS
JAMES Team
SSI CIS School ARMCEN
OPTAG
PSI RMLY
160 Bde PRU
SI AFVGS
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
20 CTT
SERE
OPTAG
SI D&M School
PSI RMLY
AFC(H)
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
Bangor ACIO
LFG Castlemartin
PSI RMLY
AFC(H)
BFG PRU
BFG PRU
Provost LWC
Trials ATDU
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
AFC(H)
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
OT Wales
Swansea AFCO
QM(T) BATUS
BFG PRU
DSL
143 Bde PRU
OT Wales
145 Bde PRU
42 Bde PRU
LD
44 Sqn RMAS
OT Wales

Marriages

Births

Col Richmond to Penny
on 14 Jul 2012
Tpr Lynch to Lauren
on 3 Aug 2013
Tpr Harrison to Carla
on 4 Aug 2013
Sgt Ewbank to Ashleen
on 18 Aug 2013
Tpr Martin to Meryl
on 24 Aug 2013
Tpr Moss to Eilesha
on 24 Sep 2013
Tpr Crowther to Marcie Lea on 5 Oct 2013
Cpl Davies to Chloe
on 27 Oct 2013
Cpl Burgess to Rosemary on 14 Dec 2013

Cpl and Mrs Wilkins
Tpr and Mrs Foster
Cpl and Mrs Wadey
Maj and Mrs Farebrother
LCpl and Mrs Palmer
Sgt and Mrs Thomas
Capt and Mrs Tee
Tpr and Mrs Lawley
Tpr and Mrs Bobo
Cpl and Mrs Korovulavula
Tpr and Mrs Bernard
Tpr and Mrs Harrison
Sgt and Mrs Dodd
Col and Mrs Richmond
LCpl and Mrs Evans
Tpr and Mrs Moss
Tpr and Mrs Campos
Sgt and Mrs Hamilton
Tpr and Mrs Powell
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a daughter
a son
a son
a son
a daughter
a son
a son
a daughter
a son
a daughter
a son
a son
a son
a daughter
a son
a son
a daughter
a son
a daughter

Laila Madison
Jacob
Jack David
Otto Sebastian
Sienna Rose
Luke
Henry James
Alana
Josaia
Filomena Mali
John James
Albie Beau
Nicklas
Rosie
Charlie Jack
Nathan
Mia Alexander
William
Sienna

19 Feb 2013
6 Apr 2013
23 Apr 2013
18 May 2013
18 May 2013
7 Jun 2013
19 Aug 2013
22 Aug 2013
28 Aug 2013
31 Aug 2013
10 Sep 2013
19 Sep 2013
3 Oct 2013
14 Oct 2013
22 Oct 2013
30 Oct 2013
29 Nov 2013
1 Dec 2013
18 Dec 2013
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